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i
Abstract
Alternate numeration systems are common in preservice teacher (PST) mathematics
curricula, but there is limited research on how to leverage alternate systems to promote
the development of mathematical knowledge for teaching. I analyzed the role of alternate
numeration systems in three ways. I conducted a thematic analysis of current PST
textbooks to consider the role of alternate numeration systems in written curricula. I
conducted a teaching experiment to analyze PSTs‘ mathematical activity as they engaged
with a base five task sequence to reinvent an algorithm for multiplication. And I
introduced problematizing mathematical contexts as a design heuristic, situating this
within the design theory of Realistic Mathematics Education. I found that alternate
numeration systems can be leveraged to create opportunities for PSTs to (a) engage in
guided reinvention of an algorithm, (b) improve understanding of base ten by comparing
it to other numeration systems, and (c) reflect on their learning experience and the
learning experiences of children.
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Chapter 1 : Rationale and Introduction
In Chapter 1, I argue that (a) whole number and operations are at the core of
elementary mathematics, (b) children are capable inventors of sophisticated whole
number strategies, (c) teachers need specialized mathematical knowledge for teaching
(MKT) in order to support children‘s invention of strategies, and (d) preservice teachers
(PSTs) don‘t have sufficient MKT. After establishing the problem, I argue that alternate
bases provide an opportunity for PSTs to develop MKT and I situate the three
components of my study within the arena of alternate bases. The first component of the
study examines trends in how alternate numerations systems are used in current PST
mathematics curricula. The second component of the study establishes a local
instructional theory which leverages alternate bases as a teaching tool for multiplication.
The third component of the study introduces the design heuristic problematizing
mathematical contexts, in which alternate base contexts are considered as an example of
wider phenomenon of leveraging non-routine contexts to make sense of routine contexts.
Whole Number and Operations
Number is a rich, many-sided domain whose simplest forms are
comprehended by very young children and whose far reaches are still
being explored by mathematicians. Proficiency with numbers and
numerical operations is an important foundation for further education in
mathematics and in fields that use mathematics. (Kilpatrick, Swafford, &
Findell, 2001, p. 2)
Whole number and operation form the core of elementary mathematics
(Verschaffel, Greer, & De Corte, 2007). Standards documents such as the Common Core
State Standards for Mathematics (CCSS-M) (National Governors Association Center for
Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010) and Principles and
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Standards for School Mathematics (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 2000)
place considerable emphasis on reasoning about whole number and operations. CCSS-M
advocates that elementary mathematics education include opportunities for students to
use ―strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or relationships
between [operations]‖ (2010, p. 16).
Children as Capable Inventors
Prior research on children‘s mathematical thinking reveals that when children are
given appropriate support, they are capable inventors of an array of strategies for
multidigit calculations (Ambrose, Baek, & Carpenter, 2003; Fuson et al., 1997; van
Putten, Brom-Snijders, & Beishuizen, 2005). Appropriate support includes (a)
opportunities to investigate contextually based story problems with the intention of
building strategies rather than practicing procedures and (b) opportunities to share and
compare invented strategies.
While research has shown that children are capable inventors and current
education policy encourages sense-making strategies, this is not the type of classroom
environment children have traditionally experienced. For example, in my work with
PSTs, most describe their childhood mathematics experiences as following the traditional
pattern of memorizing and practicing rules that they didn‘t understand. Fuson warns that
this type of traditional classroom experience may encourage the development of rulebased procedural skills rather than the development of appropriate place value
conceptions (1992). In particular, standardized algorithms for multidigit operations tend
to abbreviate substeps, concealing the sophisticated role of place value.
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In these algorithms, the meaning and scaffolding of substeps have been
sacrificed to using a small amount of paper. The multiplication and
division algorithms use aligning methods that keep the steps organized by
correct place value without requiring any understanding of what is actually
happening with the ones, tens, and hundreds. (Fuson, 2003, p. 302)
Kamii and Dominick (1997) and Pesek and Kirshner (2000) warn about the
dangers of teaching algorithms without understanding. They indicate that supplying prebuilt standardized algorithms to children may unteach ideas of place value and number
sense, while encouraging children to abandon their own mathematical strategies (Kamii
& Dominick, 1997). Pre-built algorithms shift the mathematical authority away from
sense-making and toward teacher or textbook provided solution strategies. Children who
use non-standard strategies, such as their own invented strategies, are more likely to be
able to justify their methods (Carroll, 1999).
In order to support children in inventing sense-making strategies, teachers must
have mathematical knowledge that extends beyond procedural fluency. Teachers should
be aware of models that support student thinking and they should be able to judge the
validity and efficiency of student generated strategies (Ball, Hill, & Bass, 2005; H. C.
Hill, Ball, & Schillig, 2008). This role of supporting student mathematicians suggests
that teachers should have a specialized mathematical knowledge specific to the domain of
teaching mathematics.
Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching
The professional holds knowledge, not only of how – the capacity for
skilled performance – but of what and why. The teacher is not only a
master of procedure, but also of content and rationale, and capable of
explaining why something is done. (Shulman, 1986, p.13)
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In his 1986 article, Shulman distinguishes pedagogical content knowledge from
content knowledge, indicating that pedagogical content knowledge is subject matter
knowledge that is specialized for teaching, such as knowledge of representations,
examples, and analogies that are helpful to teaching, as well as knowledge of where
students struggle and common preconceptions. Shulman advocated for research about
pedagogical content knowledge. In response to this and other calls for research, Ball,
Hill, and Bass (2005) developed the construct of mathematical knowledge for teaching
(MKT) to refer to the specialized knowledge that mathematics teachers should have.
Similarly, Ma (1999) argues:
Certainly a teacher‘s subject matter knowledge of mathematics differs
from that of a non-teaching person. Special features of a teacher‘s subject
matter knowledge are derived from the task of promoting student learning.
To facilitate learning, teachers tend to make explicit the connections
between and among mathematical topics that remain tacit for nonteachers. (Ma, 1999, p. 21)
Researchers have shown that teachers‘ MKT influences their ability to support student
learning and that many teachers lack sufficient MKT (Ball, 1990b; Ball et al., 2005; Ma,
1999). Preservice mathematics content courses provide an opportunity to help PSTs
develop a deeper understanding of the mathematics they will teach.
Preservice Teacher Knowledge
Prior research on PSTs mathematical knowledge has tended to focus on what they
know and don‘t know, rather than how they learn (Mewborn, 2001; Thanheiser et al.,
2014). Mewborn (2001) uses the term snapshot to refer to studies that (a) examine what
a subject knows at a particular point in time or (b) focus on pre and post data about
student knowledge. A 2014 study by Thanheiser et al. indicates that out of 112 journal
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articles about PST content knowledge, published between 1978 and 2012, 104 of the
studies were snapshot or static studies of knowledge, while only 8 of the studies focused
on motion studies of learning. In the content domain of whole number and operation,
only 2 out of 26 studies were about PSTs learning, while the other 24 were static studies
of knowledge. Mewborn (2001) and Thanheiser et al. (2014) advocate for more studies
which focus on the development of PST knowledge. In my study I address this gap by
examining the mathematical activity of PSTs as they reinvent a general strategy for
multidigit multiplication in base five.
In their summary of 112 studies of PST knowledge, Thanheiser et al. (2014) point
to the consistent trend that PSTs tend to rely on procedures rather than underlying
concepts. PSTs are able to use procedures that they are not able to explain (Ball, 1990b;
J.-J. Lo, Grant, & Flowers, 2008; Ma, 1999; Thanheiser, 2009a, 2010). Moreover, PSTs
may be unaware that there exists a why behind commonly used mathematical procedures
(Ball, 1990a; J.-J. Lo et al., 2008; Thanheiser, Philipp, Fasteen, Strand, & Mills, 2013).
PSTs may believe that knowing how to do the procedures is equivalent to understanding
(Graeber, 1999).
While mathematics education researchers are aware of problematic issues with
PSTs‘ content knowledge, the PSTs may be unaware of their own gaps in knowledge.
Thanheiser (2009a) notes that of the 15 PSTs surveyed in her study, 14 felt they already
knew enough mathematics to teach 3rd grade, prior to their first math content course.
Moreover, ―When faced with their lack of mathematical understanding, PSTs are often
unperturbed, because they hold a self-perpetuating belief that ‗if I, a college student, do
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not know something, then children would not be expected to know it, and if I do know
something, I certainly don‘t need to learn it again‘ (Philipp et al., 2007, p. 439).‖
Genuine Problems
Given that PSTs lack MKT, but believe that they know enough to teach, teacher
educators have their hands full. Teacher educators need tasks that are genuine problems
for PSTs, problems which provoke intellectual curiosity. Harel (2007) captures this need
in his necessity principle for instruction, which states that students must be motivated by
intellectual need/curiosity in order to be open to learning what a teacher intends them to
learn. In order for a situation to provide an intellectual need, it must be a genuine
problem1 to the student. Novel or non-routine contexts, such as alternate bases, provide
a tactic for provoking PST curiosity (McClain, 2003; Yackel, Underwood, & Elias,
2007).
In this study I investigate the role of alternate bases in current PST textbooks and
I examine PSTs‘ mathematical activity with an instructional sequence for multidigit
multiplication in an alternate base context. I also discuss a task design heuristic of
problematizing mathematical contexts more generally. Alternate bases are not selected
merely because they are novel, as novelty is likely not a sufficient reason to engage with
content. Alternate bases serve as a non-routine version of an overly routine context, the
base ten system (McClain, 2003). PSTs are asked to step back from this routine system
and imagine themselves as children, learning a number system for the first time. While
PSTs are not in the same position as children, the invitation to imagine the learning

1

By genuine problems, I mean problems for which PSTs do have an accessible entry point but do not have
predetermined solution strategies (Kolovou, Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, & Bakker, 2009).
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process of children can serve to spark the curiosity of PSTs. The alternate base
investigation serves the dual purposes of (a) encouraging PSTs to imagine how their
future students will make sense of a place value system (both challenges and ah-ha
moments) and (b) providing an opportunity for PSTs to develop a more sophisticated
view of place value number systems.
As long as the [student] operates with the decimal system without having
become conscious of it as such, he has not mastered the system but is, on
the contrary, bound by it. When he becomes able to view it as a particular
instance of the wider concept of a scale of notation, he can operate
deliberately with this or any other numerical system. (Vygotsky, 1962, p.
115)
As Vygotsky indicates, looking across different numeration systems may lead to the
development of a generalized conception of place value structure. In Chapter 6, I focus
on shifting to alternate bases as an example of a design heuristic for problematizing
mathematical contexts. In the following section I provide a brief overview of the
mathematics of alternate bases.
Alternate Bases
An alternate base number system is a positional number system which is based on
a number other than ten. In the base ten number system, each time you collect ten of one
type of unit, those units can be grouped together into the next larger unit. That is, ten
ones can be regrouped as one ten, ten tens can be regrouped as one hundred, and so on.
Each column in a base ten numeral indicates the quantity of units of a particular type,
with the columns having the values of 100, 101, 102, etc. The decision to use ten as the
regrouping quantity is an artifact of cultural convention, likely based on the number of
fingers on two hands. We use base ten because our parents and grandparents did.
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Historically, other numbers have been selected as the regrouping quantity, such as Mayan
base 20 and Babylonian base 60. Our system of time, with 60 seconds per minute and 60
minutes per hour, is an artifact of this historic system. In the Babylonian system, rather
than having a ones place, tens place, and hundreds place, there was a ones place, 60s
place, and 3600s (or 602s) place. Additional larger place values can be found by
computing larger powers of the base.
Alternate bases are already present in many textbooks used for PST mathematics
content courses (e.g. Bassarear, 2012c; Bennett, Burton, & Nelson, 2012a). Alternate
bases may be used for a variety of pedagogical or mathematical goals and one aspect of
my study is an analysis of the roles of alternate bases in PST mathematics curricula.
Textbooks use both historic number systems, such as Mayan and Babylonian, and
modern notation systems, such as base five, as examples of alternate base systems.
Examples are provided in Chapter 2.
McClain (2003), Yackel, Underwood, & Elias (2007), and Roy (2014) provide
evidence of the success of alternate bases as a context to promote PST exploration and
sense-making about whole number concepts, creating instructional sequences for addition
and subtraction. I focus on the development of an instructional sequence for multidigit
multiplication in base five. There are several reasons I have selected multiplication as the
operation of focus (besides the lack of prior research on alternate base multiplication).
The place value system has a multiplicative structure, where each place value is a
constant multiple of the place value to its right. Studying multiplication in an alternate
base may help PSTs to make sense that (a) there is a multiplicative structure in positional
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number systems and (b) that multiplicative structure can be leveraged for creating
strategies.
Purpose of My Study
In the prior sections of this chapter, I have established that children are capable
inventors in the context of whole number and operation and that teachers require MKT in
order to support children as they build a conceptual understanding of number and
operation. One strategy to help PSTs to develop the necessary MKT is to use the nonroutine context of alternate bases. In this study I approach the arena of alternate bases
with three distinct questions:
(1) How and why are alternate numeration systems being used in PST textbooks?
(2) How can alternate bases be leveraged to support PSTs in reinventing a general
strategy for multiplication?
(3) How can problematizing to an alternate base be considered as an example of a
wider task design heuristic?
To answer the first question, I conducted a textbook analysis of a selection of
current PST textbooks, focusing on the role and purpose of alternate bases. I built a
framework for the role of alternate bases as a teaching tool in PST mathematics content
courses.
To address the second question, I built a base five multiplication sequence (See
Chapter 3) which I tested, analyzed, and modified during two cycles of a teaching
experiment. From this analysis I developed a design heuristic for making sense of
student mathematical activity considering the role of multiple co-emerging models. To
address the third question, I introduced a design heuristic for problematizing
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mathematical contexts, situating this within the design theory of Realistic Mathematics
Education (Gravemeijer, 1998). Alternate bases and non-Euclidean geometry are
discussed as two examples of this design heuristic.
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Chapter 2 : Literature Review
Chapter 2 is split into two major sections, with the first section providing
background literature about teacher knowledge, number and operation, and alternate
bases. In the second section of Chapter 2, I discuss the theoretical perspectives which
influenced my design experiment.
Structure of the Literature Review
The review of the background literature is split into three main sections, with the
first section focusing on constructs for teacher knowledge. The second section provides
an overview of research on whole number and operations, with a particular focus on
multidigit multiplication. The split between whole numbers and operation with whole
numbers is somewhat artificial, as the study of one generally involves the study of the
other. Nevertheless, the review presents whole numbers first to allow a focus on
frameworks for understanding the structure of base ten prior to focusing on operations in
base ten. The third section of the background literature focuses on prior research using
alternate numeration systems with preservice teachers.
Within the sections on number and operation I examine prior research both for
children and preservice teachers, providing comparisons of the research within each topic
area. Within the literature review I provide key background information about current
research in the topics of number and operation for both children and preservice teachers
and to situate my research within the wider body of research on number and operation. I
place a particular emphasis on the development of multidigit operations, especially
multiplication. A special focus is given to sets of studies that present similar research for
both children and preservice teachers, such as Fuson‘s (1997) and Thanheiser‘s (2009)
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conceptions of multidigit numbers and the digit correspondence task (Kamii, 2000; Ross,
2001).
Teacher Knowledge
That the quality of mathematics teaching depends on teachers‘ knowledge
of the content should not be a surprise. Equally unsurprising is that many
U.S. teachers lack sound mathematical understanding and skill. This is to
be expected because most teachers—like most other adults in this
country—are graduates of the very system that we seek to improve. (Ball
et al., 2005, p. 14)
Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching (MKT)
In his oft cited 1986 paper, Shulman describes the professional knowledge of
teachers and calls for research on this specialized knowledge. He distinguishes three
types of knowledge. The first knowledge type is content knowledge which includes
knowledge of substantive structures (facts and basic knowledge) and syntactic knowledge
(how to make arguments and establish validity within a discipline). Shulman‘s second
knowledge type is pedagogical content knowledge which is knowledge that is specialized
to teaching, such as knowledge of where students struggle, preconceptions, and useful
representations. The third knowledge type is curricular knowledge, which includes
knowledge of the available instructional materials in a particular domain, as well as
knowledge of curriculum that will be taught later (vertical) and knowledge of curriculum
students will engage with in other subject areas (lateral).
Shulman‘s call for further research on teacher knowledge was answered by many
mathematics education researchers, including Ma (1999); Ball, Hill, and Bass (2005);
Ball, Thames, and Phelps (2008); Hill, Ball and Schillig (2008); and Silverman and
Thompson (2008). Ma developed the construct of Profound Understanding of
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Fundamental Mathematics (PUFM) to capture mathematical knowledge that is deep,
broad, and thorough. Ma found that mathematics teachers in the U.S. tend to lack PUFM,
resulting in teachers providing explanations that focus on how to do procedures rather
than why those procedures makes sense (1999).
Ball et al. (2005) use the term mathematical knowledge for teaching (MKT) to
refer to the professional knowledge related to teaching mathematics. In a study
comparing the MKT for 700 teachers to the gain scores of their nearly 3000 students on
the Terra Nova standardized test, Ball et al. (2005) found that teachers‘ MKT scores
significantly predicted student gain scores. For example, students of a teacher in the top
quartile had gain scores that equated to 2 or 3 extra weeks of instruction, compared to
students of teachers with average scores. The effect size for the MKT of the teacher was
comparable to the effect size for socioeconomic status for the students in the study. One
key aspect of this study was the use of a specialized test to measure MKT, rather than a
proxy value like the number of prior mathematics courses taken by the teacher.
Ball et al. (2008) developed a domain map for MKT, explaining that their work
can be seen as a refinement of Shulman‘s three categories of content knowledge,
pedagogical content knowledge, and curricular knowledge. Ball et al. refer to content
knowledge as subject matter knowledge, which they partitioned into the following three
categories (see Figure 2-1):


Common content knowledge refers to knowledge that is not specific to
teaching, but used in the same manner in many other settings as well.
Teachers should be competent with the content they intend to teach to their
students. Ball et al. provide examples of common content knowledge such as
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knowing that 0/7 is 0 and being able to find a number between two given
decimal numbers.


Specialized content knowledge is the content knowledge that is specific to
teaching, such as providing explanations for mathematical procedures,
unpacking nonstandard algorithms, and using appropriate representations.
Ball et al. distinguish specialized content knowledge from the conceptual
understanding of content that they would want all students to have. They
differentiate that they ―do not hold as a goal that every learner should be able
to select examples with pedagogically strategic intent, to identify and
distinguish the complete range of different situations modeled by 38 ÷ 4, or to
analyze common errors‖ (2008, p. 401).



Horizon content knowledge refers to knowledge of how a mathematical topic
develops across the grade spans. For example, a fourth grade teacher should
be aware of how the area model they use for multidigit multiplication relates
the multiplication of fractions and equations, as well as relating to division
strategies.

Ball et al. rename Shulman‘s curricular knowledge as knowledge of content and
curriculum and place it within the larger category of pedagogical content knowledge.
The other two divisions of pedagogical content knowledge are knowledge of content and
students, which is the type of knowledge that allows teachers to anticipate student
thinking and potential student struggles, and knowledge of content and teaching, which
includes knowledge of useful examples, models, and representations for teaching
particular content.
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Figure 2-1. A domain map for mathematical knowledge for teaching. Image from Hill,
Ball, & Schillig (2008, p.377).
Hill, Umland, Litke, and Kapitula (2012) link MKT and the mathematical quality
of instruction (MQI) made available to students. They used an MQI framework to
analyze videos of classroom lessons, focusing on the components of richness of
mathematics, working with students and mathematics, errors and imprecisions, and
student meaning-making. Hill et al. (2012) found that teachers with high scores on an
MKT written assessment had higher levels of MQI, while teachers with low MKT scores
also had lower levels of MQI. This research highlights the impact of teachers‘ MKT on
the types of learning opportunities made available to children.
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A Strategy for Supporting MKT: Problematized Mathematical Contexts
One strategy for supporting the development of MKT is the use of problematized
mathematical contexts. I introduce the term problematizing mathematical contexts2 to
describe the task design heuristic of shifting from routine mathematical context to a novel
or non-routine mathematical context. The non-routine context is selected for the
pedagogical purpose of developing a stronger understanding of a more routine context.
The non-routine context should be similar enough in structure to provide a worthy
comparison with the routine context. For example, the taxi-cab metric may be used in a
geometry course to provide a non-routine metric to compare against the overly-routine
Euclidean metric. Likewise, spherical geometry can be leveraged as a problematized
alternative to planar geometry. One hallmark of a problematized mathematical context is
that it is introduced with the intention of better understanding a common mathematical
context as an example of a wider phenomenon. The goal of Chapter 6 (Problematizing
Paper) is to establish problematizing a mathematical context as a potential task design
heuristic and to situate this design heuristic within existing theory on task design,
particularly within didactic phenomenology.
Alternate bases serve as a problematized mathematical context for PST courses in
number and operation (e.g. Bassarear, 2012; Bennett et al., 2012). The alternate base
serves to highlight the role of place value and regrouping by altering the values of the
places (no longer tens, hundreds, etc.) and the quantity needed to regroup. By
investigating alternate bases, PSTs have the opportunity to see base ten as an example of
2

In a search of the literature, I was unable to uncover a definition for the phrase problematized
mathematical context in mathematics education research. Therefore this is my own definition. My goal
with this phrase is to call attention to this idea as a design heuristic and to suggest future avenues of
research related to problematizing mathematical contexts.
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the more general structure of place value number systems (Vygotsky, 1962). Alternate
base studies have been used to point to PST misconceptions (Khoury & Zazkis, 1994;
Thanheiser & Rhoads, 2009; Zazkis & Khoury, 1993) and to provide strategies for
improving knowledge (McClain, 2003; Roy, 2014; Thanheiser, 2014; Yackel et al.,
2007). Both roles are discussed further in the section on alternate bases research
literature.
Procedural and Conceptual Understanding
In the previous section I used the phrases ―stronger understanding‖ and ―better
understanding.‖ Mathematics educators have developed a variety of constructs to capture
different types or levels of understanding that students could have for a particular idea.
For example, students might be able to perform long division and find correct answers,
but they may be unable to explain why the process works or relate the process to a model
for division. Skemp refers to ―rules without reasons‖ as instrumental understanding and
―knowing both what to do and why‖ as relational understanding (1978, p. 2). Hiebert
and Lefvre (1986) use the dichotomy of procedural vs. conceptual knowledge to
distinguish two types of knowledge commonly seen in the math classroom. Procedural
knowledge refers to knowledge of symbols, rules, and algorithms. Conceptual
knowledge is knowledge where, ―the linking relationships are as prominent as the pieces
of information‖ (Hiebert & Lefevre, 1986, pp. 3–4)..
In this study I use Hiebert and Lefve‘s dichotomy, as well as Lampert‘s four types
of knowledge (intuitive, computational, concrete, and principled) which are described
later in the chapter, as they relate to children‘s understanding of multiplication. PSTs
tend to have procedural knowledge of elementary mathematics, but often lack conceptual
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knowledge, viewing mathematics as a disconnected set of rules (Ball, 1990a; Graeber,
1999; J.-J. Lo et al., 2008; Ma, 1999). In order to build MKT, PSTs must develop a
conceptual understanding of the mathematics they will teach.
Understanding the Structure of Base Ten
In the prior sections I discussed the importance of MKT. In my study, I focus
more narrowly on building MKT in the domain of whole number and operation, with a
particular focus on multiplication. In order to support PSTs in building MKT in their
preservice content courses, it is vital that teacher educators be aware of the types of
knowledge PSTs bring to these courses. In the following sections I focus on the content
area of whole number and operations, reviewing research about both children‘s and
PSTs‘ knowledge of base ten and operations within base ten. In this section I begin by
discussing the mathematical structure of the base ten number system. This will be
followed by a discussion of research on children‘s and PSTs‘ understanding of whole
numbers in base ten.
Structure of Base Ten
The base ten number system is a positional number system or place value number
system. That is, the value of each digit depends on its location within a number.
Consider the example of 282. The 2 on the right is worth 2 ones, while the 2 on the left
indicates 2 hundreds, or 200 ones. Each digit in a multidigit number has both a face
value (the name of the digit, such as ―two‖) and a place value (such as ones or hundreds).
Both the face value and place value must be combined in order to determine the value of
a particular number. For example, the number 345 represents 3 hundreds plus 4 tens plus
5 ones.
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The base ten number system represents a powerful and efficient number system,
particularly when compared with historic number systems like the ancient Egyptian
numeration system. The Egyptian system, like our modern base ten system, relied on
powers of ten for the underlying structure. For each power of ten, there was a specific
symbol to represent that quantity (see Figure 2-2a). Therefore a number like 345 would
be written by making the appropriate number of copies of the symbols for hundreds, tens,
and ones (see Figure 2-2b). The Egyptian number system is considered to be an additive
number system because the value of a number is found by adding the value of each
symbol. To better understand the efficiency of our place value system, imagine writing
987,654 in the Egyptian system. What can be written with just 6 symbols in base ten
takes 39 symbols in the Egyptian system.
a)

Image take from Bennett, Burton, & Nelson (2012a, p. 127).
b)

Figure 2-2. The Ancient Egyptian numeration system is an additive numeration system
where symbols indicate their value regardless of their location in a number
While base ten is certainly more efficient than the Egyptian system, this same
efficiency can make base ten challenging to learn. A student must be able to coordinate
multiple types of units (ones, tens, hundreds, etc.) which are denoted with the same set of
symbols (0, 1, 2, 3, …, 9). When a student is able to make sense of and use the structure
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of base ten they have developed place value understanding. In the following section I
present how the ideas of base ten numbers and operations are discussed within the
Common Core State Standards (CCSS), building up from representing two digit numbers
in first grade to developing strategies for multidigit multiplication and division by the end
of elementary school (National Governors Association Center for Best Practices &
Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSS), 2010).
Common Core Expectations for Number & Operations in Base Ten
Number. Within the Common Core State Standards (CCSS, 2010) the
development of conceptual understanding of number and operation, both single and
multidigit, is captured in the strand Number and Operations in Base Ten (NBT).
Beginning in first grade, students lay a foundation for understanding place value by
examining the relationships between tens and ones within two digit numbers (1.NBT.2)3.
A goal of second grade is moving from two to three digit numbers, including the idea that
one hundred can be viewed as ten tens (2.NBT.1a). By fourth grade, this reasoning
extends to recognizing that in a multidigit number, each digit represents ten times more
than the digit in the next column to the right (4.NBT.1).
Operation. Understanding of numbers does not stand alone, but is woven in with
operations throughout the Common Core (Fuson & Beckmann, 2012). Students are
expected to use ―strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or
relationships between [operations]‖ (CCSS, 2010, p. 19). This language about sensemaking strategies is used repeated throughout the Common Core. The Common Core
3

This notation indicates specific CCSS standards, where the first number refers to grade, the acronym
refers to the content strand, and the number after the acronym refers to a particular grade level standard
within that strand.
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distinguishes strategies from standard algorithms, indicating that strategies should be
based on student sense-making related to the structure of the number system as well as
the properties of operations, such as the commutative, associative, and distributive
properties. The NBT Progressions for the Common Core states that ―[u]se of the
standard algorithms can be viewed as the culmination of a long progression of reasoning
about quantities, the base-ten system, and the properties of operations‖ (Common Core
Writing Team, 2011, p. 3).

Some of the research discussed below questions this role of

the standard algorithm as the final goal for student understanding (Carraher, Carraher, &
Schliemann, 1985; Ebby, 2005; Kamii & Dominick, 1997).
Multiplication. Multidigit multiplication is a central focus of grade 4 within the
Common Core. Students are expected to use their models for multiplication, including
equal-sized groups (repeated addition) and area/array models, as well as properties of
operations, especially the distributive property, to ―develop, discuss, and use efficient,
accurate, and generalizable methods to compute products of multi-digit whole numbers‖
(CCSS, 2010, p. 27). In the section on children‘s understanding of operations and
algorithms I review literature that indicates what this student invention process might
look like for multiplication (Ambrose et al., 2003; Iszak, 2004). I also discuss research
about what specialized knowledge teachers would need in order to support the students as
they develop multiplication strategies.
Research on Children’s Understanding of the Structure of Base Ten
When children learn to count, numbers are viewed as collections of ones. For
example, 9 refers to 9 ones and the number after 9 is simply a collection of ones that
happens to be one larger, rather than a regrouped quantity of one ten (10). Children who
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are able to count to 15 may not see the 15 as composed of 1 ten and 5 ones (Kamii,
2000). Rather, the 15 may be viewed simply as 15 ones. An important shift in
understanding of number occurs when a child is able to repackage a collection of ones as
a single, iterable quantity (Fuson et al., 1997; Steffe & Cobb, 1988). Rather than this
shift being a single jump from not seeing tens to seeing and using tens efficiently,
research has shown that children build several distinct conceptions as they construct
meaning for multidigit numbers (Fuson et al., 1997; Steffe & Cobb, 1988).
Fuson et al. (1997) identify six different conceptions (five correct and one
incorrect) that children may hold for two-digit numbers. The five correct conceptions are
referred to as the UDSSI model, referring to the five names unitary, decade, sequence,
separate, and integrated. Students may hold multiple correct conceptions at once, as well
as the incorrect concatenated digits conception. These conceptions are briefly illustrated
in Figure 2-3 (Images adapted from Fuson et al. 1997, p.139). Each conception relates
quantities, symbols, and number words. In the example of 53, the 5 could be conceived
of as 5 units (incorrect concatenated digits) or as 50 of the dots in a cloud of 53 (unitary
multidigit) or as a cloud of 50 dots (decades and ones) separated from the other 3 dots.
More sophisticated understandings treat the 5 as grouped into 5 sets of ten, where the ten
can be a loose collection of ten units (sequence tens and ones) or a unit of size ten
(separate tens and ones), or both flexibly (integrated sequence-separate tens and ones).
These six categories extend to whole numbers larger than two digits.
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Figure 2-3. Six different conceptions for the number 53, with the conceptions in the
bottom row highlighting subsets of ten within the total of 53. (Image adapted from Fuson
et al. 1997, p. 139)
Kamii warns that ―[t]here is a world of difference between being able to think
only successively about ―one ten‖ and ―ten ones‖ and being able to think about both
simultaneously‖ (2000, p. 31). Kamii (1994) describes a hierarchical structure for
conceptualizing base ten numbers in which a system of tens in built on top of a system of
ones without losing the underlying system of ones. Likewise, a system of hundreds can
be built atop the tens and ones structure without losing the prior structure. An image of
this hierarchical structure appears in Figure 2-4.
The types of understandings students hold about multidigit numbers affect their
solution strategies for multidigit operations. Student strategies for operations develop
alongside their developing conceptions of multidigit numbers, as indicated by the CCSS
(2010). Frequently errors in solution strategies can be linked to a student‘s conception of
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numbers as concatenated digits (Fuson, 1990; Fuson et al., 1997; Verschaffel et al.,
2007).

Figure 2-4. Larger units are built out of smaller units without losing the underlying
structure of the smaller units (image taken from Kamii, 1994, p.10).
Research on preservice teachers' understanding of the structure of base ten
Thanheiser (2009a), noting a lack of research on PSTs understanding of multidigit
numbers, developed a framework similar to Fuson et al. (1997). Thanheiser‘s framework
was based on her interviews with PSTs as they solved and explained multidigit addition
and subtraction problems. Thanheiser‘s interviews revealed four distinct conceptions
with two (incorrect) conceptions based upon concatenated digits. The lowest category
was concatenated digits only, in which PSTs would interpret 234 as 2 ones, 3 ones, and 4
ones. The category of concatenated digits plus captures conceptions with at least one
unit type incorrect, such as interpreting 234 as 200 ones, 3 ones, and 4 ones. A groups of
ones conception implies that each digit is thought of as the appropriate numbers of ones
(i.e. 234 is 200 ones, 30 ones, and 4 ones), but that the PST does not flexibly repackage
ones using reference units. A reference units conception is when the 200 in 234 can be
thought of as 2 hundreds, 20 tens, or 200 ones. In her study of 15 PSTs, Thanheiser
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found that ten of the PSTs held one of the incorrect conceptions, while only three held the
most advanced conception of reference units, prior to instruction.
Preservice (and in-service) teachers may conceal their limited conceptions of
multidigit numbers by using the language of place value procedurally (Ball, 1988; Ma,
1999; Thanheiser, 2009a; Thanheiser et al., 2013). For example, PSTs may be able to
label the columns of a three digit number as units, tens, and hundreds, but continue to
treat the numbers as concatenated single digits. PSTs and teachers with a limited
conception of multidigit numbers struggle to explain the mathematics embedded in
standard algorithms (Ball et al., 2005; Ma, 1999; Thanheiser, 2009a, 2012), such as the
meaning of the popular terms ―carrying,‖ ―borrowing,‖ and ―regrouping.‖ Simply
informing PSTs about the 10 to 1 relationship in place values is not sufficient to build
conceptual understanding of the structure of base ten (Thanheiser, 2009b).
Comparing the Frameworks for Children and PSTs
While Fuson et al.‘s (1997) UDSSI framework (not including concatenated digits)
represents a collection of correct conceptions that children may progress through,
Thanheiser‘s framework is intended to capture the types of knowledge PSTs bring to
their coursework. Thanheiser‘s framework contracts Fuson‘s five correct categories to
two, with decades and ones corresponding to groups of ones and integrated sequenceseparate tens and ones corresponding to reference units. Meanwhile, Thanheiser‘s
framework expands the conception of concatenated digits to two categories.
An additional tool to assess and compare children‘s and PSTs‘ understanding of
the structure of the base ten system is a brief task referred to as the digits correspondence
task (Ross, 2001). The digits correspondence task involves representing a number, such
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as 25, with 25 randomly arranged objects, such as pennies. Referencing the written
number ―25‖ the researcher poses two questions, asking what each digit represents. First
the researcher circles the 5 in 25 and asks ―What does this part of your 25 have to do with
how many pennies are in the picture?‖ Next the researcher circles the 2 and asks ―How
about this part? What does THIS part have to do with how many pennies are in the
picture?‖ (Ross, 2001, p. 897). A correct response links 5 pennies with the 5 and 20
pennies or 2 groups of 10 pennies with the digit 2. Ross (2001) used the digits
correspondence task for 85 PSTs in their first term math content course. Ross found that
only 53% of PSTs were successful, which is a similar success rate to fifth graders. In a
similar study by Kamii, when fourth graders were asked what the ―1‖ in ―16‖ referred to,
only 51% recognized the ―1‖ as ten (Kamii, 2000). Children and PSTs often focused on
the face value of a number rather than the place value.
In the next section I shift from discussing whole numbers to discussing operations
with whole numbers.
Understanding Operations & Algorithms in Base Ten
Standard algorithms for whole number operations are both efficient and dense.
Standard algorithms have evolved over generations to become compact and removed
from their conceptual basis (Ambrose et al., 2003; Fuson, 2003; Verschaffel et al., 2007).
While this compactness lends to efficiency in execution of standard algorithms, it hinders
students developing conceptual understanding of the algorithms (Thompson, 2010).
Verschaffel et al. note that ―standard practice in the use of algorithms even demands that
one does not think about what the digits represent if one does not want to become
confused‖ (2007, p. 574). The recent reform movements in K-12 mathematics, embodied
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in the NCTM Standards (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 2000) and then in
the Common Core State Standards (National Governors Association Center for Best
Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010), indicate that children should
have a conceptual understanding of the algorithms they use, rather than simply speed and
accuracy.
Research on Children’s Understanding of Multidigit Operations / Algorithms
First I focus on research that indicates effects of learning algorithms without
conceptual basis. Then I discuss a few studies which point to conceptual approaches to
learning, particularly with the instructional design heuristic of guided reinvention.
Learning pre-ordained algorithms without understanding may be damaging to
children‘s intellectual curiosity. Kamii and Dominick argue that ―Algorithms are harmful
to children‘s development of numerical reasoning for two reasons: (a) They ‗unteach‘
place value and discourage children from developing number sense, and (b) they force
children to give up their own thinking‖ (1997, p. 58). For example, children are inclined
to think of numbers from left to right, dealing with larger digits first, but most algorithms
move from right to left and treat each digit as if it represented ones. In a study comparing
the performances of students who had been taught algorithms with students who had not,
the ―no algorithms‖ students arrived at the correct answer more often than the algorithm
based students and in the case of error, their wrong answers were more likely to be
―close‖ to the right answer (Kamii & Dominick, 1997). In addition to being more likely
to get the correct answer, the ―no algorithms‖ students were more likely to be able to
explain why their strategies made sense. These results are consistent with a study by
Carroll (1999) indicating that students using non-standardized strategies were more able
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to justify their methods. While the Common Core indicates that knowledge of the
standard algorithms is the final goal of student invented strategies, Kamii and Dominick
(1997) argue that building number sense is the final goal and that the conventional
algorithms should not be taught. Likewise, Carraher et al. (1985) warns against placing
school algorithms on a pedestal while ignoring student invented solution strategies.
Ebby (2005) uses a longitudinal study to illustrate the problems Kamii and
Dominick (1997) identified, following one student from second to fourth grade. Ebby
found that the introduction of standard algorithms hindered the student‘s development of
place value understanding by providing her with solution strategies that could be
executed without understanding of the ten to one relationship between places. In
addition, Ebby argues that learning the algorithms without understanding created a view
toward mathematics as an arbitrary set of rules and placed the authority for correctness
within the teacher and textbook rather than within a student‘s own sense-making. Pesek
and Kirshner (2000) found that teaching procedural skills prior to conceptual knowledge
caused cognitive and attitudinal interference, leading students who had learned
procedures first to make errors that were not made by students who had learned concepts
first.
Given that learning standard algorithms without understanding is potentially
damaging to students (Kamii & Dominick, 1997), a possible solution is to provide
students with an opportunity to invent efficient algorithms based on place value
understanding. Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) (Gravemeijer & Cobb, 2006) is
an instructional design theory that includes guided reinvention as a core design heuristic.
In RME, students are given contextually real problems which encourage student use of
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intuitive models to create solution strategies. Prior examples of RME research around
multidigit arithmetic include a study using the empty number line for addition and
subtraction (Klein, Beishuizen, & Treffers, 1998), studies of developing multiplication
strategies (Armanto, 2008; Treffers, 1987a), and studies of progressive mathematization
with long division (Treffers, 1987a; van Putten et al., 2005). In all of these studies,
students move from intuitive to more efficient strategies by solving problems and sharing
solution methods. Rather than a view of mathematics which puts the teacher or textbook
as authority, RME places the authority on sense-making and student strategies.
Rather than focusing on all four operations in base ten, I have decided to narrow
my focus to multiplication. I have purposefully selected multidigit multiplication in
order to focus attention on the multiplicative structure of our place value number system,
where each place value is a multiple of the place value to its right. Efficient and
sophisticated strategies for multidigit multiplication, including the standard U.S.
algorithm, make use of this structure. Prior to discussing the research on children‘s
understanding of multiplication, I highlight some key mathematical ideas in multidigit
multiplication.
Key Ideas and Models in Multidigit Multiplication
There are certain to be many interpretations on what it means to ―understand
multidigit multiplication,‖ from the limited perspective of proficient use of the U.S.
standard algorithm to more broad conceptual perspectives. Rather than claiming to
definitively answer the question of what it means to understand multidigit multiplication,
I limit myself to explaining some key ideas of multidigit multiplication and relating those
ideas to the Common Core (CCSS, 2010).
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According to the Common Core, students should be able to use models such as
repeated addition and area/array to develop strategies for solving multidigit problems.
Consider the example of 14 x 23 below. The problem 14 x 23 could be considered as (a)
14 groups of size 23 (repeated addition / equal groups model) (Figure 2-5a) or as (b) a
rectangular array with dimensions of 14 x 23 (area / array model) (Figure 2-5b). Prior
research indicates that children and PSTs tend to rely on the primitive model of repeated
addition (Fischbein, Deri, Nello, & Marino, 1985; Graeber, Tirosh, & Glover, 1989)
rather than area, though the two models can be tied together. In particular, one could
image rearranging the 14 groups as 14 rows to visualize the area model.

b) 14 x 23 is arranged as a rectangular
a) 14 x 23 can be considered as 14 groups of array with 14 rows of width 23. This
size 23. This model is referred to as the
model is referred to as the area or array
repeated addition or equal groups model.
model.
Figure 2-5. The repeated addition and area models are represented visually.
Under either model, it can be convenient to split one or both of the numbers using
the distributive property. For example, Figure 2-5(a) could be split into 10 groups of 23
and 4 groups of 23. Then each of these easier sub-problems could be solved separately
and rejoined to find the total. Likewise, within the area model in Figure 2-5b either 14 or
23 or both could be split to make the problem into a series of easier sub-problems. Figure
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2-6a demonstrates the area model split into 10 x 23 and 4 x 23. Figure 2-6b shows the
area model split into 4 sub-areas. When a multiplication problem is split into subproblems, this is referred to as the partial products strategy for multiplication.

b) Both the 14 and 23 are split along place
value lines to create 4 sub-areas with
dimensions 10 x 20, 10 x 3, 4 x 20, and 4 x 3.
Figure 2-6. The area model is split into sub-areas which are easier to calculate.
a) The 14 rows of 23 are split into 10
rows of 23 and 4 rows of 23.

Students may develop an understanding of multidigit multiplication by exploring
the repeated addition and area models with particular numbers, developing and sharing
strategies which become more efficient and more general. The standard U.S. algorithm
for multidigit multiplication leverages the same partial products strategy illustrated
above. In Figure 2-7, I provide an example of the standard U.S. algorithm for 14 x 23,
unpacking the links between the written algorithm and the underlying partial products
strategy.
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a) 4 x 3 = 12. The 12 is
split into 1 ten and 2 ones,
with the 2 ones recorded
in the ones column and the
1 ten regrouped and noted
above the 2 in 23.
These first 2 steps combine to form the
partial product of 4 x 23 = 92.

b) 4 x 2 tens = 8 tens,
plus 1 more ten from the
prior step. The 9 tens
are recorded in the tens
column.

c) 1 ten x 3 = 3 tens. The
3 tens are recorded in the
tens column. Often
students record a 0 in the
ones column, either to
indicate the value of the 3
as thirty, or to serve as a
mental reminder to shift
the digits to the left.
These two steps combine to form the
partial product of 10 x 23 = 230.

d) 1 ten x 2 tens =
2 hundreds. The
two hundreds are
recorded in the
hundreds column.
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e) The 2 partial products,
appropriately aligned by
place value, are summed to
arrive at the total of 322.
Figure 2-7. The standard U.S. algorithm for multiplication, using the example 14 x 23.
Having established some background knowledge and terminology in the domain
of multiplication, next I present research on children‘s understanding of multidigit
multiplication.
Research on Children’s Understanding of Multidigit Multiplication
In the Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), the following
multiple choice problem was posed to third and fourth graders in over 20 countries: ―25
x 18 is more than 24 x 18. How much more?‖ (Mullis et al., 1997, p. 70). Only 30% of
third graders and 45% of fourth graders selected the correct answer of a difference of 18.
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The scores for U.S. students were similar, with 31% for third graders and 46% for fourth
graders. The answer of a difference of 1 was the most popular distractor, selected by
42% of third graders and 35% of fourth graders internationally. While an answer to a
multiple choice question does not capture a student‘s complete conception of the topic,
the results for this question indicate a problematic understanding of multiplication for
many U.S. students.
What does it mean to understand multidigit multiplication? Lampert (1986)
approaches this question with a framework of four types of knowledge about multidigit
multiplication, based upon her experiences in a fourth grade classroom. The four types of
knowledge are intuitive, computational, concrete, and principled. Intuitive knowledge is
situationally based, such as the type of everyday knowledge used outside of school.
Computational knowledge (how to solve problems with symbols) and concrete
knowledge (how to rearrange manipulatives to solve problems) can be combined to form
a procedural category of knowledge. Principled knowledge, referred to as conceptual
knowledge by some researchers, relies on such principles as the associative, commutative,
and distributive properties, doubling, convenient splittings, place value, and decomposing
and recomposing numbers. Lampert advocates developing all four types of knowledge
together, rather than focusing on a limiting subset. Lampert‘s types of knowledge could
be applied to any operation as well as contexts beyond whole number calculations.
While Lampert discusses different types of knowledge, Ambrose, Baek, and
Carpenter (2003) elaborate on different strategies students might develop as they move
from intuitive to more efficient calculation methods for multidigit multiplication.
Beginning strategies include direct modeling using counters and move to direct modeling
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with tens and ones. The repeated addition of earlier models is abridged with simple or
complex doubling strategies in which students may create compound units, such as 4
books for $48, 8 books for $96, and 16 books for $192. The most advanced strategies are
when the multiplier or both factors are split along place value. For example, interpreting
14 x 23 as ten copies of 23 and then four more copies of 23 involves splitting only the
multiplier while a more expanded algorithm may involve splitting both the 14 and 23 into
tens and ones. These progressively advancing strategies are consistent with and build
upon Treffers‘ (1987a) research.
While Ambrose, Baek, and Carpenter (2003) and Treffers (1987) do not indicate
the role of the area model in student reasoning, Iszak (2004) focuses specifically on the
area model for multiplication. By using and discussing strategies based on area contexts,
students were able to make sense of the shared strategy of an expanded algorithm based
upon the distributive property and partial products. Although the strategies were
specified within the curriculum, Iszak advocates class exploration of multiple initial
strategies with the intent of encouraging access to all students rather than a more teacher
led approach along a specific path.
Research on PSTs’ and Teachers' Understanding of Multidigit Operations
In an earlier section I described why learning algorithms without understanding is
damaging to children (Carroll, 1999; Ebby, 2005; Kamii & Dominick, 1997; Pesek &
Kirshner, 2000). A corollary to this statement is that, in some sense, PSTs may be
damaged by their prior mathematical background. Studies show that frequently PSTs and
teachers have insufficient mathematical knowledge of the topics they are expected to
teach (Ball, 1988; Ma, 1999; Thanheiser, 2009a). For example, PSTs may not see the
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need to go beyond finding the numeric answer to justifying why the strategy works
(Graeber, 1999; J.-J. Lo et al., 2008; Philipp et al., 2007) When PSTs are asked to justify
why an algorithm or strategy works, they often respond with a restatement of how to
perform the algorithm (Ball, 1990a; J.-J. Lo et al., 2008). This indicates that PSTs may
be unaware that there is a conceptual underpinning for the algorithm. In her book
comparing U.S. and Chinese teachers, Ma states ―Mathematical knowledge is based on
both convention and logic. However, convention in this case serves as a shelter for those
who don‘t have a conceptual understanding of a mathematical procedure‖ (1999, p. 31).
Research on PSTs’ and Teachers’ Understanding of Multidigit Multiplication
The research on PST and teacher understanding of multidigit multiplication tends
to focus more heavily on what PSTs know and don‘t know, rather than how they develop
conceptual understanding. Ma‘s (1999) study of in-service teachers in the U.S. and
China revealed that U.S. teachers were proficient in performing multidigit multiplication,
but 61% were unable to provide a conceptually based explanation. The teachers were
asked to examine a three digit by three digit multiplication problem with a common
student error of incorrectly lining up the partial products (see Figure 2-8). The teachers
were asked to reflect on how they would work with students who had made this mistake.
Approximately 70% of U.S. teachers believed the primary issue was a procedural error in
carrying out the algorithm, while 30% recognized that students who performed in this
manner did not understand the mathematics embedded in the algorithm. This is
consistent with other research on operations which indicates that PSTs or teachers may
believe that knowing how to find an answer is equivalent to understanding (Graeber,
1999; J.-J. Lo et al., 2008). Additional research points to the limited and inflexible
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understanding of multidigit multiplication held by PSTs (Graeber et al., 1989; Southwell
& Penglase, 2005).
A common student error when multiplying multidigit numbers
is to incorrectly line up the partial products. For example, when
the 4 (tens) in 645 is multiplied by 123, the result of 492 refers
to 492 tens rather than 492 ones and so it should be recorded
one column to the left of its current arrangement. Alternately
stated, 4 tens x 123 = 4920.
Figure 2-8. U.S. teachers focused on the procedural error, rather than the student‘s
underlying misconception (Ma, 1999).
In their 2008 study, Lo, Grant, and Flowers provide insight into the learning
challenges faced by PSTs as they attempted to make sense of multidigit multiplication in
a course on number and operation. Rather than relying on examples of children‘s
thinking or asking PSTs to abandon their known rules, tasks were designed to ―bring out
erroneous application of previous learned rules, and thus highlight the need for sound
mathematical reasoning and justification‖ (J.-J. Lo et al., 2008, p. 8). Lo et al. found that
PSTs struggled to create reasoning strategies for multiplication. One source of trouble
was the belief that finding the numeric answer was sufficient (without justifying the
strategy). Another source of the trouble appeared to be a lack of multiplicative structure.
For example, in multiplying 17 x 36, a PST with a multiplicative structure may see this as
17 rows of 36, while a PST without a multiplicative structure may see it as two distinct
quantities: 17 units and 36 units. Once strategies were developed, PSTs struggled to
justify these strategies and to link these strategies with visual models. Sometimes visual
models were included without explanation and sometimes visual models were added
―after the fact‖ and did not match the strategy actually employed. Consistent with the
findings of Graeber, Tirosh, and Glover (1989), Lo et al. found that PSTs appeared to
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hold a preference for the repeated addition model of multiplication rather than the more
powerful area model. Similar to the work of Simon and Blume (1994), Lo et al. found
that the area model was challenging for PSTs to understand, though it proved useful for
some students in decomposing area into smaller regions.
Although not strictly in the domain of base ten whole numbers, a study by
Rathouz (2011) provides insight into potential goals and challenges in using the area
model for decimal multiplication. In her semester long study with 35 PSTs, Rathouz
found that PSTs struggled to coordinate the type of dimension (length or area) with the
magnitude of a unit. For example, if the length of a unit square was one tenth by one
tenth, PSTs may consider the area to also be one tenth rather than one hundredth. The
area model represents a tool which may assist PSTs in generating conceptual
explanations about unit coordination. Rathouz states ―In this unfamiliar territory of
decimal numbers, PSTs confronted concepts of dimensionality, unit labeling, and unit
coordination that were not at issue in the domain of whole numbers‖ (2011, p. 10). The
difficulties Rathouz uncovered with decimals may be a symptom of more systemic issues
with place value understanding. For example, when multiplying 30 by 20, PSTs will
likely get 600, but when asked whether 3 tens x 2 tens is 6 tens or 6 of something else,
these same PSTs may not be able to create a conceptually sound response.
Comparing Research on PSTs’ and Children’s Understanding of Whole Number
and Operations
While recent research on children‘s understanding of whole number and operation
focuses on how children might build up their knowledge, the research on PSTs focuses
more heavily on what PSTs know and don‘t know. The reason for this difference may be
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the notion that PSTs should already understand whole numbers. There appears to be
limited research on how PSTs can move beyond procedural fluency and develop a
conceptual understanding of efficient multidigit algorithms. In a quantitative overview of
recent research on PSTs understanding of whole number and operation Thanheiser et al.
found that out of 26 studies published between 1978 and 2012 only 2 focused on PSTs
development of conceptions (i.e. learning) while the other 24 studies focused on
snapshots of PSTs knowledge (2014)
With the intention of adding to this small body of research on PST learning, in my
study I build a local instructional theory for PSTs to develop a conceptual understanding
of multidigit multiplication. This local instructional theory is built on (a) the prior
research on multidigit multiplication and (b) the problematized context of an alternate
base. Another two components of my study involved an analysis of how the context of
alternate numeration systems is currently leveraged in PST textbooks and a theoretical
report which situates alternate bases as an example of a broader design heuristic of
problematizing mathematical contexts. The concept of an alternate base is discussed
further in the following section.
An Introduction to Alternate Bases
Prior to delving into the research on alternate bases, I provide examples of
alternate base systems. Our base ten number system is built upon powers of ten. The
place values in a base ten multidigit number correspond to ones (100), tens (101),
hundreds (102) and so on (in addition to negative integer powers to the right of the
decimal). As described in Chapter 1, an alternate base number system, also called a nondecimal system, is a number system based on powers of a number other than ten. Base
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five is an alternate base that is common to a number of PST mathematics textbooks (e.g.
Bassarear, 2012b; Bennett et al., 2012; Freitag, 2012).
Base five is built on powers of five, with place values corresponding to 50, 51, 52,
53, etc. That is, in base five, there is a ones place, fives place, twenty-fives place, etc.,
rather than a ones place, tens place, hundreds place, etc. Consider the number 123five,
which refers to 1 group of twenty-five, 2 groups of five and 3 ones (see Figure 2-9a). To
provide some language to talk about the numbers in base five, a group of five ones will
be referred to as a long, a collection of twenty-five ones (or five longs) will be referred to
as a flat, and a collection of one hundred and twenty-five ones (or five flats) will be
referred to as a long flat (see Figure 2-9b). Each time you collect five of one type of unit,
those units can be regrouped into one of the next larger unit. For example, five longs can
be regrouped as one flat. The numeral 123five can be read aloud as 1 flat 2 longs 3 ones4.
This base five language is taken from Bennett, Burton, and Nelson (2012a).

Figure 2-9. An introduction to base five language and imagery.
While base five uses the symbols 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, some alternate bases are
presented with historic notation systems. For example, the Mayan number system is an
4

123five should not be read aloud as ―one hundred twenty three base five‖, as that confounds base ten and
base five language. Base five does not have a hundreds place.
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example of base 20. The Mayan system uses dots to represent ones and bars to represents
fives. A single place can hold up to 3 bars and 4 dots (representing 19). To represent
larger numbers, the Mayan system stacks vertically, with the lowest level indicating
groups of one, the next level groups of 20, and the next level groups of 400 (i.e. 202).
Examples are provided in Figure 2-10. Both the Mayan and Egyptian systems
(mentioned in Chapter 1) are used in PST math content textbooks to discuss different
types of positional number systems (Bassarear, 2012c; Bennett et al., 2012a).
In addition to historic alternate bases, there are also two alternate bases systems
commonly used with computer technology: binary (base 2) and hexadecimal (base 16).
The binary system uses only 0s and 1s, because any time there are two of one unit type,
those two can be regrouped to the next larger unit type. The ability to represent vast
amounts of data with only 0s and 1s serves as the basis for modern computers.

In the Mayan number system, one is recorded as a dot and five is recorded as a bar,
while zero is represented with a shell. Each row can represent up to 19 using dots and
bars. To represent 20, a dot is placed in the ―twenties row,‖ above a shell representing
zero ones in the ―ones row.‖ For the example of 153, there are seven groups of size 20
and 13 ones, so a dot and two bars are used to represent the seven twenties, which is
placed above the 13 ones.
Figure 2-10. The Mayan and base five number systems are two examples of alternate
numeration systems (Bennett et al., 2011).
Research on Alternate Bases and Preservice Teachers
The use of alternate bases as a teaching tool has a history with many names.
These names include historic titles such as Mayan and Babylonian; fictional titles like
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Xmania (Schifter & Fosnot, 1993), Alphabitia (Bassarear, 2012c), the Land of Eight
(Treffers, 1987b), and Orpda (Hopkins & Cady, 2007); and mathematical titles, including
alternate bases, non-decimals, base five, sexagesimal (base 60 or clock arithmetic), and
binary.
Alternate bases have been used to explore place value understanding, multidigit
addition and subtraction of whole numbers, and decimal fraction understanding. I have
been unable to unearth any research on the use of alternate bases for teaching multidigit
multiplication to preservice teachers, though alternate base multiplication appears briefly
in some mathematics textbooks for PSTs (Bennett et al., 2012a; Freitag, 2012). There
appear to be two distinct purposes for the use of alternate bases in research on PSTs, with
one purpose being identifying PST conceptions that would otherwise be hidden in base
ten (Thanheiser & Rhoads, 2009; Zazkis & Khoury, 1993). The other purpose for
alternate bases is to serve as a problematized mathematical context in which PSTs are
asked to explore ideas of whole number and operation (McClain, 2003; Thanheiser, 2014;
Yackel et al., 2007). In the following sections I discuss each of these purposes in greater
detail.
Using Alternate Bases to Reveal Conceptions
A small body of research examines how PSTs deal with non-decimal decimals,
such as 12.34five (Khoury & Zazkis, 1994; Zazkis, 1999; Zazkis & Khoury, 1993, 1994).
These are fractional numbers written in ―decimal‖ form, though the word decimal could
be replaced with the word ―pentimal‖ to refer to the base five domain. ―The unfamiliar
domain is chosen in order to detect students‘ difficulties that may not be apparent with
the more familiar and overlearned routine-type problems‖ (Zazkis & Khoury, 1993, p.
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39). When PSTs were asked to translate 12.34five from base five to base ten, their
strategies revealed that many did not see a consistent relationship between columns,
where each column was worth five times more than the column to its right.
Misconceptions included treating the pair of columns to the right of the decimal point as
(1/5 and 1/50), as (.5 and .05), or as (.5 and .25). These misconceptions, which would
have been hidden in base ten, were revealed in base five, indicating that base five is a
useful tool for uncovering place value conceptions.
Thanheiser and Rhoads (2009) use the base 20 context of Mayan numbers to
explore the meaning of appending extra zeros to a base 20 number. The PSTs had
worked previously on Mayan numerals using two place values, but not three place values.
The PSTs appeared to be comfortable with the numeral on the left in Figure 2-11 (read as
―dot shell‖) corresponding to one group of 20, but many struggled with the middle
numeral ―dot shell shell‖ and the numeral on the right, dot followed by six shells. Rather
than interpreting dot shell shell as 20 groups of 20, or 400, some PSTs interpreted dot
shell shell as 200 (10 groups of 20) or 100 (1 followed by two zeros). Likewise, a dot
with six shells was interpreted as 2,000,000. Similar to the findings of Zazkis and
Khoury (1993), the shift in base reveals misconceptions about regrouping that were not
apparent in the base ten context.
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Figure 2-11. In the base twenty Mayan context, a dot followed by one shell refers to one
group of 20, a dot followed by two shells refers to one group of 202, or 400, and dot
followed by six shells refers to a group of 206, or 64000000.
Both the Mayan activity and the base five decimals suggest potential activities for
PSTs to strengthen their understanding of place-value structure. Investigating an
alternate base can shift the role of place value from an implicit idea to an explicit
construct for PSTs to examine. For example, in her 2015 study, Thanheiser leverages the
Mayan task to promote shifts in PSTs conceptions of whole numbers. Thanheiser
(2015b) brings together multiple historic numeration systems, leveraging variation theory
(M. L. Lo, 2012) to design tasks to help PSTs better understand the structure of number
systems.
Using Alternate Bases as a Novel context for Exploration
The research of McClain (2003) and Yackel et al. (2007) rely on an elementary
curriculum modified to a base eight context. Both studies use a candy factory context
problematized to base eight, in which eight candies fit in a roll and eight rolls fit in a box.
The reason for modifying the context was that if the mathematics had been
trivial for the preservice teachers, the need to create ways to symbolize
their transactions would not have emerged naturally. The goal was then to
build from the preservice teachers‘ evolving notational schemes to support
shifts in their understandings of place value and multidigit addition and
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subtraction so that they might develop conceptual understanding instead of
mere proficiency with meaningless algorithms. (McClain, 2003, p. 286)
Yackel et al. focused on two instructional sequences, one on number and one on
coordinating units (candies, rolls, and boxes). McClain focused more heavily on addition
and subtraction in the candy factory context. Both studies found that PSTs were able to
experience the early stages of counting and learn about strategies based on number
relationships rather than pre-created algorithms. Both studies found that PSTs used
learning trajectories similar to those used by children, but that PSTs were not in the same
position as children because they had additional prior experience with place value and
algorithms.
Considering the two studies as a sequence, with Yackel et al. focusing more on
number sense and McClain focusing on addition and subtraction, the next step in the
sequence would be my study on the use of an alternate base for teaching multidigit
multiplication. The candy factory context may not be appropriate for multiplication, as it
may limit the PSTs to a repeated addition model of multiplication rather than the more
powerful area model.
Implications for My Research
Alternate base contexts have proved fruitful for researchers to identify PSTs‘
conceptions of whole number. This problematized context may also help PSTs to realize
that they have something to learn about multidigit arithmetic beyond the use of rote
algorithms. An exploration of multidigit multiplication may reveal and support PSTs‘
developing understanding of the multiplicative structure of place value number systems.
What PSTs learn in an alternate base may strengthen their knowledge of base ten. The
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alternate base and base ten become two examples of a more general phenomenon: the
place value number system.
In my research I look at the role of alternate bases in current PST textbooks and
explore the potential of an instructional sequence leveraging base five as a context for
multidigit multiplication. I also explore the idea of problematizing a mathematical
context as a design heuristic for supporting PSTs to re-engage with routine content. The
problematized mathematical context serves as a source of genuine problems, problems
for which PSTs do not have pre-built solution strategies.
Overview
In the previous sections I have discussed background literature on teacher
knowledge, base ten number and operations, and alternate bases. I have also provided
key mathematical background information on base ten and alternate bases, as well as
multiplication. These components represent necessary background for my study. In the
following section I discuss the theory that is used to ground my design research study.
Theoretical Perspectives
When designing and analyzing a research study, the researcher should be
transparent about his or her own theoretical perspectives. In this section I describe the
theories that play a central role in my design research study. The theoretical perspectives
section is split into three parts. The first part focuses on the emergent perspective (Cobb
& Yackel, 1996), which is the constructivist learning theory that underlies my research.
The second part focuses on Harel‘s instructional principles of duality, necessity, and
repeated reasoning (2007), which describe conditions that link teaching activity to
successful student learning. The third part describes the design heuristics of Realistic
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Mathematics Education (RME) which guide the design and analysis of the instructional
sequence for this study.
Emergent Perspective
The emergent perspective is a learning theory which attends to both individuals
and interactions in a learning environment (Cobb & Yackel, 1996). The psychological
constructivist approach focuses on the mathematical activity of individuals, while the
sociocultural perspective focuses on interactions and collective classroom actions.
According to Cobb and Yackel, the framework for the emergent perspective ―involves
the explicit coordination of two distinct theoretical viewpoints on classroom activity‖
(1996, p. 176). Figure 2-12 illustrates the coordination between the perspectives, where
the items in the right-hand column are the individualized component of the social
construct on the left-hand side.
Social Perspective
Classroom social norms

Psychological Perspective
Beliefs about own role, others‘ roles, and
the general nature of mathematical activity
in school
Sociomathematical norms
Mathematical beliefs and values
Classroom mathematical practices
Mathematical conceptions and activity
Figure 2-12. The emergent perspective coordinates the social and psychological
perspectives
Classroom social norms refer to the collective expectations held by both the
teacher and students, as it relates to day to day classroom experiences. For example, the
classroom social norms in a traditional class may involve a question / answer process in
which teachers ask focused questions and individual students provide single word
answers. Classroom norms for an inquiry-oriented class would involve sharing and
justifying solutions and making sense of the solutions of others. Given that a classroom
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includes a collection of individuals, as well as a whole group, it is possible and helpful to
view these expectations as belonging to the collective as well as the individuals. Within
my study I established norms which supported an inquiry-oriented learning environment.
While the classroom social norms described above could apply to many other subject
areas, the second construct in Figure 2-12 focuses more narrowly on the subject of
mathematics. Sociomathematical norms refer to normative behavior that relates to
student mathematical activity, such as determining whether a mathematical solution is
valid or efficient, or comparing solution strategies to determine if they are
mathematically different. These activities are widely used across the field of
mathematics, rather than tied to a single subdomain or developmental level. The third
construct outlined by Cobb and Yackel is classroom mathematical practices, which are
more narrowly tied to particular mathematical topics. The mathematical practices of a
community include the mathematical ideas that are ―taken as shared‖ and no longer
require justification each time they are used. For example, in elementary school, when
students initially begin to decompose numbers into 10s and 1s, this activity has to be
justified. Later in elementary school, this idea shifts to ―taken as shared‖ and no longer
requires explanation. For all three constructs within the emergent perspective, the
relationship between the social and psychological perspective is reflexive. Rather than
seeing changes in one column as causing changes in the other, a research coordinates the
two perspectives in order to better understand shifts at both the group and individual
levels.
While the establishment of appropriate classroom and sociomathematical norms is
important to the implementation of the teaching experiments, my research focuses more
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narrowly on the mathematical practices of the PSTs, in order to develop a local
instructional theory for multiplication. In order to support PSTs‘ development, I leverage
the design heuristics of RME (Gravemeijer, 1998), which I discuss next.
RME Instructional Design Heuristics
In traditional mathematics teaching, the instructor often begins with the result,
such as a definition or algorithm, and then provides a series of examples of that result.
Proponents of Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) argue that this traditional
approach is backwards (Freudenthal, 1991; Gravemeijer & Terwel, 2000), or an antididactical inversion. RME is an instructional design theory that focuses on beginning
with contexts that are realistic or meaningful to students and building up ideas through a
process of mathematizing (organizing mathematically), working from examples to more
general conceptions. The following three design heuristics support this process of
mathematizing.
Guided Reinvention
Guided reinvention is a design heuristic which focuses on creating an
instructional path where students recreate important ideas in mathematics. ―The idea was
to allow learners to come to regard the knowledge they acquire as their own, personal
knowledge, knowledge for which they themselves are responsible.‖ (Gravemeijer &
Terwel, 2000, p. 786) Generally, guided reinvention focuses on building up from student
activity in contexts that are experientially real to the students. As students organize or
mathematize their ideas, they are able to build up new mathematical realities. This is also
referred to as progressive mathematization, which can be broken down into two
components: horizontal and vertical mathematization (Gravemeijer & Cobb, 2006).
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Horizontal mathematizing involves mathematizing reality. For example, if a student
solves a base ten subtraction problem with manipulatives and then records that process
with symbols, this activity is horizontal in nature because the student is organizing
something that is real to the student. Vertical mathematizing relies on mathematizing
prior mathematical activity. Returning to the prior example, if a student then uses this
record process to create a general strategy for subtraction without needing to manipulate
base ten pieces, this generalizing activity is vertical in nature.
Didactic Phenomenology
The design heuristic of didactic phenomenology works is conjunction with the
design heuristic of guided reinvention. The choice of the mathematical context being
investigated within guided reinvention is informed by didactic phenomenology (Bowers,
1995; Gravemeijer & Terwel, 2000; Whitenack & Knipping, 2002). Didactic
phenomenology is the study (by the instructional designer) of how a particular
context/problem/phenomenon can be tapped for sense making and vertical mathematizing
by students. The context chosen should be one that begs for organizing from a
mathematical perspective (i.e. mathematizing) (Gravemeijer & Cobb, 2006; Treffers,
1987b). Moreover, the type of mathematizing that students naturally engage in should be
the type of mathematizing intended by the instructional designer (Gravemeijer, 1998).
The contexts chosen by the instructional designer may be historic in nature, such as
contexts that led to key developments in mathematics, or they may be common place
contexts that embody a mathematical phenomenon.
As an example, consider the phenomenologically rich context of finding the area
of a rectangle. While this could be done by filling the rectangle with units and counting
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one by one, the context invites its users to create more efficient methods to compute the
product, such as repeated addition of rows or partitioning the problem into known easier
rectangles (such as ten by ten squares). Efficient organizing may lead to implicit or
explicit use of the distributive property (which is at the heart of most invented
multiplication strategies.) Additional focus on the phenomenon of area reveals its utility
in investigations beyond whole numbers, including multiplication of fractions, decimals,
and polynomials (See Figure 2-13). These examples of the area model are drawn from
my experiencing teaching mathematics ranging from elementary mathematics content
courses through calculus.

Figure 2-13. Phenomenological analysis of the area model reveals the utility of the model
across a variety of number domains.
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Emergent Models
As students engage in realistic mathematical contexts, their mathematizing
activities can be described in terms of the emergent models they build. These emergent
models are initially informal in nature and tied to the local context, but the models can
become more formal as students engage in further exploration of similar contexts
(Gravemeijer, 1998). The term model is used to refer to students‘ strategies, notations,
ideas, or descriptions. Four levels of emergent models are listed below.
1. Situational level – Students use informal, local strategies situated within
contexts that are mathematically real to the students, such as counting base ten
pieces to solve an addition problem.
2. Referential level – Students continue to refer to the context without being
embedded within it. i.e. Students use symbols to represent activities with
whole numbers rather than counting physical blocks.
3. General level – Students focus on strategies rather than references to the
particular context. i.e. Students may generate a strategy for any two digit
addition problem.
4. Formal level – Students work with conventional notation and procedures.
The shift from situational to referential is a horizontal shift, as the focus continues to be
on mathematizing the particular context. The shift from referential to general represents
a vertical shift as students mathematize their prior (referential) mathematical model. The
shift from general to formal is not always a goal of the mathematizing process. For
example, learning the traditional U.S. algorithm for long division may not be the intended
goal of a RME curriculum for multidigit division. Gravemeijer characterizes emergent
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models with three attribute: their ―naturalness‖ to students, their ―vertical power‖ for
mathematizing, and their ―breadth of application‖ across applied situations (1998, p.
290). While the levels of emergent models build up, underlying levels are still accessible
to students, who may return from a general to a referential or situated level as needed.
The emergent models are often categorized into two levels instead of four using
the models-of / models-for language (Gravemeijer & Doorman, 1999; Johnson, 2013;
Larsen, 2013). This language also captures the idea of a shift from mathematizing a
context (creating a model-of the context) to vertical mathematizing as that model
becomes a model-for more advanced strategies.
My role as the curriculum designer is to create an instructional sequence with
contexts and tasks that lend themselves to horizontal and vertical mathematizing,
allowing students to reinvent key ideas in mathematics. The above three RME design
heuristics provided guidance in this design process.
Overview & Research Questions
Within Chapter 2 I have described the construct of MKT and synthesized
literature on gaps in PSTs‘ knowledge of the mathematics they will need for teaching. I
have introduced the problematized context of alternate bases as a potential tool to address
gaps in PSTs‘ knowledge and I have synthesized the current literature on leveraging
alternate bases with PSTs. The first of my research questions addresses the role that
alternate numeration systems play in current PST curricula.
In this chapter I have also described the design heuristics of RME. The second
and third research questions rely on and advance the design theory of RME. I leveraged
the RME design heuristics to create an initial local instructional theory for working with
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multiplication in alternate bases. I also rely on RME theory in reflecting on alternate
bases as an example of a wider phenomenon of shifting to non-routine contexts to support
guided reinvention of core mathematical ideas.
Research Questions
(1) How and why are alternate numeration systems being used in PST textbooks?
(2) How can alternate bases be leveraged to support PSTs in reinventing a general
strategy for multiplication?
(3) How can problematizing to an alternate base be considered as an example of a
wider task design heuristic?
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Chapter 3 : Methods
The Methods Chapter is split into four sections, with the first section focusing on
the methods for the textbook analysis of the role of alternate bases in preservice teacher
mathematics content textbooks. Sections two through four focus on the cyclic design
experiment for the creation of a local instructional theory for multidigit multiplication
using the context of alternate bases. Section two describes the instructional sequence,
including the mathematical tasks and anticipated student activity. Section three describes
the participant recruitment and data collection methods. Section four describes the
retrospective analysis process which was applied to the video and written data from the
teaching experiments.
Section 1: Methods for Textbook Analysis
In this study, thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) was used to uncover and
document themes in the use of alternate numeration systems in preservice teachers (PST)
mathematics content textbooks. Thematic analysis was selected because there were no
preexisting frameworks for considering roles of alternate numeration systems.
Why Does It Matter That There Are Different Roles for Alternate Systems?
From the point of view of a teacher educator, the goals of a curricular tool are
important when implementing that tool. For example, while one set of textbook
directions may focus on converting between base ten and a new base, another set of
directions may discourage such conversions. Without knowing the underlying reasoning
behind the curriculum, a teacher educator could unintentionally undermine the goals of
the curriculum. From the point of view of a researcher, awareness of distinct approaches
may help when attempting to synthesize or build upon prior research. If the different
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approaches have different goals and outcomes, this must be taken into account when
attempting to draw conclusions from a range of alternate base studies.
Selection of textbooks
I selected textbooks with the intention of including some of the most commonly
used curricula for preservice teachers, as well an including a range of both newer
curricula (4th edition or less) and older curricula (9th or higher edition). Textbook
adoption lists were provided by the publishers for each of the seven selected curricula.
According to the publishers, five of the curricula had each been adopted by over 150
college and university campuses across the country (Bennett et al., 2012a; Billstein,
Libeskind, & Lott, 2012; Long, DeTemple, & Millman, 2012; Musser, Peterson, &
Burger, 2011a; Sowder, Sowder, & Nickerson, 2014). The Beckmann (2014) curriculum
has been adopted at over 100 schools and the Bassarear (2012c) curriculum at over 50
schools. While the study does not include every available mathematics curricula for
PSTs, the sample does include textbooks which are in common use across the U.S., with
all 50 states represented in the sample.
Table 3-1 provides a list of the selected textbooks, alphabetical by author. In the
case where there is a textbook and activity book by the same author set, both are included
in the analysis5. The textbooks used for review are the Instructor Editions provided by
the publishers. The three letter code under each author or set of authors in Table 3-1 is
used to refer to the curricula in subsequent tables.

5

Two Pearson curricula, Billstein, Libeskind, and Lott (2012) and Long, DeTemple, and Millman (2012),
mention activity books created by a different Pearson authoring team (Dolan, Williamson, and Muri).
These activity books were not included in the study because of the different authoring team and the
minimal inclusion of alternate bases.
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Table 3-1. Selected Textbooks
Mathematics Content Curricula Selected for Inclusion in the Study
Author(s)
Textbook Title(s)
Edition, Year &
Publisher
Bassarear
Mathematics for Elementary School
5th Edition, (2012c),
(Bas)
Teachers
Brooks Cole,
Explorations: Mathematics for Elementary Cengage Learning
School Teachers
Beckmann
Mathematics for Elementary Teachers with 4th Edition, (2014)
(Bec)
Activity Manual(Beckmann, 2014)
Pearson
Bennett, Burton,
& Nelson
(BBN)
Billstein,
Libeskind, & Lott
(BLL)
Long, DeTemple,
& Millman
(LDM)
Musser, Burger,
& Peterson
(MBP)
Sowder, Sowder,
& Nickerson
(SSN)

Mathematics for Elementary Teachers: A
Conceptual Approach
Mathematics for Elementary Teachers: An
Activity Approach
A Problem Solving Approach to
Mathematics for Elementary School
Teachers
Mathematical Reasoning for Elementary
Teachers
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Thematic analysis
The analysis was done in six phases, corresponding to the six phases described by
Braun and Clarke (2006) (see Figure 3-1). These six phases are ―(1) familiarize yourself
with the data, (2) generate initial codes, (3) search for themes, (4) review themes, (5)
define and name themes, and (6) produce the report‖ (p. 87). These methods are similar
to grounded theory research methods (Creswell, 1998) in that there is a focus on open
coding, grouping codes, and selecting and defining overarching themes. Unlike grounded
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theory, there is not a focus on repeatedly gathering more data with the intention of
reaching saturation. Rather, the goal is to find themes within a given body of data, in this
case, a set of PST textbooks.

Figure 3-1. Phases of thematic analysis, Image from Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 87.
When engaged in thematic analysis, it is important for the researcher to be clear
about choices they make in the process of data analysis. One major choice is whether the
thematic analysis will be theoretical (based on prior frameworks) or inductive (data
driven) (Braun & Clarke, 2006). For my analysis of textbooks I used an inductive
approach, relying on the data to create initial themes.
Next I discuss the six phases for thematic analysis as they relate to my textbook
analysis.
Phase 1: Get Familiar with the Data
In the first phase of the data analysis I read the textbook sections that relate to
alternate bases for each of the textbooks included in the study. Some of these textbooks I
was already familiar with because I have used them in my own teaching. Phase 1 gave
me an opportunity to become familiar with the full set of textbooks under analysis. Part
of Phase 1 involved jotting down initial notes about ideas within the data. As the
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researcher, my thoughts, questions, and wonderings played a central role in the analysis
of data. I used an analysis log to record these thoughts.
There are a variety of ways to read a mathematics textbook. One option is to read
it as a student learning mathematics. Another option is to read it as a teacher, preparing to
teach a topic from the textbook. Yet another option is to approach the textbook with a
particular research question or set of questions in mind. This third option was the
approach I used, allowing my research questions to guide my reading. My research
questions are: How are alternate numeration systems leveraged in PST content curricula?
and What are the rationales provided by the curricula for why PSTs should study
alternate systems? As a researcher, the following sub-questions also served to guide my
reading and help me to examine the textbooks for a variety of purposes.


What are the intended purposes of the segment? For example, does the segment
focus on number or operation, historical background, or children‘s thinking?



What links, if any, are being made between base ten and the alternate base? Or
between multiple alternate bases?



What types of bases are being used? (Historic, etc.)
As a part of Phase 1 I scanned the relevant pages of the textbooks to create digital

copies which were used for coding in Phase 2. I used a qualitative data analysis software
package (HyperResearchTM) as a tool for the coding process.
Phase 2: Generate Initial Codes
In Phase 2, I split the textbook data into segments corresponding to separate
examples, explanations, and sets of related exercises. There were generally 3 to 8
segments per page, though some exercise sections had more segments. During the initial
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creation of codes, the goal was to describe attributes of the data. This process is similar
to open coding, defined by Strauss and Corbin as the ―analytic process through which
concepts are identified and their properties and dimensions are discovered in data‖
(1998, p. 101). Individual segments could receive multiple codes describing different
aspects of the segment. As new codes were created I continually looked back and
compared to prior codes.
An important aspect of coding is to be able to examine many instances of a
particular code. Qualitative data analysis software was used to organize examples of
each code.
Phase 3: Search for Themes
After the data was coded in Phase 2, I searched for initial themes across the codes.
This process involved grouping codes from Phase 2 into logical categories. Braun and
Clarke describe this process as ―[e]ssentially, you are starting to analyse your codes and
consider how different codes may combine to form an overarching theme‖ (2006, p. 89).
A concept map of the codes can help in the process of creating themes. Phase 3 was used
to create potential themes which were reviewed in the next phase.
Phase 4: Review Themes
Phase 4 was split into two stages. The first stage involved rereading the data
segments that correspond to each theme to determine whether they formed a coherent
category of ideas. In this stage I considered whether the themes were clearly
distinguishable from one another. During this stage, some themes were shifted, and some
parts of the data were recoded to fit within another theme. The second stage of Phase 2
involved looking at the full data set again, determining whether the themes seem to fit the
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data set and checking for data that may have been missed in Phase 2 of the coding
process.
Braum and Clarke warn that the process of reviewing and revising themes can
become a circular trap for researchers (2006). They encourage researchers to stop once
the themes seem to fit well and further retooling of the themes only add minor
improvements.
Phase 5: Define and Name Themes
Once the themes were established in Phase 4, it was time to name and describe the
themes. The goal at this phase was to identify and describe the ―essence‖ of each theme,
writing a clear and detailed analysis for each theme (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
―You do this by going back to collated data extracts for each theme, and
organizing them into a coherent and internally consistent account,with
accompanying narrative. It is vital that you do not just paraphrase the
content of the data extracts presented, but identify what is of interest about
them and why.‖ (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 92).
While the themes had working titles during Phases 3 and 4, I followed the advice of
Braun and Clarke to give additional thought to the names of themes in Phase 5 to provide
brief, clear titles which provide the reader an immediate sense of each theme and subtheme.
Phase 6: Produce the report
Braun and Clarke describe a report of thematic analysis as ―tell[ing] the
complicated story of your data in a way which convinces the reader of the merit and
validity of your analysis‖ (2006, p. 93).

This story must be grounded in data and

provide evidence of the themes, but must go beyond listing examples of the themes.
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Examples must be embedded within a narrative that makes an argument relating the data
to the research question (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
My goal was to describe a framework for the roles of alternate numeration
systems in PST mathematics curriculum, revealing trends in ways of using alternate
numeration systems, as well as trends in rationales provided by the curricula.
Next I provide a few examples of the first steps in the thematic analysis by
looking at segments from several textbooks together with potential codes for those
segments.
Examples from Textbooks:
In the first example provided in Figure 3-2a, PSTs are shown how to convert from
base five to base ten. In another textbook, this is referred to as ―[finding] the value of
each base-five numeral‖ (Freitag, 2012, p. 141), which seems to imply that the base-five
numeral does not currently indicate the value of the number in question (see Figure 3-2b).
This type of problem focuses explicit attention on using the structure of base five to
convert the number to a more common notation system, rather than working with the
base five number in the context of base five. This stands in contrast to the type of
problem in Figure 3-2c, which is solved without leaving the context of base five. In this
case, the structure of base five is used to find the number that is one less than the given
number.
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a) Potential codes for
this segment could
be: converting to base
ten, strategy
provided, exponential
notation.
(Billstein et al., 2012, p. 60)
a) Potential codes for
this segment could
be: converting to base
ten, strategy
provided.
Memo: Wording
implies that base-five
numerals do not
indicate the value of
the number until
(Freitag, 2012, p. 141)
converted to base ten.
c) Potential codes for
this segment could
be: working within
base five, finding one
less, visualizing with
manipulatives,
strategy provided.
(Bassarear, 2012c, p. 101)
Figure 3-2. Examples of the use of alternate bases in textbooks
The Purpose of the Framework
The framework generated through the grounded theory process is intended to
serve several purposes. First, it opens a discussion about differences in PST curricula
which may reveal differences both in types of knowledge goals embedded in curricula
and strategies for achieving those goals. Second, the analysis of the role of alternate
bases in existing curricula informs the development of potential instructional sequences,
such as my instructional sequence for base five multiplication. Third, the framework
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created in Phase 5 may generalize to other content areas which are purposefully
problematized for students, such as studying non-Euclidean geometry to better
understanding Euclidean geometry.
Overview of Design Experiment
The next three sections of the methods chapter discuss the format of the teaching
experiment for the creation of an initial local instructional theory for multiplication. The
study consisted of two teaching experiment cycles. Each teaching experiment involved
working with a pair of students as they engage with the instructional sequence. I focused
on the collective mathematical activity of the students, using the lens of the emergent
perspective (Cobb & Yackel, 1996) to focus on both individual and group mathematical
activity in order to trace the development of key mathematical models.
Each cycle of the teaching experiment followed the ―design, enactment, analysis,
and redesign‖ model outlined by the Design-Based Research Collective (2003, p. 5). The
first cycle was conducted at the beginning of Summer 2014 and the second cycle at the
beginning of Fall 2014.
Section 2: Task Design for Teaching Experiment:
A conjectured local instructional theory and task sequence
Within this section I briefly describe the creation of the task sequence used in the
teaching experiment. Appendix B contains an extensive explanation of the task
sequence, including anticipated student mathematical activity for each of the tasks in the
task sequence, along with additional pre and post survey questions.
The creation of an initial local instructional theory (LIT) for reinventing a general
strategy for multidigit multiplication began with a thought experiment about how PSTs
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could move from simpler to more complex multiplication problems and shift from
situated to more general solution strategies. I leveraged the design heuristic of
problematizing the mathematical context (Chapter 6) to shift from base ten to an alternate
number system in order to place PSTs in a position where they do not have formal
mathematics for performing multiplication. I initially conjectured that by sequencing
multiplication tasks from single digit to two or more digits and including a specific focus
on multiplication by the base (10five), PSTs would reinvent strategies for multiplication
which leveraged splitting problems into partial products based along place value lines. I
anticipated that a partial products strategy would initially emerge for specific problems
and that this situated model of partial products could be generalized into an algorithm for
multiplying any pair of base five numbers.
In pilot studies, I found that PSTs tended to rely on symbolic calculations when
engaging with multidigit multiplication, performing operations on separate digits within a
multiplication task without connecting to an appropriate definition of multiplication.
When an area context was introduced within the pilot studies (either by the instructor or a
PST), PSTs were able to leverage this meaning of multiplication to advance their
multiplication strategies. This led me to revise the local instructional theory to support
PSTs‘ emerging models for the meaning of multiplication alongside their emerging
strategies for performing multiplication.
The first step of the LIT involves PSTs establishing multiplication as repeated
addition, foregrounding this primary meaning of multiplication as a starting point. The
second step of the LIT is developing a strategy for multiplication by the base (10five), a
key step in creating multiplication strategies that leverage the structure of the place value
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number system. The third step of the LIT involves PSTs expanding their model for the
meaning of multiplication to include area and array imagery. This third step supports the
emergence of a more sophisticated model for the meaning of multiplication as larger
problems are introduced and repeated addition becomes untenable. The fourth step of
the LIT begins with subdividing the area representation into partial products and shifts to
breaking numbers efficiently along place value lines. Within this fourth step, PSTs‘
model of partial products becomes a model for multiplying any pair of numbers, resulting
in a general multiplication strategy.
The multiplication task sequence for the teaching experiment was created using
the initial LIT described above. The sequence of tasks (see Figure 3-3) is intended to
promote student mathematical activity in a way that leads to the reinvention of a general
strategy for multidigit multiplication.
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Task 1: Repeated Addition
a) Find the product 3five x 23five and explain your solution strategy.
b) Create a definition of multiplication that would be appropriate to use with a 2nd
grader.
Task 2: Times Base Rule
Find the product 10five x 23five and explain your reasoning. Connect your explanation
to a visual model.
Generalizations:
 Make a conjecture about multiplying by 10five. Justify your conjecture.
 Comparison across bases: 10 x 23 = 230 and 10five x 23five = 230five. Is this a
coincidence or something more?
Task 3: Measuring a rectangle in base five
(Each small group receives an unlabeled rectangle, size 42five x
31five)
Your goal is to examine the size of the rectangle in base five.
Determine the length, width, and area of the rectangle and
discuss how the three quantities (length, width, and area) are
related. Record two or more strategies for calculating the area
and explain why those strategies make sense. Be sure to
connect your visual models with written solutions.
Follow-up question: (Connecting repeated addition and area)
 In the first two base five problems, we used the repeated addition model for
multiplication. How is your approach for Task 3 similar to the repeated addition
model and how is it different than the repeated addition model?
Task 4: Creating a general strategy
Alice and Bob, who live in the land of Base Five, have a large
box of rectangles. They need a strategy to find the area of any
rectangle in base five. Your task is to create and explain an
efficient strategy that will work to multiply any two base five
numbers. Record your strategy on the provided paper.
Follow-up questions:
 Compare strategies with classmates
 Explain why the strategy makes sense
 Explain what is efficient about the strategy
 What is the role of the distributive property in each strategy?
 Describe a strategy for multiplying two base five numbers without having to draw
a rectangle.
Figure 3-3. Multiplication Task Sequence
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Section 3: Participant Recruitment and Data Collection for Design Experiment
Participants
The participants in this study were preservice elementary teachers in the first term
of a three term mathematics content sequence at a large urban university in the Pacific
Northwest. The first course in the three-course sequence focuses on whole number and
operation. The PSTs in the first cycle of the teaching experiment, Eli and Wendy,
volunteered to participate in the task sequence as part of a four-week summer version of
the course. The PSTs in the second cycle of the teaching experiment, Nora and Sarah,
volunteered to participate in the task sequence in the two weeks prior to the start of the
fall term as a head-start for the course on whole number and operation. All names used
are pseudonyms. Brief descriptions of the recent math coursework for all participants are
shown in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2. Study Participants
Participants’ Recent Mathematics Coursework
Cycle 1 Participants
Cycle 2 Participants
Eli – Long break since prior math course Nora - Freshman, had recently taken
(calculus)
algebra course
Wendy - Repeating the elementary
Sarah – Long break since previous math
content course after a prior low grade
course (prior math courses in the military)
All class sessions of the teaching experiment were video recorded and student
work was collected and scanned. Approximately half of the teaching sessions were
attended by a second researcher and the events of the sessions were discussed in
debriefing meetings. After each teaching experiment, I wrote a reflection of what had
transpired in the class sessions. Original video, transcriptions from the video, and my
own notes all served as data sources, along with copies of student written work.
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For both cycles, my own written reflections about the daily teaching sessions
were also considered as a part of the data, as well as research notes made during the
analysis of video and written work. The following section details my plans for the
retrospective analysis of both cycles of the teaching experiment.
Section 4: Retrospective Analysis of Teaching Experiments
After the teaching episodes, I engaged in retrospective analysis of the student
mathematical activity, as captured on video and in written work. Steffe and Thompson
caution that this aspect of the research is ―more labor-intensive than the activity of
teaching‖ (2000, p. 296). Although the teacher-researcher is a witness to the teaching
experiment, it is the retrospective analysis that provides the opportunity for a thorough
historical analysis of what occurred. Having an idea of what mathematical models
emerged, I was able to attend to what student mathematical activity led to those models,
noting important steps or missed opportunities along the path (Steffe & Thompson,
2000).
The retrospective analysis of the teaching experiment was an iterative process,
which I separated into four major phases, with the first two phases repeated after each
cycle of the teaching experiment and the latter two phases analyzing cross the cycles
(Figure 3-4). The analysis is based on the cyclic process described by Lesh and Lehrer
(2000) and Cobb and Whitenack (1996), and modeled after a cyclic design experiment
conducted by Larsen (2004).
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Figure 3-4: Phases of retrospective analysis, with the first two phases repeated for each
cycle and the latter two phases conducted across multiple cycles.
Phase 1: Creating Narratives of the Teaching Sessions
In Phase 1, I worked chronologically, creating a content log of the videos for each
teaching session. In order to manage the data, I chunked it into coherent episodes. For
this study, an episode refers to a collection of dialogue and student work that corresponds
to one solution attempt or one line of reasoning. Episodes often centered around
moments of struggle, new strategies and new definitions, discussions of procedures,
comparisons across bases, generalizations, and justifications.
An example of a brief episode is shown in Figure 3-5, where Eli and Wendy are
responding to a prompt to create a definition for multiplication. This PST generated
definition captures their understanding of multiplication as repeated addition, making
sense of the first number as the multiplier and the second as the size of the multiplicand.
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Each session contained many episodes, resulting in far more data than could be included
in this report. I selected episodes for this report in order to (a) highlight the overall
trajectory of PSTs‘ mathematical activity and (b) focus attention on the co-development
and interplay (co-emergence) of PSTs‘ models for the meaning of multiplication and their
models for strategies for performing multiplication.
Eli:

We could say, just say that the first number is the number of groups,
and the next number is the number of things
Wendy: In that group
Eli:
In those groups, yeah,
Wendy: okay
Figure 3-5. Example of an episode where preservice teachers are asked to define
multiplication in language appropriate for children.
I created a narrative of each session. This narrative included descriptions of
episodes and transcriptions of selected portions of the session, as well as images of
student work. The narrative was annotated with conjectures for explanations of student
mathematical activity. The goal of phase 1 was to become familiar with the data and to
begin to organize the data.
Phase 2: Emerging Mathematical Models
For each cycle of the teaching experiment, I built detailed reports of the
reinvention of the repeated addition and area models of multiplication and the partial
products strategy for multiplication. The reports included descriptions of student
mathematical activity supported by transcript, photographic evidence, and student written
work. I used the design heuristic of emergent models as a lens to describe shifts in the
student mathematical activity.
In Phase 2, I included an explicit focus on aspects of the tasks, including student
dialogue and questions, which impacted the development and shifted the use of the
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models. Existing research and domain specific frameworks, such as Graeber, Tirosh, and
Glover‘s (1989) work with PSTs‘ primitive models for operations and Baturo and
Nason‘s (1996) research on PSTs‘ understanding of area measurement were used to
provide rationales and insights for students‘ mathematical activities.
While Phases 1 and 2 were done separately for each of the 2 cycles of the
teaching experiment, Phase 3 focused on analyzing across both cycles.
Phase 3: Analyze Across Teaching Experiments
The goal of Phase 3 was to analyze student mathematical activity for particular
tasks across the cycles of the teaching experiment. For example, I examined how the
PSTs worked with Task 2 (10five x 23five) to explore (1) how students made sense of
multiplying by the base (10five), (2) what sorts of generalizations they were able to make,
and (3) what appeared to prompt those generalizations. For example, one local
generalization was that multiplying by 100five causes the digits of a number to shift two
places to the left, while a more global generalization is that multiplying by the base in
any alternate base system causes the digits of a number to shift to the left one place. The
reports generated in Phase 2 played a central role in the analysis for Phase 3.
Phase 4: Meta-analysis and Refinements of the Instructional Sequence
Similar to the final phase of analysis described by Cobb and Whitenack (1996), in
this phase I analyzed the prior analyses with the intention of creating a chronology of the
emergence of models across the two cycles of the teaching experiment. This chronology
drew from both cycles and served as the basis to consider modifications to the
instructional sequence and anticipated student mathematical activity.
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During this phase, I searched for common themes or strands to create a story of
how a general sense-making multidigit algorithm emerged from student activity. I
examined aspects of the instructional sequence (including tasks, mathematical properties,
teacher presses, and student dialogue) that played a role in the creation of a sense-making
algorithm. It was during this phase of meta-analysis that I stepped past leveraging the
tools of RME and considered ways to advance RME theory. I considered the complex
situations of how to make sense of student mathematical activity as students developed
two distinct, but related models for multiplication. How could I capture the interaction of
the two emerging models? This co-development, which I refer to as co-emergence of
models, is a focus of the results section of Chapter 5 and serves as a lens or tool to
organize students‘ mathematical activity throughout the task sequence.
Overview
In the three previous chapters I have (1) discussed why this study is important and
how it adds to the existing research literature, (2) provided background literature and
theoretical perspectives in order to situate the study, and (3) described my methods for
conducting both a textbook analysis and a design research study in the context of
alternate numeration systems. In the next three chapters, I present the findings from my
study in the form of three self-contained research articles. Chapter 4 is a research report
on the role of alternate numeration systems in PST mathematics textbooks. This report
highlights two dominant ways in which alternate numeration systems are leveraged;
comparing across numeration systems to better understand the mathematical structure of
base ten and immersing within a number system to better understand the process of
learning a number system. Chapter 5 is a research paper focused on a design heuristic for
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working with multiple co-developing mathematical models. I present this design
heuristic within the context of a teaching experiment leveraging a base five multiplication
sequence. I provide an analysis of the co-emergence of two mathematical models; a
model for the meaning of multiplication and a model for performing multiplication.
Chapter 6 is a theoretical report focusing on a design heuristic for problematizing
mathematical contexts. I situate this design heuristic within the design theory of RME
and I provide examples from alternate bases and non-Euclidean geometry.
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Chapter 4 : The Role of Alternate Numeration Systems in Curricula
The Role of Alternate Numeration Systems
in Mathematics Textbooks for Preservice Teachers
Abstract
Alternate numeration systems are a common feature in
mathematics content courses for preservice teachers, but there is a gap in
research on how they are leveraged within these courses. Leveraging
textbooks as a proxy for enacted curriculum, I analyzed the roles of
alternate numeration systems in mathematics content textbooks using
thematic analysis to uncover distinct purposes for alternate systems. I
identified two primary roles for alternate systems: (1) comparison between
base ten and alternate systems, and (2) immersion within an alternate
system. I link these roles with textbook rationales for better understanding
base ten and better understanding the learning experiences of children. I
connect the multiple roles for alternate numeration systems to components
of mathematical knowledge for teaching (Ball, Thames, & Phelps, 2008).
In order to teach elementary mathematics well, preservice teachers (PSTs) need to
develop strong mathematical knowledge for teaching (MKT) (Ball et al., 2008; H. C. Hill
et al., 2008). High levels of MKT are connected to high quality mathematics teaching
(H. Hill et al., 2012) and improved student performance (Ball et al., 2005). Researchers
have shown that PSTs do not have sufficient MKT in the content area of whole number
and operations (Ball, 1990b; Ball et al., 2005; J.-J. Lo et al., 2008; Ma, 1999; Ross, 2001;
Thanheiser, 2009a), a content area at the center of elementary mathematics (National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 2000; National Governors Association Center for
Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010).
Elementary mathematics content courses provide a context for PSTs to develop
MKT. However, researchers have found that often PSTs believe they already know
enough mathematics to teach (Philipp et al., 2007; Thanheiser et al., 2013), and this can
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make it difficult to engage PSTs in developing a deeper understanding of routine topics.
One strategy for helping PSTs to re-engage with familiar mathematical content is to
problematize the mathematical context (Chapter 6). I use the phrase problematizing the
mathematical context to capture the idea of shifting from a routine mathematical context,
such as base ten, to a related, but non-routine context, such as base five or other alternate
numeration systems. Problematized mathematical contexts provide opportunities for
PSTs to engage in genuine problem solving, engaging with mathematical tasks for which
they do not have ready-made solution strategies. (Advantages of problematizing are
discussed further in Chapter 6.)
Although there has not been a wide-scale study on the use of alternate numeration
systems in PST mathematics content courses across the United States, the common
appearance of alternate systems in PST mathematics textbooks (e.g. Bennett, Burton, &
Nelson, 2012a; Billstein, Libeskind, & Lott, 2012) indicates that they are likely in wide
use in teacher education. This raises a question about how alternate systems are being
leveraged to support PSTs‘ mathematical learning. What is the role of alternate
numeration systems in PST courses?
One approach to answering this question is an examination of the written
curricula for elementary mathematics content courses. The importance of written
curricula is captured by Ball and Cohen (1996), who argue that ―instructional materials
are concrete and daily. They are the stuff of lessons and units, of what teachers and
students do. That centrality affords curricular materials a uniquely intimate connection to
teaching‖ (p. 6). Written curricula can serve as a starting point for the content that is
presented in the classroom. It sequences content, provides activities and exercises, and
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serves as a mathematical authority. Although what is written in the curriculum is not a
perfect match for what happens in the classroom (Stein, Remillard, & Smith, 2007), the
widespread adoption of written curricula provides clues into what is happening in
preservice mathematics classrooms across the country.
Textbooks also serve as a key artifact for exploring differences in how specific
content is presented. Consider the textbook excerpts in Figure 4-1, capturing opposing
views on how to treat base ten while working with an alternate base. On the left, a
textbook explicitly compares base ten to an alternate base, using the structure and
notation of base ten to explain how base five is structured and recorded. On the right, a
textbook advocates avoiding thinking of base ten. In this activity, PSTs are encouraged to
work within an alternate number system without translating or comparing to base ten.
These divergent uses of alternate bases imply that there are multiple ways of leveraging
alternate systems and that those different ways may be linked with different underlying
goals.
Alternate bases: Connecting to base ten.
Alternate bases: Avoiding base ten
―What number follows 44five? There are no
―You will learn far more from this
more two-digit numerals in the system after
exploration if you resist the temptation
44five. In base-ten, the same situation occurs at to think of base ten. Try to get into the
99. We use 100 to represent ten 10s, or one
role of an Alphabitian: you have never
100. In the base-five system, we need a symbol heard of base ten. Therefore the
to represent five 5s. To continue the analogy
symbols 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., should not be
with base ten, we use 100five to represent one
used.‖
2
group of five 5s or 5 , zero groups of five, and
(Bassarear, 2012b, p. 104)
zero units.‖
(Billstein et al., 2012, p. 60)
Figure 4-1. Different directions - One text advocates not thinking about base ten while
the other draws explicit comparisons between base ten and the alternate base.
In this paper I argue that there are two dominant roles for alternate numeration
systems as they appear in PST mathematics curricula. First, alternate systems are used to
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help PSTs develop better understanding of base ten by providing alternate systems to
compare against. In addition to this comparative approach, textbooks also offer
activities that involve immersing with alternate numeration systems to better understand
the process of learning about a number system.
Next I provide a brief introduction to alternate numeration systems. I discuss the
mathematics of alternate systems as well as research on leveraging alternate systems for
work with PSTs. I then elaborate on the components of MKT, which will be connected
to various learning opportunities supported by alternate numeration systems.
Background on Alternate Numeration Systems
An alternate numeration system is a number system that differs from the base ten
(Hindu-Arabic) number system in a structural manner (beyond a superficial relabeling of
symbols). Mathematics content textbooks for PSTs commonly include historic systems
such as Egyptian, Roman, Mayan, and Babylonian, as well as other historic systems.
Egyptian and Roman systems are based on an additive structure rather than place value.
That is, the X in Roman numerals refers to 10, while XXX is 10 + 10 + 10 (or 30). The
location of an X does not change its value6. On the other hand, base ten is a place value
system where the position of a digit does impact its value. For example, the 3 in 234
represents thirty, while the 3 in 324 represents three hundred.
While Egyptian and Roman numeration systems differ from base ten because of
their additive structure, Mayan and Babylonian differ from base ten because of their base.
6

In the Roman system, higher value symbols are usually placed to the left of lower value symbols,
indicating the symbols should be summed. E.g. XI = (10 + 1) = 11. Swapping the order of the symbols is an
indicator to subtract the smaller value from the larger. E.g. IX = 10-1 = 9. Despite this subtractive
property, the symbol X cannot take on any value other than ten. For more information, see Musser,
Peterson, and Burger (2011a).
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The base of a number system is the quantity needed for regrouping. In base ten, each
time ten of one unit is collected, it can be regrouped to one of the next larger unit. For
example, 10 tens is one hundred and 10 hundreds is one thousand. The Maya system7 is
based on regrouping at 20 and the Babylonian system is based on regrouping at 60. A
legacy of the Babylonian system is the division of an hour into 60 minutes and a minute
into 60 seconds.
In addition to historic numeration systems, PST textbooks often contain modern
alternate base systems, such as base five, hexadecimal, and binary. I refer to these
systems as modern alternate base systems due to the use of notation similar to base ten,
including modern digits (0, 1, 2, 3, …). When additional digits are needed, they are
typically borrowed from the alphabet. For example, hexadecimal uses the sixteen
symbols 0 through 9 and A through F. An example of base five is provided in Figure 4-2.
In the base five number system each place value is associated with a power of five.
There is a ones place (50), a fives place (51), a twenty-fives place (52), and so on for each
power of five. Only the symbols 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 are needed as regrouping occurs once
you reach five of one type of unit.

a) The quantity corresponding to 69 in base b) The imagery of base pieces can be
ten can be recorded as 2 groups of twenty- used without filling in the shapes. In
five, 3 groups of five, and 4 ones. This is
this way, the image could refer to
written as 234five where the subscript five
234base for a variety of bases.
indicates the base.
Figure 4-2. An example of the base five number system and a general number system.
7

The Maya system is sometimes presented as purely base twenty and other times matches the historic
convention where the third place value is regrouped at 18 rather than 20, following the Maya calendar of 18
months with 20 days each. For more information, see Long et al. (2012).
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Once you are familiar with a few alternate base systems, alternate bases can be
approached generally. Figure 4-2b provides base imagery which is general enough to use
for many bases.
Research on Alternate Bases and Preservice Teachers
Alternate numeration systems have been used by researchers to reveal PST
conceptions that would be hidden in base ten (Thanheiser, 2015a; Thanheiser & Rhoads,
2009; Zazkis & Khoury, 1993, 1994). Zazkis and Khoury (1993) note that ―[t]he
unfamiliar domain is chosen in order to detect students‘ difficulties that may not be
apparent with the more familiar and overlearned routine-type problems‖ (p. 39).
Researchers have also leveraged alternate numeration systems to serve as a context for
tasks which allow PSTs to explore and reinvent ideas in the domain of whole numbers
and operations (Fasteen, Melhuish, & Thanheiser, 2015; McClain, 2003; Thanheiser,
2014; Yackel et al., 2007). For example, the research of McClain (2003) and Yackel et
al. (2007) relies on an elementary curriculum modified to a base eight context for use
with PSTs. A goal of these studies was to help PSTs to ―develop conceptual
understanding instead of mere proficiency with meaningless algorithms‖ (McClain, 2003,
p. 286). McClain notes that the alternate base context was also used for the pedagogical
purpose of having PSTs reflect on their own learning and their future roles as teachers.
She found that the PSTs struggled to reflect on their future roles as teachers while also
working to make sense of the mathematics. However, the PSTs were able to step back
and reflect after the learning process and consider how their learning experiences
mirrored the learning experiences of children. This led to a shift in the PSTs view of
learning elementary mathematics. McClain notes that the PSTs‘ ―goals for their
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classrooms were shifting from a focus on correct procedures to an emphasis on students‘
understanding in the context of their mathematical activity‖ (pp. 303-304).
Researchers show that alternate numeration systems are a promising context for
allowing PSTs to revisit routine ideas of whole number and operation (Fasteen et al.,
2015; McClain, 2003; Thanheiser, 2014; Yackel et al., 2007). They allow PSTs to focus
more deeply on the underlying structure of place value and its role in making sense of
multidigit operations. In order to become prepared to teach elementary students about
whole number and operation, PSTs must develop a more explicit awareness of the
structure of base ten than those who use mathematics in other professions. In the next
section I describe different types of knowledge that are called upon by elementary
mathematics teachers.
Theoretical perspective
Mathematical knowledge for teaching
Teaching mathematics is a complex task. In order to teach well, teachers must
know more than just the set of concepts and procedures they teach. They must also know
how to unpack the mathematics, how to work with student conceptions, and how to select
appropriate representations for specific content (Ball et al., 2008; H. C. Hill et al., 2008).
Ball et al. (2008) describe a framework for different domains of mathematical knowledge
for teaching (MKT), first splitting MKT into the two major components of subject matter
knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge, and then splitting each of those
components into three subsections (see Figure 4-3). Each of these subsections is
described below. For this study, the goal of splitting MKT into components is not to
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imply that PSTs should learn each component separately. Rather, viewing MKT as a
collection of components serves as a useful lens to consider how PSTs may begin to
develop MKT and to consider how investigations of alternate bases can support these
components.

Figure 4-3. Domains of Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching. image adapted from
Ball et al. (2008, p.403)
The left half of Figure 4-3 focuses on subject matter knowledge. The first
component of subject matter knowledge is common content knowledge, which refers to
knowledge that is not specific to teaching, but is common to other settings as well.
Examples of common content knowledge include knowing how to perform operations
and how to compare fractions and decimals. The second component of subject matter
knowledge is specialized content knowledge, which is the content knowledge that is
specific to teaching. This includes flexible mathematical knowledge which allows
teachers to work with student errors, make sense of nonstandard algorithms, and unpack
the mathematical work of others. Ball et al. (2008) distinguish specialized content
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knowledge from the conceptual understanding of content that they would want all
students to have. They differentiate that ―[w]e do not hold as a goal that every learner
should be able to select examples with pedagogically strategic intent, to identify and
distinguish the complete range of different situations modeled by 38 ÷ 4, or to analyze
common errors‖ (2008, p. 401). Specialized content knowledge is specific to teachers,
where engineers or accountants would have different types of specialized mathematical
knowledge for their fields. A third component of subject matter knowledge captures the
knowledge of how mathematical content develops across grade spans. As an example of
this horizon content knowledge, a fourth grade teacher should be aware of how the area
model they use for multidigit multiplication relates to the multiplication of fractions and
algebraic expressions, as well as relating to division strategies.
Pedagogical content knowledge is the overlap between specific content
knowledge (in this case mathematics), and knowledge of teaching and learning. Ball et al.
(2008) split pedagogical content knowledge into three components (see the right half of
Figure 4-3). Knowledge of content and students is the type of knowledge that allows
teachers to anticipate student thinking and make sense of students‘ informally expressed
ideas. Knowledge of content and students centers around common student conceptions
and errors. While closely related, knowledge of content and students differs from
specialized content knowledge in that specialized content knowledge focuses on teachers‘
flexible thinking about mathematics while knowledge of content and students focuses on
teachers‘ knowledge of common student conceptions and struggles. A second component
of pedagogical content knowledge is knowledge of content and teaching. Knowledge of
content and teaching includes knowledge of useful examples, models, and representations
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for teaching particular content. Where knowledge of content and students focuses on
student activity, knowledge of content and teaching focuses on teacher activity, including
a teacher‘s ability to select and sequence content within and across lessons. A third
category of pedagogical content knowledge is referred to as knowledge of content and
curriculum, which refers to knowledge of appropriate instructional materials. Ball et al.
note that knowledge of content and curriculum may be consider a part of knowledge of
content and teaching and possibly other categories (such as horizon content knowledge),
rather than its own category.
Researchers have linked MKT to both student mathematical achievement and the
quality of mathematics instruction. Ball et al. (2005) describe a multiple choice test to
assess MKT. In a study comparing the MKT for 700 teachers to the standardized test
results of their nearly 3000 students, Ball et al. found that teachers‘ MKT scores
significantly predicted student gain scores. Teacher MKT was as significant as student
socio-economic status in predicting student gains.
Hill, Umland, Litke, and Kapitula (2012) link MKT and the mathematical quality
of instruction (MQI) made available to students. They used an MQI framework to
analyze videos of classroom lessons, focusing on the components of richness of
mathematics, working with students and mathematics, errors and imprecisions, and
student meaning-making. Hill et al. (2012) found that teachers with high scores on an
MKT written assessment had higher levels of MQI, while teachers with low MKT scores
also had lower levels of MQI. Teacher knowledge of mathematics impacts the types of
learning opportunities made available to children.
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Given the importance of MKT in supporting children‘s learning, my study focuses
on the role that alternate numeration systems can play in supporting the development of
MKT in the domain of whole number and operation. I focus on the role of alternate
systems within written curricula, leveraging written curricula as a proxy for the learning
opportunities made available for PSTs in mathematics content courses (Stein et al.,
2007). I focus on two major research questions:


How are alternate numeration systems leveraged in PST content textbooks?



What rationales are provided by textbooks for why PSTs should study alternate
systems?

I then draw connections between the themes found in the analysis and the components of
MKT outlined above.
Methods
Selection of textbooks
I selected textbooks with the intention of including some of the most commonly
used curricula for preservice teachers, as well an including a range of both newer
curricula (4th edition or less) and older curricula (9th or higher edition). Textbook
adoption lists were provided by the publishers for each of the seven selected curricula.
According to the publishers, five of the curricula have been adopted by over 150 college
and university campuses across the country (Bennett et al., 2012a; Billstein et al., 2012;
Long et al., 2012; Musser et al., 2011a; Sowder et al., 2014). The Beckmann (2014)
curriculum has been adopted at over 100 schools and the Bassarear (2012c) curriculum at
over 50 schools. While the study does not include every available mathematics curricula
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for PSTs, the sample does include textbooks which are in common use across the United
States, with all 50 states represented in the sample.
Table 4-1 provides a list of the selected textbooks, alphabetical by author. In the
case where there is a textbook and activity book by the same author set, both are included
in the analysis8. The textbooks used for review are the Instructor Editions provided by
the publishers. The three letter code in the first column of Table 4-1 is used to refer to the
curricula in subsequent tables.
Table 4-1. Selected textbooks.
Mathematics Content Curricula Selected for Inclusion in the Study
Author(s)
Textbook Title(s)
Edition, Year &
Publisher
Bassarear
Mathematics for Elementary School
5th Edition, (2012c)
(Bas)
Teachers
Brooks Cole,
Cengage Learning
Explorations: Mathematics for
Elementary School Teachers
Beckmann
Mathematics for Elementary Teachers
4th Edition, (2014)
(Bec)
with Activity Manual(Beckmann, 2014)
Pearson
Bennett, Burton,
& Nelson
(BBN)
Billstein,
Libeskind, & Lott
(BLL)
Long, DeTemple,
& Millman
(LDM)
Musser, Burger,
& Peterson
(MBP)
Sowder, Sowder, &
Nickerson (SSN)
8

Mathematics for Elementary Teachers: A
Conceptual Approach
Mathematics for Elementary Teachers:
An Activity Approach
A Problem Solving Approach to
Mathematics for Elementary School
Teachers
Mathematical Reasoning for Elementary
Teachers
Mathematics for Elementary Teachers:
A Contemporary Approach
Student Activities Manual with
Discussion Questions for the Classroom
Reconceptualizing Mathematics for
Elementary School Teachers

9th Edition, (2012)
McGraw Hill
11th Edition, (2012)
Pearson
6th Edition, (2012),
Addison-Wesley
Pearson
9thth Edition, (2011)
Wiley
2nd Edition, (2014)
Freeman

Two Pearson curricula, Billstein, Libeskind, and Lott (2012) and Long, DeTemple, and Millman (2012),
mention activity books created by a different Pearson authoring team (Dolan, Williamson, and Muri).
These activity books were not included in the study because of the different authoring team and the
minimal inclusion of alternate bases.
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Thematic analysis
Thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) provides a strategy for using data to
generate a framework. I selected thematic analysis to address my research questions
because there was no pre-existing framework for classifying ways to leverage alternate
bases. Braun and Clarke outline six phases for thematic analysis: ―(1) familiarize
yourself with the data, (2) generate initial codes, (3) search for themes, (4) review
themes, (5) define and name themes, and (6) produce the report‖ (p. 87). These methods
are similar to grounded theory research methods (Creswell, 1998) in that there is a focus
on open coding, grouping codes, and selecting and defining overarching themes. Unlike
grounded theory, there is not a focus on repeatedly gathering more data with the intention
of reaching saturation. Rather, the goal is to find themes within a given body of data, in
this case, a set of PST textbooks.
Coding rationales for leveraging alternate bases. I began with two related
research questions. How are alternate numeration systems leveraged in PST content
courses? And why should PSTs study alternate numeration systems? Within my
analysis, I focused on the second of these questions first, examining the rationales that
were provided by the curricula. I use the term rationales to refer to justifications that were
written in the curricula that addressed why alternate systems were included as a focus of
study. Generally, these rationales were located within the introductory or conclusion of
textbook sections which relied on alternate systems, or they were attached to specific
alternate system examples. I created codes to capture different types of rationales. Next
I describe this coding process, following the creation of a rationale code.
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Consider the following rationale, provided at the beginning of an activity for
working with base three using manipulatives.
In the next activity, you will use a common hands-on model, called base
pieces, to investigate these concepts. To make the experience more like
that of your future students, you will be working in bases other than ten
with which you are already familiar. (Musser, Peterson, & Burger, 2011b,
p. 22)
Initially I coded this rationale simply as why study other number systems. As I found
more instances where textbooks justified the inclusion of alternate systems, I noticed that
the rationales varied. I chose to refine the code why study other number systems to
capture the various reasons provided by the curricula. The rationale above focuses on
experiencing the type of learning context that children experience, therefore, I coded it
experience what children experience.
As a contrast, the following rationale focused more on making sense of
algorithms by examining those algorithms in an alternate number system. This rationale
appears before an activity on adding and subtracting in base five: ―One of the best ways
to gain insight into the addition and subtraction algorithms is by thinking the process
through using manipulatives that represent other number systems‖ (Bennett, Burton, &
Nelson, 2012b, p. 70). Due to the focus on algorithms, I chose to code this rationale
insight into algorithms or operations.
Table 4-2 shows the codes for rationales for including alternate systems, as
identified in the various curricula. Within the table, I have sorted the codes by themes.
These themes were created by analyzing across the codes to look for common elements.
The first theme gathers together rationales which highlight the benefits of alternate bases
for improving understanding base ten. Therefore, I named this theme understanding the
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mathematical structure of base ten. The second theme gathers together rationales related
to leveraging alternate bases to help PSTs understand children‘s learning experiences. I
chose to name this theme understanding the learning process of children. Not all
rationale codes fit clearly into one of these two themes, so I created a third category for
these additional codes.
Table 4-2. Rationales for alternate numeration systems
Codes for Rationales for Including Alternate Numeration Systems
Curricula9
Bas

BBN

BLL

LDM

Rationales for understanding the mathematical structure of base ten
Appreciate difficulty or power of base
ten
X
X
X
To make sense of math structure
X
X
X
Deepen understanding of base ten
X
X
X
Insight into algorithms or operations
X
X
X
Rationales for understanding the learning process of children
Experience what children experience
X
Focus on specific challenges for
children
X
Understand children will struggle
(general)
X
X
Additional rationales
You may have to or want to teach
alternate systems
X
X
Other bases are used in the world
X
X

MBP

SSN

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Coding ways of leveraging alternate bases. After finding themes among the
rationales within the curricula, I returned to the curricula to focus on my other research
question: How are alternate numeration systems leveraged in PST content courses? This
question focuses on the types of alternate system activities and explanations which
appeared across the curricula. To address this question, I examined all textbook sections
9

The abbreviations refer to individual curricula. See Table 4-1 to match abbreviations to specific textbooks.
Beckmann curriculum is not included because it did not focus on alternate numeration systems.
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which focused on whole number and operations and included examples of alternate
number systems. I began the analysis by reading through all relevant sections to become
familiar with the data. Then all of these sections were scanned to create digital copies.
This allowed for the use of qualitative data analysis software (HyperResearchTM) as an
organizational tool during the coding process. I broke the data into codeable segments.
Examples of segments include paragraphs of explanation, worked examples, and sets of
related exercises. Most pages contained between 3 and 8 segments, though some exercise
pages contained more segments. Because my intention was to highlight different ways in
which alternate bases were leveraged, rather than provide precise counts for how often
each activity type occurred, I chose to make segments large enough to capture repeated
instances of an activity type. For example, if an exercise section provided six practice
problems on translating between bases, these six problems could be captured within a
single segment.
The coding process for the textbook sections followed the same process of
thematic analysis that was used for the rationales. Thematic analysis was selected
because of the absence of an existing framework for classifying ways to leverage
alternate bases. Initial codes were developed by creating labels, or codes, for the types of
activities and discussions found within the textbooks. As I analyzed more textbook
sections, additional codes were added and existing codes refined. To better understand
the coding process, consider the segment in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4. PSTs are asked to work within base six to make sense of the base six system
(Bassarear, 2012a, p. 43).
The segment in Figure 4-4 contains an activity for making sense of base six. The
first feature I highlighted was the focus on counting within a new base and finding the
numbers before and after given numbers. I considered creating three separate codes for
this idea: counting, finding the number after, and finding the number before. However,
because all three of these activities relate to the common task of making sense of adjacent
numbers, I chose to combine these three ideas into a single code of within base up or
down by one. This code captures the essence of counting up or down within a number
system by focusing on adjacent numbers. This code was also applied to exercises which
asked PSTs to name the next several numbers after a given number, based on the
hypothesis that PSTs would count up one number at a time.
A second feature I noticed within the above segment was the focus on PST
reflection. The PSTs are asked to describe what struggles they had, and what helped
them to overcome their struggles. I created the code reflecting on learning a number
system to capture this idea of moving beyond solving the mathematical task and focusing
on thinking about the learning process. The third code I attached to this segment is
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modern alternate system – base 6. In order to understand which alternate number
systems were in common use in curricula, I used a collection of codes with names of
specific systems (such as Babylonian, Roman, or binary) as well as two general names,
historic – other and modern alternate system, which were annotated to indicate which
system was being used. I use the term modern alternate system to capture alternate
systems which use symbols and format similar to base ten.
As described above, a given segment could receive multiple codes, capturing a
variety of aspects of the segment. In addition to the codes for counting, reflecting, and
naming the system, the segment in Figure 4-4 also received the code PST investigates an
unexplained system, highlighting the fact that this activity was not preceded by a textbook
explanation of base six.
Table 4-3 displays some of the codes10 that were developed to describe segments
across the curricula. The codes within Table 4-3 are placed in categories. I created these
categories as a part of the thematic analysis process by examining commonalities
between codes and looking for overarching roles for alternate systems across the
curricula. One distinction that I noticed among the codes was that some codes involved
working within a single system while others involved working across multiple systems.
While this distinction may appear minor at first, further examination of this dichotomy
revealed a connection between this dichotomy and the two primary rationales for
studying alternate bases (understanding the structure of base ten and understanding
children‘s experiences). Working within a single number system more closely parallels

10

Additional codes not included in Table 4-3 include codes for names of number systems (e.g. Roman,
binary) and types of visual models (e.g. base pieces). The full set of codes is available in the Appendix.
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how children learn about base ten, while working across multiple number systems creates
opportunities for comparing the underlying structure of those number systems. The two
dominant ways of leveraging alternate systems are discussed further in the results and
discussion section, along with an elaboration of the connection between these ways of
leveraging alternate systems and the two primary rationales for studying alternate bases.
Table 4-3. Codes for analysis of alternate numeration systems
Codes for the Use of Alternate Bases in Narratives, Activities, and Exercises
Curricula11
Comparison of multiple numeration systems
Translate OUT OF base ten
Translate TO base ten
Comparing number systems
Describing advantages or disadvantages
Connecting to a standard algorithm
General statements about number systems
Immersion within a numeration system
Within base operations
Within base up or down by one
Looking for patterns within a system
PSTs Investigate an unexplained system
PSTs invent a system
PSTs invent an algorithm/procedure
Reflecting on learning a number system
Other types of activities
Focusing on zero
Working with alternate system decimals /
fractions
Creating arguments for or against alternate
bases
Working with operation tables
Non-routine / other

11

Bas

BBN

BLL

LDM

MBP

SSN

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

The abbreviations refer to individual curricula. See Table 4-1 to match abbreviations to specific
textbooks. Beckmann curriculum is not included because it did not focus on alternate numeration systems.
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Results & Discussion
In the results section I argue that within the selected curricula there were two
overarching rationales for studying alternate numeration systems (understanding the
mathematical structure of base ten and understanding the learning process of children). I
also argue that the curricula activities related to alternate numeration systems can be split
into two major categories. Before discussing these results, I describe the inclusion of
alternate systems within the seven selected curricula.
Of the seven curricula included in this study, six contained a focus on alternate
numeration systems within the chapters on whole numbers and operations. The seventh
curriculum, Beckmann (2014), stated that the textbook does not focus on alternate bases
explicitly. However, Beckmann pointed to a few exercises that allow PSTs to explore the
importance of regrouping by considering contexts where regrouping occurs at values
other than ten. These examples included mixed units of feet and inches and regrouping
by 60 for the context of minutes and hours. Beckmann argued that these activities ―allow
students to grapple with the significance of the base in place value without getting
bogged down in the mechanics of arithmetic in other bases‖ (p. xiii). I exclude the
Beckmann curriculum from the remainder of the results section because of its limited use
of alternate systems.
Across the six curricula which contained a focus on alternate bases, both historic
and modern alternate numeration systems were used. Historic numeration systems
tended to be introduced first, building up from additive to place value systems. While
historic systems appeared primarily in sections on numeration (i.e. sections on the
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structure of number systems), modern alternate bases appeared in both sections on
numeration and sections on operations with whole numbers.
The remainder of the results and discussion section is split into two major
sections. First I focus on themes within the rationales provided by the curricula,
highlighting and comparing two major themes which were common to most of the
curricula. Then I focus on the types of activities provided by the curricula, presenting
examples from across the collection of curricula to create a rich description of each of the
two primary ways in which alternate numeration systems are leveraged. This is followed
by a discussion of the affordances of each approach and a connection to the MKT
framework.
Themes within the textbook rationales
Each of the selected curricula provided rationales for including alternate
numeration systems. Often appearing at the beginning or end of a section on alternate
numeration systems, these rationales provide PSTs with insight into why alternate
numeration systems appear in the textbooks. As discussed in the methods section, there
were two overarching themes for the types of rationales offered by textbooks:
understanding the mathematical structure of base ten and understanding the learning
process of children. In this section I focus on each of these rationales, providing insight
into how they appeared across the curricula.
Rationales focused on mathematical structure. ―One very useful application of
bases other than base ten is as a way to deepen our understanding of number systems,
arithmetic in general, and our own decimal system‖ (Long et al., 2012, p. 138).
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One of the two overarching rationale themes for the study of alternate numeration
systems focused on the benefits of better understanding base ten by comparing base ten
with other number systems. These rationales hinged around the idea that comparing
between number systems provides PSTs with an opportunity to step back from working
within a single number system (base ten) and begin to see base ten as an example of a
wider phenomenon. All six of the curricula that included alternate bases provided
explicit rationales about the advantages of leveraging multiple number systems to make
sense of mathematical structure or deepen understanding of base ten. In this section I
highlight two types of rationales provided by the curricula for increasing understanding
of base ten: rationales related to deepening understanding of the mathematical structure
of place value systems and rationales that focus on making sense of standard algorithms
by placing them in alternate systems.
Alternate numeration systems can be leveraged to make sense of the mathematical
structure of numbers systems in general and to deepen understanding of base ten in
particular.
The primary purpose of this exploration is to deepen your understanding
of base ten – this is, your understanding of base, place value, and the role
of zero. The structures of a system are often best seen by putting the
familiar in an unfamiliar context. (Bassarear, 2012a, p. 43)
Bassarear‘s rationale connected both to increasing the overall understanding of base ten
and to specific examples of structural components of number systems (base, place value,
and zero) which could be investigated through alternate bases. This reasoning captured
the value of alternate systems as a tool to take routine or familiar content and develop a
deeper understanding by shifting to a non-routine context. For example, the ten to one
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relationship between place values is so commonplace that PSTs may give the relationship
little thought. However, changing the relationship, by shifting to a different base, may
draw attention to the underlying structure of place value systems.
In addition to focusing on the structure of number systems, the rationales related
to understanding base ten also included a focus on standard algorithms, particularly by
comparing the algorithms across bases. ―One of the best ways to gain insight into the
addition and subtraction algorithms is by thinking the process through using
manipulatives that represent other number systems‖ (Bennett et al., 2012b, p. 70). This
rationale focused specifically on the advantages of alternate base pieces to support PSTs
in unpacking the meaning of standard algorithms. This line of reasoning, captured in the
code insight into algorithms, appeared in five12 of the curricula (Table 4-2). Long et al.
(2012) highlighted this focus on algorithms while also connecting to making sense of
place value.
The algorithms for addition and subtraction are just as valid in base five,
or any other base, as they are in base ten... Our approach, therefore, is to
consider other bases right along with base ten. By studying bases together
this way, you gain a greater understanding of the whole idea of positional
notation and the related algorithms. (p. 150)
Because standard algorithms are based on place value structure, making sense of standard
algorithms can serve as an activity that promotes understanding of underlying structure as
well as understanding of algorithms. The prior rationale highlighted both of these
purposes. The opportunity to support making sense of standard algorithms is particularly
important in light of research that highlights PST and teacher struggle to explain the
12

While explicit rationales for gaining insight into standard algorithms appear in five of the curricula, all
six curricula included examples of standard algorithms in alternate bases. This hints at an implicit rationale
for insight into algorithms across all the curricula in the sample.
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mathematics that underlies common algorithms (J.-J. Lo et al., 2008; Ma, 1999;
Thanheiser, 2009a). Shifting algorithms to alternate systems can create a context for
unpacking the otherwise routine algorithms.
While the first theme for rationales focused on the goal of improving PSTs‘ grasp
of the mathematical structure of base ten, the second theme highlights the role of
alternate systems in prompting PSTs to consider the learning process of children.
Rationales focused on children’s thinking. ―I wish I had a dollar for every
student who has said something like ‗Wow, no wonder it‘s hard for little kids to learn
how to count; I never thought of it [our system] that way before‖ (Bassarear, 2012c, p.
102). This rationale captured one common justification provided for including alternate
bases in PST textbooks. Learning an alternate system creates an opportunity for PSTs to
experience the learning process for making sense of a number system and to appreciate
the difficulty of that process. While all six curricula included rationales about improving
understanding of base ten, four of the curricula also included explicit rationales for
understanding the learning processes of children. These rationales included general
statements about understanding that children will need time to make sense of base ten.
For example, one rationale for including alternate bases stated that ―the intent here is to
introduce you to different bases so that you have a better understanding of our own baseten system, and you understand why children need time to learn to operate in base ten‖
(Sowder et al., 2014, p. 35). This line of reasoning implies that learning alternate
systems helps PSTs to develop empathy for their students. Note that the first half of this
rationale focuses on understanding base ten, while the second half focuses on children. It
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was not uncommon for curricula to combine both types of rationales within a single
argument for including alternate bases.
In addition to this general argument for understanding that children struggle, some
rationales focused on more specific mathematical challenges. A specific example related
to counting is provided in the section on immersion activities. PSTs were reminded "The
goal here is ‗sense making‘ as opposed to ‗just do it.‘ The more you get into this role
play, the better you will understand the difficulties young children have when learning to
count in our numeration system!‖ (Bassarear, 2012a, p. 38). This rationale focused on
experiencing (i.e., role playing) the type of experience that children will encounter. The
rationale‘s warning about trying to make sense of the mathematics, rather than just find
the correct answer, implies that the ways in which PSTs engage with alternate bases
affect the types of learning opportunity that alternate bases afford.
The intention of highlighting two themes among the rationales is not to imply that
each curriculum leveraged only one type of rationale and ignored the other. Rather, the
intention is to highlight two arguments used by textbooks to promote PSTs‘ engagement
with the novel context of alternate bases. Across the collection of six curricula which
focused on alternate bases, all six used arguments about improving understanding of base
ten and four of the curricula also argued for understanding the learning processes of
children. The novel context of alternate numeration systems can lend itself to both types
of learning opportunities.
In the next section of the results, I focus on the types of mathematical activities
and explanations provided across the six curricula. These activities inform the types of
learning opportunities made available to PSTs.
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Themes within the activities & explanations
As described in the methods section, the narratives, activities, and exercises
related to alternate systems were coded using the codes in Table 4-3. By analyzing these
codes, I determined that there were two overarching themes among the codes,
corresponding with whether the code involved one or multiple numeration systems. I
chose the name comparison between systems to classify codes which involved multiple
systems, such as translating to base ten, comparing systems, and describing advantages
and disadvantages. I selected this name to capture the idea that students have the
opportunity to consider a system other than base ten in order to better understand base
ten. I chose the name immersion within a system to classify codes which involved
working within a single system, such as within base operations, PSTs invent a system,
and reflecting on learning a number system. I selected the term immersion to draw
attention to the idea that PSTs are working within a system, experiencing a learning
process similar to that of children learning base ten. Next I provide rich descriptions of
each of these overarching themes.
Activities related to comparison. Alternate numeration systems serve a
particularly important role in making sense of place value systems due to the ways in
which the different number systems embody variation in structure. In her book on
variation theory, Lo (2012) captures this idea, stating that ―to discern previously taken for
granted features of familiar situations, learners must experience for themselves certain
patterns of variation and invariance of these features‖ (p. 83). Alternate numeration
systems provide an opportunity to vary key features of the familiar base ten system.
Historic systems provide the chance to vary between additive and place value structures.
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For example, to record three ones in the Roman system one would record III, while three
hundreds would be CCC. However, in base ten, the symbol 3 can indicate either three or
three hundred, depending on its location (i.e. 303). Likewise, alternate base systems keep
the place value structure invariant, but allow the value of the base to vary, drawing
attention to the quantity needed for regrouping.
In this section I provide examples of two distinct ways in which the comparison
of alternate numeration systems appeared in the curricula. First I focus on comparing the
structures of different number systems, highlighting the use of historic number systems as
examples for comparison. Then I discuss the role of converting between number systems
as a way to focus on place value structure.
Comparing systems with different structure. In order to better understand a
mathematical structure, such as the base ten number system, it can be helpful to consider
ways to vary key aspects of the structure (M. L. Lo, 2012; Thanheiser, 2015b). All six of
the curricula that leverage alternate numeration systems included examples of comparing
the different structures of those alternate systems to base ten. Five13 of the six textbooks
included a numeration section which introduced tallying, Egyptian, Roman, Babylonian,
and Mayan numerations systems as the primary historic examples. Some of the texts
supplied an historic backdrop describing the location and time period where the number
system was used, while others dove straight into the mathematics. While learning history
for the sake of understanding the cultural development of mathematics is a worthy goal, I
found that it was not a central focus of these textbook sections on historic systems.
13

Sowder, Sowder, and Nickerson (2014) contains Roman numerals but does not focus on the other major
historic systems.
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Rather, the goal across curricula appeared to be to compare the underlying structure of
each system and point out advantages of some systems over others.
Historic systems were leveraged to describe different ways in which number
systems can be structured. For example, Musser et al.(2011a) used a comparison
between tallying and the Egyptian system to introduce the term additive system. This
refers to numeration systems where the value of a number is found by summing the value
of different symbols. Then Musser et al. drew a comparison between Babylonian and
Egyptian, introducing the language of place value to describe how the location of a
symbol allows the symbol to take on different values. As each ancient number system
was introduced, it was compared to other systems, building a repertoire of different
structures to draw upon. Curricula used these differences as opportunities to introduce
formal language about place value and to discuss the significance of zero. A textbook
comparison cross five historic systems is provided in Figure 4-5.

Figure 4-5. Five historic systems were compared in a single chart (Musser et al., 2011, p.
66).
While comparisons to the Hindu-Arabic system do not appear in Figure 4-5, each
curriculum did make explicit comparisons between our Hindu-Arabic system and historic
systems. In these comparisons, the virtues (and sophistication/ difficulty) of base ten
were highlighted by comparing the base ten place value system to other systems with
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different structure. Bassarear (2012c) concluded a section on historic systems by
summarizing the advantages of an historic overview of the development of numeration
systems.
We have explored different counting systems to give you an appreciation
of the significance of base ten and its abstractness – it took humans many
thousands of years finally to invent such a powerful numeration system.
In the course of working on the explorations, you have come to appreciate
the importance of mathematical vocabulary, including the terms digit and
place. (2012c, p. 102)
Bassarear highlighted (a) the importance of base ten and its position as a
sophisticated number system, and (b) the use of alternate systems to draw
attention to the structure of base ten. The focus on comparing historic numeration
systems played an important role across all six of the textbooks, providing a
collection of authentic examples of different ways to structure number systems.
Translating between systems. Translating between number systems was one of
the most common alternate numeration system activities across the curricula, occurring
with both historic and modern alternate systems. During the coding process, the code
translate out of base ten was used 97 times and the code translate to base ten was used
91 times14. All six curricula which leveraged alternate systems included more than ten
examples or exercises of converting between bases. The sheer prevalence of translating
between systems led me to consider its importance as a central activity in comparing
number systems.

14

Because segments could include multiple instances of an idea, such as translating, these numbers do not
indicate precise counts. The numbers are included to highlight the frequent occurrence of translating as an
activity.
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Translating between bases focuses PSTs‘ attention on the underlying structure of
the alternate base and how that structure differs from base ten. When determining how
many of each place value are needed, the PSTs have the opportunity to unpack the
meaning of each place value. The procedure demonstrated in Figure 4-6 provides a way
to determine the number of groups for each power of five, highlighting the place values
of 625, 125, 25, 5, and 1 in base five. In some texts, new number systems were
introduced by demonstrating how to convert between base ten and the new systems.
While most curricula provided algorithms for how to translate between systems (see
Figure 4-6), some curricula provided an opportunity for PSTs to invent their own strategy
for efficiently translating between systems.
Task: Convert 824 to base five.

Figure 4-6. An example of comparing between numeration systems by focusing on
converting. In this example, 824 is converted to base five (Billstein et al., 2012, p.61).
Translating between systems provided an opportunity to focus on the meaning of
place value, but this is an opportunity, not a guarantee. Bassarear (2012a) warned that
―[i]t is important to note that the goal of this [translating] is not to ‗get‘ the ‗procedure‘
for translating from one base to another but rather … to deepen your understanding of
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base ten, which is the base you will ‗teach‘ to your future students‖ (p. 44). Toward this
goal, Bassarear included an explicit prompt for reflecting on the learning process:
―Describe the most important learnings from translating to and from base ten. In each
case, first describe what it was that you learned and then describe how you learned it‖
(Bassarear, 2012a, p. 45). In order to make the most of the translating tasks, PSTs must
step back and reflect on their own learning. Three of the curricula include specific
prompts for PSTs to reflect on their learning process.
Each of the six curricula that used alternate numeration systems included multiple
ways of engaging in comparison of systems, including translating between systems and
explicitly comparing underlying structures of systems. Next I discuss activities that
leveraged an immersion approach to alternate numeration systems.
Activities related to immersion. Immersing within an alternate system provides
an opportunity for PSTs to consider the mathematical ideas needed to make sense of a
number system and to reflect on the types of activities young children will encounter
when learning base ten. I provide two examples of this type of activity, with the first
focusing on counting in base six and the second focusing on adding within base four.
Consider the example in Figure 4-4. PSTs were asked to begin the activity by
counting within a new number system. Then PSTs were asked to consider what number
occurs before and after particular transitions in the counting process. For example, what
number occurs just after 25six? These transitions mirror the base ten transitions that
young children also struggle with. ―For example, for little children, remembering the
number after 29 is more difficult than remembering the number after 28‖ (Bassarear,
2012b, p. 113). Alternate bases provide an opportunity for PSTs to experience the same
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difficulties their students may experience and then to step back and reflect on those
difficulties (see prompt 3 in Figure 4-4). Counting activities in alternate systems were
included within four of the curricula.
The most frequently used code across all of the curricula was within base
operations. This code appeared in all six curricula and captures instances of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, and ordering which occur within an alternate system.
An example of a within base operation is provided in Figure 4-7. The operation of
combining two base four numbers was illustrated using base four blocks. The text
highlighted the need to regroup whenever four or more of one object was found. Rather
than relying on a standard vertical algorithm for addition, this example modeled an
approach that might be used by a young child who was developing a sense-making
strategy for multidigit addition.

Figure 4-7. An example of a within base operation: adding two numbers in base four
(Sowder et al., 2014, p. 37).
The curricula provided opportunities for PSTs to gain experience using
manipulatives to make sense of place value and operations, allowing the PSTs to come to
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value tools they may use in their own teaching practice. All six of the curricula that focus
on alternate bases used the visual model of base pieces (also called Dienes blocks) for
performing operations within modern alternate base systems. Some of the curricula
explicitly highlighted the advantages of base pieces in making sense of multidigit
operations and regrouping, drawing attention to the impact of manipulatives when
supporting school children. ―Multibase blocks are manipulatives that have proven to be
extremely useful in coming to understand any base system, but primarily base ten in
elementary school‖ (Sowder et al., 2014, p. 30). PSTs have the opportunity to experience
the utility of manipulatives as they engage in the same types of operation activities their
student will engage in.
Trends across the curricula. Looking across the six curricula, both comparison
and immersion approaches were common to each curriculum. As shown in Table 4-3, all
six curricula provided similar opportunities for PSTs to engage in translation and
comparison activities and to consider the advantages of different numeration systems.
Each curriculum provided opportunities to consider standard algorithms in alternate
systems. These activities can be linked to the textbook rationales for leveraging alternate
systems to improve understanding of mathematical structure related to place value
systems and algorithms.
While all six curricula contained some activities involving immersion within a
system, these activities varied among curricula, as seen in Table 4-3. All curricula
included operations within an alternate base, but only three of the curricula provided
activities for inventing a numeration system, with the intensity of invention activities
ranging from a single exercise in one textbook to multiple pages of invention related
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activities in another. Four of the curricula included counting activities in an alternate
system. These four curricula were the same ones that included explicit rationales for
understanding the learning process of children (Table 4-2). Determining the number
before or after a give number is a basic and important step in making sense of the
structure of a number system, for both children and PSTs.
In the next section I draw connections between the MKT framework and the
comparison and immersion approaches to alternate numeration systems.
Discussion & Connections to MKT. A natural extension of thinking about the
roles of alternate systems in PST courses is to consider how they align with the
mathematical knowledge goals for these students. For each of the overarching roles for
alternate systems, I discuss how those roles connect to different components of MKT.
First I link the comparison approach to alternate bases to the left half of the MKT
framework (subject matter knowledge). Then I link the immersion approach to
components on both sides of the MKT framework.
Comparison. Comparing different number systems provides an opportunity for
PSTs to develop both common content knowledge and specialized content knowledge.
For example, PSTs have the opportunity to improve their common content knowledge by
advancing their understanding of place value and standard algorithms. They can develop
specialized content knowledge by learning how to unpack place value explicitly and
visually. PSTs have opportunities to compare the base ten system to systems without a
place value structure and systems with a different base quantity. Stepping back from
base ten allows PSTs to see base ten as an example of a wider phenomenon of place
value number systems. The third category of subject matter knowledge, horizon content
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knowledge, was not a common focus of the curricula, but there were brief instances
where textbooks began to connect algebraic thinking to the idea of generalizing place
value concepts. For example, some textbooks mentioned a generic base b, with place
values based on powers of the base. It is possible to make sense of base ten as an
example of a wider phenomenon because of the ways in which alternate systems vary key
components of base ten.

Figure 4-8. Connecting alternate base activities with the MKT framework. The blue
boxes relate to comparison activities and the green boxes relate to immersion activities.
Immersion. While the comparison approach to alternate systems lends itself well
to supporting a focus on mathematical structure (an aspect of subject matter knowledge),
the immersion approach creates an opportunity to focus on both pedagogical content
knowledge and subject matter knowledge. Immersion within an alternate system can
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support a dual focus on mathematical structure and how children make sense of a number
system.
The immersion approach to alternate numeration systems provides an opportunity
for PSTs to be placed in the position of re-encountering fundamental ideas related to
number and counting. Moreover, the novel contexts can support PSTs in engaging with
these ideas as genuine problems. In all of my teaching experience, I have not encountered
a PST who did not immediately know that the number that followed 29 is 30. But
engaging with an alternate numeration system allows PSTs to struggle with a similar task
of finding the number that occurs after 25six. For example, PSTs may initially create the
number 26six to follow the number 25six, matching how a child might count twenty-eight,
twenty-nine, twenty-ten. By struggling with this issue, and then making sense of the
mathematics that underlies this issue, PSTs have the opportunity develop several types of
MKT related to whole numbers (see Figure 4-8). First, PSTs develop knowledge of
content and students by becoming aware of a common student issue related to learning to
count. Second, PSTs develop specialized content knowledge by making sense of the
mathematics that causes this struggle (that regrouping occurs in base six after collecting
six of one type of unit). Third, PSTs develop knowledge of content and teaching by
learning about tools, such as base pieces, which can support children in making sense of
the structure of place value systems.
My intention behind linking components of MKT to activities with alternate
bases is to highlight the variety of ways in which alternate systems can support
developing MKT. In addition to the opportunities found within the curricula, I
hypothesize that there are additional ways to leverage alternate systems to promote PSTs‘
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developing MKT. For example, the curricula provide opportunities for PSTs to
experience tasks and task sequences which support developing understanding of a
number system. This could provide a context for reflecting on tasks that support
children‘s learning, a key component of knowledge of content and curriculum. While
this was not a primary focus within the set of curricula investigated within this study, this
type of reflection is a natural extension of the activities that are provided and could be
supported by teacher educators as they enact the curriculum. McClain (2003) found that
when PSTs were given opportunities to reflect back on their own learning process after
participating in an alternate base task sequence, they were able to distinguish between
questions which focused on understanding concepts of place value and those that simply
focused on finding correct answers. Moreover, they came to value the conceptual
questions over the procedural ones.
Conclusions
Why alternate numeration systems?
Regardless of whether ancient number systems and alternate bases are a part of
elementary school mathematics, these topics can serve a vital purpose in PST content
courses. These non-routine contexts can allow PSTs to step back from their prior
knowledge of base ten and begin to see base ten as an example of a wider phenomenon.
The alternate numerations systems can be leveraged to encourage PSTs to examine the
underlying structure of place value number systems. This opportunity to investigate a
novel context may also help PSTs reflect on the process of learning about number
systems, a process they will be asked to support in their own elementary classrooms.
Alternate numeration systems provide opportunities for PSTs to connect their own
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struggles in making sense of a new number system to the struggles of their future
students, while also learning about strategies, representations, and tasks to overcome
those challenges.
Content and pedagogy
Alternate numeration systems are leveraged by curricula to provide a variety of
ways to support PSTs in developing MKT in the content domain of whole number and
operation. This study found two dominant roles for alternate bases within the curricula,
comparison and immersion, and two overarching types of rationales offered by the
curricula. The first rationale focused on improving understanding of mathematical
structure, while the second had a more pedagogical intention of understanding how
children learn. Each individual curriculum approaches these purposes with different
intensities. Sometimes mathematical structure was the primary focus, while pedagogy
received a lighter touch. Given the potential benefits of reflecting on the challenges of
learning a numeration system, it may be worthwhile for teacher educators and curriculum
designers to create additional opportunities for PST reflection. This reflection could
focus on (a) common struggles (faced by children and by PSTs) in making sense of
numeration systems, (b) the mathematics that underlies these struggles, and (c) tools for
overcoming those struggles. Alternate bases provide a special opportunity for this type of
pedagogical reflection because the content is both novel to PSTs and structurally similar
to the content for children.
Teacher educators may want to take into consideration the intentions of focusing
on mathematical structure and pedagogy when selecting a curriculum or choosing and
sequencing tasks within a curriculum. When shifting from written to enacted curriculum,
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teacher educators have the opportunity to underline or undermine intended purposes of
the curriculum. Awareness of these purposes can serve as a key piece of teacher educator
knowledge.
Further study
This study provided an analysis of written curricula related to alternate
numeration systems, finding two dominant roles for alternate systems across the written
materials. While written curricula provides insight into enacted curricula, the enacted
curricula is influenced by teacher beliefs and goals (Stein et al., 2007). In order to
develop a more clear understanding of the mathematical opportunities made available to
PSTs, it would be beneficial to study the curricula as it is enacted in PST mathematics
courses across the country. Such a study may provide additional insight into affordances
and constraints of leveraging alternate numeration systems for work with PSTs.
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Chapter 5 : Co-emergence of Models
Reinventing Multidigit Multiplication in Base Five:
Making Sense of Co-emerging Models for Meaning and Strategy
Abstract
Preservice teachers (PSTs) know how to perform multidigit
multiplication, but they may struggle to unpack the mathematics that
underlies the standard algorithm. I used design heuristics from Realistic
Mathematics Education to create a task sequence to support PSTs in
reinventing a general algorithm for multiplication in base five. I
conducted two cycles of a teaching experiment and analyzed student
mathematical activity as they engaged with the task sequence. I found that
the PSTs were able to reinvent a general partial products strategy for
multiplication and that this partial products model co-emerged alongside
the PSTs developing model for the meaning of multiplication. I put forth
co-emergence of models as a design heuristic for both understanding and
advancing student mathematical activity.

The purpose of this report is to introduce a design heuristic for developing and
analyzing task sequences which support the co-development of multiple interrelated
mathematical models. I name the design heuristic co-emergence of models to refer to the
idea of two related mathematical models being developed in conjunction with one
another (this could also be conceived of as two co-emerging aspects within an
overarching model). This design heuristic is considered as an elaboration of the existing
emergent models design heuristic (Gravemeijer, 1999). I discuss co-emergence of
models within the context of a teaching experiment focused on supporting preservice
teachers (PSTs) in developing a conceptual understanding of multidigit multiplication.
The focus of this paper is two-fold. First, I argue that PSTs were able to reinvent a model
for multiplication which included two co-developing sub-models. One model centered
around the meaning of multiplication and the other model centered around strategies for
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performing multiplication. Second, I argue that it is advantageous to focus explicit
attention on the interplay of the two co-emerging models, both for task design and for
analysis of student mathematical activity. In this way, the co-emergence design heuristic
offers a refinement to the existing heuristic of emergent models.
This report is situated in the context of a teaching experiment which leveraged a
local instructional theory (LIT) for multiplication for work with preservice teachers
(PSTs). In addition to introducing the design heuristic of co-emergence of models, this
report also contributes to the body of research on how preservice teachers (PSTs) learn
about whole number and operation. Researchers have shown that PSTs lack sufficient
mathematical knowledge for teaching in the domain of whole number and operation
(Ball, 1990b; Ball et al., 2005; Ma, 1999; Thanheiser, 2009a). While PSTs are able to
perform standard algorithms, they struggle to explain the reasoning behind those
algorithms (Ball, 1990b; J.-J. Lo et al., 2008; Ma, 1999). How can PSTs support
children‘s learning about number and operation if they themselves struggle to articulate
the underlying mathematics? The multiplication task sequence in this report is based on a
conjectured local instructional theory for supporting PSTs in developing a richer
understanding of the mathematics involved in whole number operations.
Literature Review
Research indicates that PSTs and teachers often have insufficient mathematical
knowledge of the topics they are expected to teach (Ball, 1988; Ma, 1999; Thanheiser,
2009a). For example, when working with standard algorithms for multidigit operations,
PSTs may not be able to go beyond finding a numeric answer to justifying why an
algorithm works (Graeber, 1999; J.-J. Lo et al., 2008; Philipp et al., 2007) When PSTs
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are asked to justify why an algorithm or strategy works, they often respond with a
restatement of how to perform the algorithm (Ball, 1990a; J.-J. Lo et al., 2008). This
indicates that PSTs may be unaware that there is a conceptual underpinning for the
algorithm.
In their 2008 study, Lo, Grant, and Flowers provided insight into the learning
challenges faced by PSTs as they attempted to make sense of multidigit multiplication in
a course on number and operation. PSTs struggled to justify their strategies and to link
strategies with visual models. Sometimes visual models were included without
explanation and sometimes visual models were added ―after the fact‖ and did not match
the strategy actually employed. PSTs appear to hold a preference for the repeated
addition interpretation for multiplication rather than the more powerful area interpretation
(Graeber et al., 1989; J.-J. Lo et al., 2008). Researchers have found that the area
interpretation of is more challenging for PSTs to understand, though it proves useful for
some students in decomposing area into smaller regions (J.-J. Lo et al., 2008; Simon &
Blume, 1994). Baturo and Nason (1996) revealed a gap in PSTs‘ understanding of one
and two dimensional units of measurement for multiplying in an area context. They
indicate that the PSTs had ―little or no understanding of how area measures evolve from
linear measures when a formula for calculating an area is applied‖ (1996, p. 253),
attributing PSTs‘ struggle to their prior experiences focused on procedural skills over
conceptual understanding.
Prior research on PSTs mathematical knowledge has tended to focus on what they
know and do not know, rather than how they learn (Mewborn, 2001; Thanheiser et al.,
2014). Mewborn (2001) uses the term snapshot to refer to studies that either examine
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what a subject knows at a particular point in time or focus on pre and post data about
student knowledge. A 2014 study by Thanheiser and colleagues indicated that out of 112
journal articles about PSTs‘ content knowledge, published between 1978 and 2012, 104
of the studies were snapshot or static studies of knowledge, while only 8 of the studies
focused on motion studies of learning. In the content domain of whole number and
operation, only 2 out of 26 studies were about PSTs learning, while the other 24 were
static studies of knowledge. Mewborn (2001) and Thanheiser et al. (2014) advocate for
more studies which focus on the development of PSTs‘ knowledge. This study addresses
this gap in the research by presenting insight into PSTs‘ emerging models of meaning and
strategy for multiplication.
Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) design theory
In traditional mathematics teaching, the instructor often begins with the result,
such as a definition or algorithm, and then provides a series of examples of that result.
Proponents of Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) argue that this traditional
approach is backwards (Freudenthal, 1991; Gravemeijer & Terwel, 2000). RME is an
instructional design theory that focuses on beginning with contexts that are realistic or
meaningful to students and building up ideas through a process of mathematizing
(organizing mathematically), working from examples to more general conceptions.
Two of the primary design heuristics for RME are guided reinvention and
emergent models. Within this section I briefly describe each of these ideas and highlight
how they contributed to the design of the instructional sequence.
Guided reinvention. Guided reinvention is a design heuristic which focuses on
creating contexts where students recreate important ideas in mathematics. According to
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Gravemeijer and Terwel (2000), ―[t]he idea was to allow learners to come to regard the
knowledge they acquire as their own, personal knowledge, knowledge for which they
themselves are responsible‖ (p. 789). Generally, guided reinvention focuses on building
up from student activity in contexts that are experientially real to the students. As
students organize (mathematize) their ideas, they are able to build up new mathematical
realities. This is also referred to as progressive mathematization, which can be broken
down into two components: horizontal and vertical mathematization (Freudenthal, 1991;
Gravemeijer & Cobb, 2006). Horizontal mathematizing involves mathematizing reality.
For example, if a student solves a base ten subtraction problem with manipulatives and
then records that process with symbols, this activity is horizontal in nature because the
student is organizing something that is real to the student. Vertical mathematizing relies
on mathematizing prior mathematical activity. Returning to the prior example, if a
student then uses this record process to create a general strategy for subtraction without
needing to manipulate base ten pieces, this generalizing activity is vertical in nature.
The task sequence leveraged in the teaching experiment was based on an initial
local instructional theory for supporting PSTs in reinventing an algorithm for multidigit
multiplication. Because PSTs already have access to the formal mathematics of
standardized algorithms in base ten (J.-J. Lo et al., 2008; Ma, 1999), I chose to shift from
the routine context of base ten to the problematized mathematical context of base five
(Chapter 6). The non-routine context of base five provides PSTs with an opportunity to
set aside their known algorithm and experience the process of reinventing and refining an
algorithm.
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Emergent models. As students engage in realistic mathematical contexts, their
mathematizing activities can be described in terms of the emergent models they build.
These emergent models are initially informal in nature and tied to the local context, but
the models can become more formal as students engage in further exploration of similar
contexts (Gravemeijer, 1998). In this paper I focus on an emergent model for whole
number multiplication, describing this overarching model of multiplication in terms of
two submodels: the emerging model of the meaning of multiplication and emerging
model of strategies for performing multiplication. In the following section I provide
background information on the underlying mathematics of multiplication. This formal
background can be considered my own model for multiplication as the teacher/researcher.
Within RME , emergent models can be described using the models-of / modelsfor dichotomy, which captures different ways in which students use models (Gravemeijer
& Doorman, 1999; Johnson, 2013; Larsen, 2013). This language captures the idea of a
shift from mathematizing in a local or situated context (creating a model-of the context)
to vertical mathematizing as that model becomes a model-for more general or more
advanced ideas. The emergent models heuristic is a tool for designing an instructional
sequence, as well as a tool for describing how students‘ mathematical activity shifts as
they engage with an instructional sequence. It also provides a framework for
retrospectively analyzing students‘ mathematical activity (Johnson, 2013) and
subsequently refining the mathematical tasks. I introduce the design heuristic of coemergence of models as a lens for both designing tasks and for interpreting students‘
mathematical activity which focuses on the interplay between related models. As a design
heuristic, co-emergence of models is intended to expand on the heuristic of emergent
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models, providing a tool to leverage the interplay of multiple models or multiple aspects
of an overarching model.
The Mathematics of Base Five and Multiplication
In this section I describe and define mathematical ideas and language which play
a role in the remainder of the article, including an overview of the base five number
system, and definitions of repeated addition, area, and partial products.
Explaining base five. The base five number system is built on powers of five,
with place values corresponding to 50, 51, 52, 53, etc. That is, in base five, there is a ones
place, fives place, twenty-fives place, etc., rather than the ones place, tens place,
hundreds place, etc. that appear in base ten. Consider the base five number 123five, which
refers to 1 group of twenty-five, 2 groups of five and 3 ones (see Figure 5-1). To provide
some language to talk about the numbers in base five, a group of five ones will be
referred to as a long, a collection of twenty-five ones (or five longs) will be referred to as
a flat, and a collection of one hundred and twenty-five ones (or five flats) will be referred
to as a long flat (see Figure 5-1). Each time you collect five of one type of unit, those
units can be regrouped into one of the next larger unit. For example, five longs can be
regrouped as one flat. The numeral 123five can be read aloud as 1 flat 2 longs 3 ones15.
This base five language is taken from Bennett, Burton, and Nelson (2012a).

15

123five should not be read aloud as ―one hundred twenty three base five‖, as that confounds base ten and
base five language. Base five does not have a hundreds place.
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b)

one long
123five refers to 1 flat (worth 25), 2
longs (worth 5 each) and 3 ones.
Figure 5-1. Base five language and description.

flat

long flat

The purpose of using an alternate base within this study is to provide a novel
context where PSTs do not have prior established algorithms for whole number
operations. While base five is the alternate number system leveraged for this study, it
would be relatively simple to modify the tasks for a different base number system, such
as base eight. Base five was selected for this study because it was compatible with
curriculum currently in use at the university where the study was conducted.
Defining the mathematics. In this section I describe key mathematical terms
central to multidigit multiplication: repeated addition, area, and partial products. The
mathematics described in this section can be interpreted as my own model for
multiplication as the teacher/researcher, which I relate to the PSTs‘ emerging model for
multiplication within the results section. Within this section examples are drawn from
base ten. Multiplication of two whole numbers A x B can be defined as A x B = B + B +
B +… + B, where B is summed A times. The first number, A, is the multiplier, which
indicates the number of same-size groups being summed, and the second number, B, is
the multiplicand, which indicates the size of each group. This definition of multiplication
is referred to as repeated addition and serves as both an explanation of what
multiplication means and a process for performing multiplication. While this is an
appropriate definition for simpler problems such as 4 x 6, it does not scale well to solve
larger problems, e.g. 123 x 67; fractional problems, e.g. 2 ¾ x 12 ½; or algebraic
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problems, e.g. (x+2)(2y+3). A visual reorganization of repeated addition into a
rectangular array can be leveraged to create a more sophisticated interpretation for
multiplication, linking repeated addition, arrays, and area as three interpretations of
multiplication.
The area meaning for multiplication can be explained in terms of a rectangular
image where the length and width of the rectangle correspond to the factors of the
multiplication problem and the area corresponds to the product. The area interpretation
of multiplication can be represented as a rectangular array where each unit in the product
is represented with an individual cell/square; as a rectangle divided into rows, columns,
or base ten shapes; or as an empty rectangle (Figure 5-2). Different versions of an area
interpretation highlight different aspects of the meaning of multiplication. For example,
the rectangles divided into rows or columns highlight the link between repeated addition
and area.

Area/array image, with an
individual cell for each unit.

Area image as an empty 12
by 23 rectangle.

Area image subdivided to
represent base ten pieces.

Area image presented as 23 columns of size Area image presented as 12 rows of size
12, promotes a connection between area and 23, promote a connection between area
repeated addition (12 + 12 + … + 12)
and repeated addition (23 + 23 + … + 23).
Figure 5-2. Five different area visualizations are provided for 12 x 23, highlighting
different aspects of multiplication.
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The area interpretation of multiplication supports reasoning about multiplication
in more sophisticated settings than repeated addition (such as larger numbers, fractions,
and algebraic expressions). Area serves as a useful visual representation for dividing a
complex multiplication problem into a collection of easier problems, using a strategy
called partial products.
A partial product is the result when one part of a multiplier is multiplied by one
part of a multiplicand. As can be seen in Figure 5-3, a partial products strategy involves
(a) splitting a multiplication problem, such as 42 x 31, into sub-problems by splitting one
or both factors into component pieces (often breaking each factor along place value lines,
i.e. 42 = 40 + 2), (b) multiplying sub-factors to find multiple partial products, and (c)
summing the partial products to determine the total product.

Initial problem

Splitting initial
problem into smaller
sub-problems

Solving each subproblem (i.e. finding
each partial product)

Summing the partial
products to find the
total product

Figure 5-3. Partial products for 31 x 42
Partial products underlie the standard U.S. algorithm for multidigit multiplication.
As shown in Figure 5-4a, the problem 31 x 42 is written as two partial products16 (1 x 42
= 42 and 30 x 42 = 1260) which are summed to find the total 1302. In elementary

16

The standard algorithm generally involves computing four single digit calculations for 31 x 42 (1x2, 1x4,
3x2, 3x4), however, the result is recorded in two rows as two partial products.
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curricula, students may also be introduced to an expanded version of the standard
algorithm, in which 31 x 42 is written as four partial products, as seen in Figure 5-4b.
a)

b)

Figure 5-4. Connecting partial products strategies to standard algorithms for
multiplication.
Next I provide a conceptual analysis of the multiplication, focusing on both the
meaning of multiplication and strategies for performing multiplication.
Defining conceptual understanding. Hiebert and Lefvre (1986) describe two
types of understanding, procedural and conceptual, which are commonly seen in the
math classroom. Procedural understanding refers to knowledge of symbols, rules, and
algorithms. Conceptual understanding is understanding where, ―the linking relationships
are as prominent as the pieces of information‖ (Hiebert & Lefevre, 1986, pp. 3–4). PSTs
tend to have procedural knowledge of elementary mathematics, but often lack conceptual
knowledge, viewing mathematics as a disconnected set of rules (Ball, 1990a; Graeber,
1999; J.-J. Lo et al., 2008; Ma, 1999). In order to support the learning of their future
students, PSTs must develop a conceptual understanding of the mathematics they will
teach. A conceptual analysis of the meaning of multiplication includes (a) understanding
that the number of square units within a rectangle corresponds to the product of the
length and width, (b) connecting repeated addition to the area context, and (c)
understanding and coordinating the one dimensional side lengths and two dimensional
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interior of the rectangle. A conceptual analysis of the partial products strategy for
multiplication includes (a) being aware that a multiplication problem can be split into
sub-problems, (b) purposefully and strategically splitting one or both factors in a
multiplication problem, and (c) being able to connect partial products with the
appropriate partial factors. For students using area imagery, this can be represented by
connecting subsections of area to subsections of side lengths (see Figure 5-3). For
students relying on a symbolic algorithm, these connections may be demonstrated by
explicitly listing the sub-problems for each step (see Figure 5-4).
I do not intend for the above lists to be sequential. I anticipate that PSTs may
develop the separate components in a variety of different and overlapping ways. The
intention of providing a conceptual analysis for meaning and for strategy is to describe
the richness and complexity of multiplication and to be clear about the mathematical
model that I hold as the teacher/researcher.
The intentions of this report are (a) to introduce the design heuristic of coemergence of models, which is a refinement of the emergent models design heuristic, and
(b) to contribute to the body of literature on PSTs learning about multiplication,
leveraging the co-emergence heuristic as a lens to describe the interplay of two codeveloping mathematical models within student mathematical activity: a model for the
meaning of multiplication and a model for how to perform multiplication.
Methodology
I conducted two teaching experiment cycles (Steffe & Thompson, 2000),
working with a pair of PSTs in each cycle as they engaged with the multiplication
instructional sequence. The teaching experiments were designed to carefully analyze
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students‘ mathematical activity in order to identify principles (such as co-emergence) that
could explain student activity within the instructional sequence and continue to
elaborate/clarify the underlying local instructional theory. The intention of the teaching
experiments was to focus on the collective mathematical activity of the PSTs, using the
lens of the emergent perspective (Cobb & Yackel, 1996) to focus on both individual and
group mathematical activity in order to trace the development of key mathematical
models. I served as both teacher and researcher during the teaching experiments.
Each cycle of the teaching experiment followed the ―design, enactment, analysis,
and redesign‖ model outlined by the Design-Based Research Collective (2003, p. 5). I
conducted the first cycle during summer 2014 and the second cycle in fall 2014.
Participants and Data Collection
The participants in this study were preservice elementary teachers in the first term
of a three term mathematics content sequence at a large urban university in the Pacific
Northwest. The first course in the three-course sequence focuses on whole number and
operation. The PSTs in the first cycle of the teaching experiment, Eli and Wendy,
volunteered to participate in the task sequence as part of a four-week summer version of
the course. The PSTs in the second cycle of the teaching experiment, Nora and Sarah,
volunteered to participate in the task sequence in the two weeks prior to the start of the
fall term as a head-start for the course on whole number and operation. All names used
are pseudonyms. Brief descriptions of the recent math coursework for all participants are
shown in Table 5-1.
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Table 5-1. Study Participants
Participants’ Recent Mathematics Coursework
Cycle 1 Participants
Cycle 2 Participants
Eli – Long break since prior math course Nora - Freshman, had recently taken
(calculus)
algebra course
Wendy - Repeating the elementary
Sarah – Long break since previous math
content course after a prior low grade
course (prior math courses in the military)
All class sessions of the teaching experiment were video recorded and student
work was collected and scanned. Approximately half of the teaching sessions were
attended by a second researcher and the events of the sessions were discussed in
debriefing meetings. After each teaching experiment, I wrote a reflection of what had
transpired in the class sessions. Original video, transcriptions from the video, and my
own notes all served as data sources, along with copies of student written work.
Multiplication Task Sequence
The creation of an initial local instructional theory (LIT) for reinventing a general
strategy for multidigit multiplication began with a thought experiment about how PSTs
could move from simpler to more complex multiplication problems and shift from
situated to more general solution strategies. I leveraged the design heuristic of
problematizing the mathematical context (Chapter 6) to shift from base ten to an alternate
number system in order to place PSTs in a position where they do not have formal
mathematics for performing multiplication. I initially conjectured that by sequencing
multiplication tasks from single digit to two or more digits and including a specific focus
on multiplication by the base (10five), PSTs would reinvent strategies for multiplication
which leveraged splitting problems into partial products based along place value lines. I
anticipated that a partial products strategy would initially emerge for specific problems
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and that this situated model of partial products could be generalized into an algorithm for
multiplying any pair of base five numbers.
In pilot studies, I found that PSTs tended to rely on symbolic calculations when
engaging with multidigit multiplication, performing operations on separate digits within a
multiplication task without connecting to an appropriate definition of multiplication.
When an area context was introduced within the pilot studies (either by the instructor or a
PST), PSTs were able to leverage this meaning of multiplication to advance their
multiplication strategies. This led me to revise the local instructional theory to support
PSTs‘ emerging models for the meaning of multiplication alongside their emerging
strategies for performing multiplication.
The first step of the LIT involves PSTs establishing multiplication as repeated
addition, foregrounding this primary meaning of multiplication as a starting point. The
second step of the LIT is developing a strategy for multiplication by the base (10five), a
key step in creating multiplication strategies that leverage the structure of the place value
number system. The third step of the LIT involves PSTs expanding their model for the
meaning of multiplication to include area and array imagery. This third step supports the
emergence of a more sophisticated model for the meaning of multiplication as larger
problems are introduced and repeated addition becomes untenable. The fourth step of
the LIT begins with subdividing the area representation into partial products and shifts to
breaking numbers efficiently along place value lines. Within this fourth step, PSTs‘
model of partial products becomes a model for multiplying any pair of numbers, resulting
in a general multiplication strategy.
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Task 1: Repeated Addition
a) Find the product 3five x 23five and explain your solution strategy.
b) Create a definition of multiplication that would be appropriate to use with a 2nd
grader.
Task 2: Times Base Rule
Find the product 10five x 23five and explain your reasoning. Connect your explanation
to a visual model.
Generalizations:
 Make a conjecture about multiplying by 10five. Justify your conjecture.
 Comparison across bases: 10 x 23 = 230 and 10five x 23five = 230five. Is this a
coincidence or something more?
Task 3: Measuring a rectangle in base five
(Each small group receives an unlabeled rectangle, size 42five x
31five)
Your goal is to examine the size of the rectangle in base five.
Determine the length, width, and area of the rectangle and
discuss how the three quantities (length, width, and area) are
related. Record two or more strategies for calculating the area
and explain why those strategies make sense. Be sure to
connect your visual models with written solutions.
Follow-up question: (Connecting repeated addition and area)
 In the first two base five problems, we used the repeated addition model for
multiplication. How is your approach for Task 3 similar to the repeated addition
model and how is it different than the repeated addition model?
Task 4: Creating a general strategy
Alice and Bob, who live in the land of Base Five, have a large
box of rectangles. They need a strategy to find the area of any
rectangle in base five. Your task is to create and explain an
efficient strategy that will work to multiply any two base five
numbers. Record your strategy on the provided paper.
Follow-up questions:
 Compare strategies with classmates
 Explain why the strategy makes sense
 Explain what is efficient about the strategy
 What is the role of the distributive property in each strategy?
 Describe a strategy for multiplying two base five numbers without having to draw
a rectangle.
Figure 5-5. Multiplication Task Sequence
The multiplication task sequence for the teaching experiment was created using
the initial LIT described above. The sequence of tasks (see Figure 5-5) is intended to
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promote student mathematical activity in a way that leads to the reinvention of a general
strategy for multidigit multiplication.
Prior to the start of the multiplication task sequence, PSTs were asked to engage
with a variety of tasks in alternate number systems, including the Roman, Mayan,
Egyptian, and Babylonian historic number systems, as well as modern alternate base
systems. Base five was used as the primary modern alternate base system. The task
sequence described in Figure 5-5 captures the key elements of the tasks presented to the
PSTs. While this provides an overview of the prompts given to PSTs, it is important to
note that as teacher/researcher I added continuing presses for explanation and
clarification in order to better understand the PSTs‘ mathematical activity. This included
creating impromptu examples for the PSTs to explore and asking PSTs to elaborate on
and compare representations and strategies.
After each session of the teaching experiment, I reflected on the PSTs‘ work and
refined my plans for the next session. This between session analysis was vital to making
sense of PSTs‘ mathematical activity and to preparing for subsequent sessions. However,
the bulk of the analysis occurred after each full cycle. In the next section I outline the
steps of my analysis process.
Analysis Process
A retrospective analysis provides an opportunity for a thorough historical analysis
of what occurred during a teaching experiment, particularly across multiple cycles.
Having an idea of what mathematical models emerged, I was able to attend to what PST
mathematical activity led to those models, and analyze how and why the instructional
sequence supported PSTs‘ emerging models (Steffe & Thompson, 2000).
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The intention of the analysis was to refine the initial LIT, establishing design
principles that explain how students‘ reinvention activity can be supported. The
retrospective analysis of the teaching experiment is an iterative process, which I have
separated into four major phases, with the first two phases repeated after each cycle of the
teaching experiment and the latter two phases analyzing across the cycles (Figure 5-6).
The analysis is based on the cyclic process described by Lesh and Lehrer (2000) and
Cobb and Whitenack (1996), and modeled after a cyclic design experiment conducted by
Larsen (2004).

Figure 5-6. Phases in analysis
Phase 1: Creating narratives of the teaching sessions. In phase one, I worked
chronologically, creating a content log of the videos for each teaching session. In order
to manage the data, I chunked it into coherent episodes. For this study, an episode refers
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to a collection of dialogue and student work that corresponds to one solution attempt or
one line of reasoning. Episodes often centered around moments of struggle, new
strategies and new definitions, discussions of procedures, comparisons across bases,
generalizations, and justifications.
An example of a brief episode is shown in Figure 5-7, where Eli and Wendy are
responding to a prompt to create a definition for multiplication. This PST generated
definition captures their understanding of multiplication as repeated addition, making
sense of the first number as the multiplier and the second as the size of the multiplicand.
Each session contained many episodes, resulting in far more data than could be included
in this report. I selected episodes for this report in order to (a) highlight the overall
trajectory of PSTs‘ mathematical activity and (b) focus attention on the explanatory
power of co-emergence to describe the interplay of developments in the meaning of
multiplication and developments in strategy within the PSTs‘ emerging multiplication
model.
Eli:

We could say, just say that the first number is the number of groups,
and the next number is the number of things
Wendy: In that group
Eli:
In those groups, yeah,
Wendy: okay
Figure 5-7. Example of an episode where preservice teachers are asked to define
multiplication in language appropriate for children.
I created a narrative of each session. This narrative included descriptions of
episodes and transcriptions of selected portions of the session, as well as images of
student work. The narrative was annotated with conjectures for explanations of student
mathematical activity. The goal of phase 1 was to become familiar with the data and to
begin to organize the data.
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Phase 2: Emerging Mathematical Models. For each cycle of the teaching
experiment, I built detailed reports of the PSTs‘ emerging models for the meaning of
multiplication and their emerging models for strategies. The reports included
descriptions of student mathematical activity supported by transcript, photographic
evidence, and student written work. I used the design heuristic of emergent models as a
lens to describe shifts in the student mathematical activity.
In phase 2, I included an explicit focus on aspects of the tasks, including student
dialogue and questions, which impacted the development and shifted the use of the
models. Existing research and domain specific frameworks, such as Graeber, Tirosh, and
Glover‘s (1989) work with PSTs‘ primitive models for operations and Baturo and
Nason‘s (1996) research on PSTs‘ understanding of area measurement were used to
provide rationales and insights for students‘ mathematical activities.
While phases 1 and 2 were done separately for each of the 2 cycles of the teaching
experiment, phase 3 focused on analyzing across both cycles.
Phase 3: Analyze Across Teaching Experiments. The goal of phase 3 was to
analyze student mathematical activity for particular tasks across the two teaching
experiment. For example, I examined how the PSTs worked with Task 2 (10five x 23five)
to explore (1) how students made sense of multiplying by the base (10five), (2) what sorts
of generalizations they were able to make, and (3) what appeared to prompt those
generalizations. For example, one local generalization was that multiplying by 100five
causes the digits of a number to shift two places to the left, while a more global
generalization is that multiplying by the base in any alternate base system causes the
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digits of a number to shift to the left one place. The reports generated in phase 2 played a
central role in the analysis for phase 3.
Phase 4: Meta-analysis and Theory Development. Similar to the final phase of
analysis described by Cobb and Whitenack (1996), in this phase I analyzed the prior
analyses with the intention of creating a chronology of the emergence of models across
the two cycles of the teaching experiment. This chronology drew from both cycles and
served as the basis to consider modifications to the instructional sequence and anticipated
student mathematical activity. It was during this phase of meta-analysis that I stepped
past leveraging the tools of RME and considered ways to advance RME theory. I
considered the complex situation of how to make sense of student mathematical activity
as students developed two distinct, but related models for multiplication. How could I
capture the interaction of the two emerging models? This co-development, which I refer
to as co-emergence of models, is a focus of the following results section and serves as a
lens or tool to organize students‘ mathematical activity throughout the task sequence (see
Figure 5-8), as well as a heuristic for supporting student‘s mathematical activity.
Results and Discussion
In this section I focus on the PSTs‘ mathematical activity as they build a general
strategy for multidigit multiplication in base five. I argue that the PSTs‘ model for the
meaning of multiplication co-developed alongside their model of a strategy for
performing multidigit multiplication. I introduce the term co-emergence of models to
refer to the phenomenon of having multiple models emerge together in such a way that
each model aids in the development of the other model. Co-emergence focuses attention
on the complex process of leveraging one partially constructed model to help build up
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another model and vice versa. The theory of co-emergence is intended to advance the
theory of emergent models by addressing the interplay between related emerging models.
It is possible to consider student mathematical activity in terms of a single complex
model, with meaning and strategy as aspects of that model. (In this case, co-emergence
of models could be rephrased as co-emergence of aspects of a model.) However, I have
chosen to treat the emergence of a model for multiplication as the emergence of two
related models, leveraging the explanatory power of splitting a complex idea into simpler
pieces.
The results section is split into a series of episodes. The first two episodes
correspond to the first two tasks in the task sequence, focusing on repeated addition and
grouping by the base (10five). The next two episodes correspond to the third task in the
task sequence as PSTs‘ mathematical activity includes both repeated addition and area
representations for the meaning of multiplication and the PSTs begin to articulate a
partial products strategy. The final episodes focus on PSTs developing a general strategy
for multidigit multiplication relying on partial products (Task 4). Within each episode I
discuss the utility of co-emergence as a lens for student mathematical activity. .
A guiding visualization for the co-emergence of the two models is provided in
Figure 5-8. The left column represents steps in the emerging model of meaning for
multiplication and the right column represents steps in the emerging strategies for
multiplication. The downward arrows on the left and right of the image represent the
emergence of each separate model. The co-emergence of the models is captured by the
central arrows, each labeled with the episode which highlights the interplay between the
two models.
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Figure 5-8. The co-emergence of models of meaning and models of strategy highlights
the interplay between models.
Episode 1: Repeated Addition Co-emerging as a Definition and a Strategy
The first episode focuses of the initial starting point for both meaning and strategy
for multiplication and the relationship between the two. The multiplication sequence
began with a one digit by two digit task (Task 1, Figure 5-5). The small multiplier of 3
was purposely selected in order to promote repeated addition as a reasonable strategy for
solving the multiplication task.
After a brief negotiation about remaining in base five rather than translating to
base ten, Eli and Wendy began the problem by recognizing that 3five x 23five referred to 3
copies of 23five.
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Wendy: Ah, I could, OK, you do it the little kid way. Just saying that you have
three of this (picking out the correct manipulatives to make three
groups of 23five).
Eli:
That‘s what I was just thinking too.
Wendy: The little kid way. It‘s kind of the little kid way. Well I guess is the
simplest way I should say. So it‘s three groups of this… just add them up
from here.

Figure 5-9. Wendy and Eli built 3 groups of manipulatives, with 2 longs 3 ones per
group.
Researchers refer to the repeated addition model of multiplication as the primitive
model, indicating that it is the primary model of multiplication for both children and
PSTs (Fischbein et al., 1985; Graeber et al., 1989). Wendy recognized the primitive or
intuitive nature of the model as she associated it with how a ―little kid‖ would perform
multiplication.
The repeated addition model served as a definition of multiplication, helping the
PSTs to unpack the symbolic problem 3five x 23five into one which was represented as 3
collections of 2 longs and 3 ones. Once visualized as 3 collections of 23five, the PSTs
were then able to rearrange and regroup the quantities to find a product of 124five. When
asked to create a definition for multiplication, they were able to explicate the ―little kid‖
method in clearer language.
Eli:

We could say, just say that the first number is the number of groups, and
the next number is the number of things
Wendy: In that group
Eli:
In those groups, yeah,
Wendy: okay
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At this point, the PSTs held a definition of multiplication as repeated addition. In
this definition, the PSTs described that the first number indicated the number of groups
(multiplier) and the second number indicated the size of the groups (multiplicand).
Repeated addition can be leveraged to describe the PSTs‘ emerging models in two
distinct ways. The PSTs‘ emerging model for the meaning of multiplication, as seen in
the PSTs‘ definition, aligns with the definition of multiplication as repeated addition.
The PSTs‘ emerging model for performing multiplication, creating three collections of
size 23five, is a repeated addition strategy. At this point, it may be difficult to separate
meaning from strategy in the co-emerging models, but as the problems became more
complex, the differences between meaning and strategy became more apparent.
Episode 2: Leveraging Repeated Addition to Make Sense of Grouping by the Base
The primary purpose of the second episode is to demonstrate how the PSTs‘
initial model for the meaning of multiplication (repeated addition) supported a key
development in a strategy for performing multiplication (grouping by the base). A
secondary purpose of this episode was to highlight how creating a justification for a
strategy of grouping by the base led one set of PSTs to begin to use area imagery for the
meaning of multiplication. Both of these purposes are indicated with arrows in Figure
5-8.
Task 2 was designed to focus PSTs‘ attention on multiplication by the base
(10five). Multiplication by 10five in base five plays the same role as multiplication by 10 in
base ten. Gathering 10five copies of a given unit allows one to exchange for the next
larger unit. Fasteen, et al. (2015) provide more details on PST mathematical activity
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associated with this particular task. In order to approach the task of multiplying 10five by
23five, Wendy and Eli interpreted the problem as the repeated addition of 23five five times
(Figure 5-10). Their model for the meaning of multiplication as repeated addition
supports their approach to the initial multiplication task, as well as their investigation of a
generalization for multiplying any number by 10five.

Figure 5-10. Wendy represented 10five x 23five by creating five piles of 23five.
The PSTs in both cycles are able to generalize the problem 10five x 23five to
multiplying any base five number by 10five, recognizing that this would cause all of the
digits in the number to shift to the left. When asked to justify why this rule would work
in general, the PSTs focus on why each base five piece would shift when multiplied by
10five. Figure 5-11 provides examples of Nora and Sarah‘s work with justifying why a
long times a long is a flat (i.e. 10five x 10five =100five). While PSTs in both cycles used
repeated addition to argue for why a long times a long is flat, I chose to draw data from
cycle 2 for this episode because Nora and Sarah‘s argument also led to the emergence of
an area image.
Parts (a) and (b) of Figure 5-11 demonstrate how repeated addition, as both a
meaning and a strategy, supports the justification for why multiplying by 10five causes
each unit to shift to the next larger unit. Part (a) demonstrated multiplying a long by one,
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then two, etc., until one reached five copies of a long, which was then regrouped as one
flat. The written explanation in part (b) used repeated addition language to unpack the
meaning of multiplying a long times a long.

b) Students justified a special case of the Times
Base Rule, namely, long x long = flat.

a) Leading up to 5 copies of a
long, or long x long = flat.

c) One long represented height, the other width, to
create a flat.
Figure 5-11. Sarah and Nora recorded strategies for making sense of why long x long =
flat. These strategies leveraged both repeated addition and area interpretations for the
meaning of multiplication.
When asked to justify why a long times a long would be a flat, Sarah creates an
image of a flat that shows one long as the width and the other long as the height (Figure
5-11, part (c)). Sarah connected rectangular imagery and multiplication, stating ―I like
the idea of the second one gets put on its side. And the first one, you have to stack them
up that tall.‖ Her language, together with her drawing, indicated that she was considering
the first number as the height and the second number as the width, signaling the early
emergence of an area or array interpretation of the meaning of multiplication, rather than
repeated addition.
Engaging in the process of creating a justification for why multiplying by 10five
causes digits to shift a place value to the left provided an opportunity for Sarah and Nora
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to begin to reorganize their underlying meaning of multiplication to include language
related to area. In this way, we witness the co-emergence of a new strategy (involving
grouping by the base) alongside the beginning of a more sophisticated meaning for
multiplication (involving area). Both of these co-emerging models (for meaning and
strategy) undergo additional advancement in the following episodes.
Episode 3: Co-emergence of Thick Border and Initial Partial Products
In the third episode I argue that PSTs‘ initial interaction with an area context
problem revealed that (a) their understanding of the meaning of multiplication as area
was not in alignment with the standard way of representing area with one dimensional
borders and two dimensional interiors and yet (b) this emerging model for the meaning of
multiplication was sufficient to support an initial partial products strategy. The essence
of co-emergence is the back and forth nature of the emergence of models, allowing the
student (and teacher/researcher) to leverage one partially formed model to support
developments in the other.
In task 3 (see Figure 5-5), the PSTs were presented with a rectangular garden
(dimensions 42five x 31five) and asked to find the length, width, and area of the rectangle
in base five. They used the base five manipulatives as measuring tools to find the length
and width. Eli and Wendy recognized a connection between area and multiplication,
indicating that the answer to the multiplication problem 420five x 310five was the number
of squares in the rectangle. After Eli stated that the formula for finding area was length
times width, he was prompted to explain why. Eli said:
You are taking, you‘re trying to find how many. It‘s a very basic question I
haven‘t actually thought about in a long time. You are trying to find how many
squares are in it [the rectangle]. Those are going to come up with whatever this is
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(pointing to where the answer would go in the multiplication problem 420five x
310five). So if you think about it as, there‘s 3 flats 1 long rows here... And there‘s
4 flat 2 long rows going this way. Then how many one squares does that make
up? Right?
The rectangular area context resonated with the PSTs as a context for multiplication. This
could be seen in Eli‘s claim that the number of squares in the rectangle was the answer to
the multiplication problem 420five x 310five. He attempted to connect the two factors to
the number of rows and columns of squares within the rectangle, indicating an underlying
array interpretation of multiplication. PSTs in both cycles treated area as a reasonable
context for multiplication.
While Eli verbalized a connection between area and multiplication, he and Wendy
struggled to correctly identify the side lengths of the rectangle. In both cycles of the
teaching experiment, PSTs initially created a border along the edge of the rectangle using
manipulatives that were five units thick (see Figure 5-12). In both cases, this resulted in
the PSTs stating that the rectangle was 420five x 310five, rather than the correct 42five x
31five, using the area of the thick border in place of the lengths of the rectangle. This
error indicated that although PSTs recognized a connection between the area context and
multiplication, at this point in the instructional sequence their understanding of the area
interpretation of multiplication did not align with standard interpretation of area with one
dimensional borders and two dimensional interior. This error may have been related to
the two dimensional manipulatives that were leveraged as measuring tools. Even Sarah
and Nora, who were able to draw an appropriate image of a long times a long in Figure
5-11 (part c), were not able to correctly identify the side lengths of the given rectangle.
Despite these flaws in PSTs‘ emerging model of the meaning of multiplication, once the
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area context was introduced, the PSTs in both cycles discontinued use of the basic
repeated addition strategy. Instead, they relied on the area imagery to support their
multiplication activities.

Figure 5-12. Wendy and Eli measured the rectangle in base five, creating an overly thick
border.
Having created an overly thick border for the 42five x 31five rectangle, the PSTs
then began to calculate the interior area. Initially I hypothesized that the PSTs would
self-correct their thick border error when they began filling the rectangular image with
base five manipulatives. Because the shape could be physically filled with flats, longs,
and ones, I hypothesized that filling the rectangle with the correct area pieces would
cause the PSTs to question their overly thick border. However, instead of relying on the
actual physical size of each subsection of area to determine its value, the PSTs chose to
calculate the area of the subsections by multiplying portions of the thick border. For
example, in Figure 5-13, Eli and Wendy began by outlining a subsection of area in the
upper left corner.
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a) Naming a single partial product

b) Labeling all partial products
Figure 5-13. Eli and Wendy determined the area of the rectangle, finding a value 25
times larger than appropriate.
Although the shape they drew is the size of a flat, they determined its value by
multiplying the two corresponding subsections of the thick border (both were flats). This
resulted in a partial product worth 25 times more than a flat, which is referred to as a flat
flat in base five (worth 625 in base ten). Figure 5-13 (part b) shows the rectangle split
into subsections based on this partial products strategy.
One advantage of a co-emergence lens is that it allows the teacher/researcher to
parse the co-developing models and identify an error in one model while recognizing an
advancement in the other model. In this episode, the PSTs‘ area interpretation for the
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meaning of multiplication contains a fundamental flaw with the thick border. However,
this flaw does not prevent a key advancement in strategy, where a complex problem
(finding the total area) is split into a collection of simpler problems (partial products.)
Ironically, the flaw in the PSTs‘ interpretation of area provided an unexpected
advantage to me as the teacher/researcher, revealing evidence of how the PSTs had
determined the area. The PSTs‘ strategy involved splitting the larger rectangle into many
smaller components, with Figure 5-13b containing 24 sections within the rectangle. In
order to find the value of each section, the PSTs looked to the corresponding side lengths
of the section. If the PSTs had determined the correct linear border of long by long for
Figure 5-13a, then the partial product of one flat could have been the result of either
calculating a partial product or a simple geometric filling of the corner. However, the
error of flat flat indicates that the value of the corner, as well as the rest of the sections in
the rectangle, was determined by calculating partial products rather than geometric
filling.
In the next episode, I highlight how the initial partial products strategy was
leveraged to revisit and improve upon the earlier (incorrect) area model.
Episode 4: Leveraging a Single Partial Product
In order to address the error in the area imagery in Episode 3, I first attempted to
confront the error head-on. Referring to the rectangular garden image in Figure 5-13
(part b), I asked Wendy and Eli ―How big is a flat flat? Use hand gestures here. How big
is a flat flat?‖ Gesturing with manipulatives, they indicated that the shape would be a 25
by 25 square, larger than the rectangular garden they were working with. Seeing that
they were unperturbed by this, I pressed further, asking, ―Do you think that garden might
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be the size of the dozen of these?‖ Eli responded, ―No, it doesn‘t look like it, does it?
What are we doing wrong?‖ At this point, both Eli and Wendy became aware of their
error, but appeared stuck in what to do next.
As the teacher/researcher, I made an in-the-moment choice to leverage the PSTs‘
initial use of a partial products strategy to support their co-emerging model of the
meaning of multiplication as area. The partial products strategy involves splitting a large
problem into smaller, simpler problems. I chose to focus on their first partial product
(flat x flat = flat flat) and to create a prompt that would ask them to examine the problem
in reverse, first determining the area of a flat and then finding its length and width.
Holding up a single flat, I asked ―This guy, what‘s its area?‖
Eli:
Its area would be 25.
I:
What would it be in base five?
Eli:
It would be Wendy: - one flat
I:
What would its length and width be?
Eli:
One long by one long
I:
Okay. How many, if you had to guess, would fit in your garden?
Eli:
Okay. It would probably be, well because we‘ve drawn them all out
already, it would be 12.
The PSTs were able to focus on a single flat and determine first the area, and then
the length and width of one flat in base five. Because this partial product corresponded to
a single flat, which was already part of the PSTs‘ mathematical repertoire (as seen in
Episode 2), the PSTs were able to make sense of the length, width, and area of the shape.
When asked how many of this shape would fit in their garden, Eli recognized that their
rectangle has already been split to show 12 flats (the shapes labeled as flat flat in Figure
5-13).
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Having recognized a flaw in their earlier method for finding the area of the
garden, Wendy and Eli returned to the 42five x 31five rectangle to unpack their prior error.
Wendy: I think, you know what I think we did wrong?
Eli:
What did we do wrong?
Wendy: We made it too big, because we‘re multiplying, we did it - Oh I figured it
out, we did it a step up. … Instead of doing one flat here [K gestures to
a flat within the thick border], we should have done a long by a long.
And multiplied it by a long by a long. And that makes it –
Eli:
- Because we‘re including all of this [pointing to the thick border] in our
multiplication when we should just be doing, it should be in one‘s,
basically. So that‘s one long, two long, three long, four long two [E
indicates that the side should be measured as 4 longs 2 ones]. So it‘s not
this [420 x 310]. It‘s that [he writes 42 x 31].
Wendy suggested that the side lengths were measured with the wrong type of
objects. When she said they ―did it a step up‖ she was referring to using flats rather than
longs to measure the lengths. Eli recognized that this has caused them to determine a
side length that was much larger than would make sense, thus leading to a much larger
product than would be appropriate.
In the second cycle of the teaching experiment, Sarah worked with the same error
of multiplying a two dimensional flat by a two dimensional flat. In unpacking her error,
Sarah determined that ―that would be area of an area, so that actually makes it an oddly
intersecting four-dimensional-- You now have a garden in hyperspace.‖ She jokingly
referred to the result as a ―hypercube,‖ indicating that it would be a four dimensional
shape and not at all appropriate for a flat rectangular garden. By recognizing that their
error was a result of multiplying a two dimensional object by a two dimensional object to
create something much too large, the PSTs became aware of the importance of
coordinating two different types of units in within area: one-dimensional linear units and
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two-dimensional area units. This realization had an immediate impact on the PSTs
emerging model for the meaning of multiplication as area.
Having made sense of the single partial product of 1 long x 1 long = 1 flat, the
PSTs in both cycles were primed to then modify the rest of their 42five x 31five rectangle.
They were able to use appropriate linear units to find the side lengths and then determine
the correct area within the rectangle. This modification (see Figure 5-14) cascaded
through the other partial products to result in a key shift in the model of the meaning of
multiplication as area. Namely, the PSTs recognized that the factors of a multiplication
problem correspond to linear units (one-dimensional) while the product corresponds to
area units (two-dimensional). In other words, they recognized the need to measure the
side lengths of the rectangle with linear units and the area with square units. Given that
prior research indicates that PSTs‘ understanding of multiplication and dimension tends
to be ―incorrect, and/or incomplete, and often unconnected‖ (Baturo & Nason, 1996,
p. 261), this explicit focus on coordinating dimensions appears promising.

Figure 5-14. Wendy and Eli modified their prior image of 420five x 310five to match 42five
x 31five, scribbling over the word "flat" to change the unit type for each subsection.
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Prepared with an emergent model of the meaning of multiplication as area, the
PSTs were appropriately situated to engage with the task of creating a general strategy for
multiplying multidigit numbers. In this context, area shifted from its role as a context for
students‘ mathematical activity in making sense of the meaning of multiplication and it
became a representation for supporting the process of creating general strategies for
performing multiplication. The shift from making sense of the area context to leveraging
the area context can be seen in the final episodes, in which the PSTs took advantage of
area imagery to create an evolving series of partial products strategies for performing
multiplication.
Final Episodes: Co-emergence of General Strategies through the Area Model
The final episodes highlight the central role of an area interpretation of
multiplication supporting the emergence of a general partial products model. Within the
first three tasks of the task sequence, PSTs were asked to think about specific
multiplication problems (3five x 23five, 10five x 23five, and a 42five x 31five rectangle). For
the fourth task of the sequence, the PSTs were asked to create a general strategy to
multiply any two base five numbers (see Task 4, Figure 5-5). Initially the context of
rectangles was retained in order to promote leveraging area as a visual tool to support the
emerging partial products strategy. By the end of the task sequence, PSTs were able to
create general strategies that did not require drawing a rectangle.
In both cycles, the PSTs began the Box of Rectangles task by selecting specific
rectangles and finding the length, width, and area of those rectangles using a partial
products approach. The PSTs were then able to record a general strategy that reflected
their work with specific rectangles. In this section of the results, I focus on the evolving
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nature of PSTs‘ partial products model for multiplication, highlighting how the PSTs‘
mathematical activity, and my analysis of their activity, relied heavily on the area model
as a tool to visualize partial products.
The PSTs relied on a variety of different example rectangles, within each teaching
experiment. Therefore the evidence presented below includes a number of different
examples. Figure 5-17 provides a summary of the various student strategies using a
single example, making the differences between strategies more clear.
Strategy 1: Breaking into base five units. One of the earliest partial products
strategies PSTs were able to leverage involved splitting an area image into smaller
sections so that each flat, long, and unit became its own partial product. This initial
partial products strategy co-emerged alongside PSTs‘ model of the meaning of
multiplication as area in Episodes 3 and 4. An example of this can be seen in Figure
5-13b, where 42five x 31five is split into 24 separate regions. Each separate region can be
calculated by multiplying the appropriate subsections of the length and width. While this
strategy makes each partial product rather simple to calculate, it has the disadvantage of
creating many smaller problems to organize. A second example of this strategy can be
seen in Figure 5-17a, where 12five x 23five is split into 15 distinct sections.
Strategy 2: Rows of partial products. A second general strategy leveraged the
area representation by splitting the area into a series of horizontal chunks (see Figure
5-15). The PSTs‘ description of their partial products strategy relied on area language,
with the first factor corresponding to the height and the second factor to the length. The
choice to leave the second factor intact while splitting the first factor ―into its parts‖
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created a more efficient partial products strategy than the strategy highlighted in Episode
4 (which created 24 partial products).
Specific example

General strategy

a) 22five x 23five was split into
b) The general strategy created by the PSTs is closely
4 rows of partial products.
tied to the area model language.
Color added by researcher.
Figure 5-15. Nora and Sarah‘s general strategy for partial products based on rows
Strategy 3: Quadrants of partial products. The PSTs demonstrated another
way to leverage the area representation, splitting the rectangle into quadrants (Figure
5-16). There were two key developments present in this strategy. First, similar to
Strategy 2, the height was split along place value lines, but unlike Strategy 2, matching
place value elements were kept together. For example, in Strategy 3 (Figure 5-16) the
number 34five was split into two sections, 30five and 4five, rather than 7 sections (3 separate
longs and 4 separate ones) as it would be for Strategy 2. The second key development
involved splitting both factors, rather than only one (this was part of Strategy 1, but not
Strategy 2). This resulted in 4 partial products for a two digit by two digit multiplication
problem. This was particularly advantageous because each partial product was relatively
simple, consisting of one significant (non-zero) digit per factor rather than two or more
significant digits. That is, it was easier to multiply 40five by 30five than to multiply 40five
by 34five.
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Each factor was split along place value lines. For the example of 42five x 34five, 42five
was split into 40five + 2five and 34five was split into 30five + 4five.

The 2 digit by 2 digit problem was split In order to highlight the 4 partial products,
into 4 quadrants to create 4 partial
they can be visualized without filling the
products.
interiors.
Figure 5-16. Nora and Sarah‘s written work displayed a strategy of splitting the
rectangular image into quadrants to create four partial products.
The partial products strategy outlined in Figure 5-16 is closely related to the
standard expanded algorithm that is often included in elementary school curriculum (see
Figure 5-4). The standard algorithm also splits a 2 digit by 2 digit problem into four
partial products by splitting both factors along place value lines (though it is recorded as
two partial products rather than four.)
The reason I have presented three distinct strategies for multiplication is (a) to
highlight the utility of the co-emerging model for the meaning of multiplication,
particularly the area interpretation, as a tool for generating and visualizing the coemerging partial products strategies, and (b) to draw attention to the iterative process of
refining a partial products strategy for multiplication. I do not claim that these are all the
possibly strategies that might be seen as PSTs generalize a partial products strategy. Nor
do I claim that each PST‘s model for multiplication will evolve through all of these
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levels. Rather, I argue that there are a variety of ways for partial products strategies to
emerge and undergo refinement, while emphasizing the key role of the co-emerging area
imagery and language in creating and sharing strategies. When teaching in a whole class
setting, it may be useful to consider how to visualize and sequence various strategies to
highlight increasing levels of sophistication/efficiency. Figure 5-17 displays three
different partial products strategies, with distinct partial products indicated by color.
a) PSTs initially split the rectangle into many smaller
sections so that each flat, long, or one can be considered its
own section. In the image on the right, the problem 12 x 23
is split into 15 separate sections. The advantage of this
partial products model is that each partial product is as
simple as possible. Ex) 1 long x 1 long = 1 flat
b) PSTs split one of the two factors along place value lines
while leaving the other factor intact. In this image, 12five is
split into 10 + 1 + 1. Similarly, PSTs could also split 12five
into 10 + 2. The key distinguishing feature of this strategy is
that one number is split while the other is kept whole,
resulting in a collection of rows within the rectangle.
c) The partial products strategy represented at the right
involves splitting each factor along place value lines. This
has the advantage of having relatively few sections (unlike
(a)), while also having each partial product relatively simple.
Ex) 1 long x 2 longs = 2 flats.
Figure 5-17. Different versions of the partial products model highlight different ways
of splitting the area model into subsections.
Conclusions
One of the primary results of the study was the conclusion that PSTs‘ emerging
model for the meaning of multiplication was still undergoing development while their
partial products strategies for performing multiplication began to emerge. It may have
been possible to analyze the student mathematical activity in this study by considering
their mathematical activity as the emergence of a single complex model of multiplication.
However, I argue that considering their activity as the co-emergence of two models (or
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two sub-models of an overarching model) provides multiple benefits. First, it simplifies
the complex student activity, allowing me to consider the development of two simpler
models rather than a single, more complex model. It also has explanatory power, which
is a key indicator of utility. By considering the two models separately, I am able to make
sense of how to leverage one emerging model to support the other. The design heuristic
of co-emergence of models is both a tool for designing instructional sequences when two
or more co-developing models are present and a tool for supporting teachers‘ in-themoment leveraging of one emergent model to advance the other. Co-emergence of
models is also a research lens for analyzing student mathematical activity within those
sequences. Next, I provide three examples of co-emerging models, drawn from whole
numbers, linear algebra, and group theory.
1. With whole numbers, models for the meaning of place value number systems may
co-emerge alongside strategies for performing addition and subtraction of
multidigit numbers. Leveraging a task sequence in a base eight candy factory
context, researchers have examined how PSTs create strategies for performing
addition and subtraction in base eight (McClain, 2003; Yackel et al., 2007).
PSTs‘ models for performing operations may co-emerge alongside their models
for the base eight number system.
2. In linear algebra, models for operating with vectors, including geometric
interpretations for combining vectors, may co-emerge alongside concepts of span
and linear independence (Wawro, Rasmussen, Zandieh, Sweeney, & Larson,
2012; Wawro, Sweeney, & Rabin, 2011)
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3. In abstract algebra, if students are given the opportunity to reinvent groups, their
models for representing group elements and their models for calculating with
those elements may co-emerge as each emergent model informs the other (Larsen,
2009).
In each case, the development of a complex model can be described as the symbiotic
overlap and co-emergence of multiple models. Co-emergence allows the teacherresearcher to split a complex concept into co-developing components. This allows the
teacher-researcher to attend to the growth of each model somewhat independently and to
recognize opportunities to leverage one partially developed model to support another
developing model.
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Chapter 6 : Problematizing Mathematical Contexts
Problematizing Mathematical Contexts:
A Design Heuristic for Making Routine Content New Again
Abstract
Teacher educators must engage preservice teachers in developing a
deeper understanding of routine mathematics. In this brief report, I
introduce a design heuristic for creating tasks which allow preservice
teachers to investigate a non-routine context in order to better understand a
familiar context: problematizing the mathematical context. I situate this
heuristic within the theory of Realistic Mathematics Education. This
design heuristic provides both mathematical and pedagogical benefits by
creating opportunities to deepen mathematical understanding by
comparing mathematical contexts and experience the type of inquiry
learning advocated by current mathematics education policy.

Introductory example: On a sphere, which of these shapes would be considered
triangles?

Figure 6-1. Three shapes are presented as potential examples of triangles on a sphere.
Students may investigate geometry on a sphere to better understand planar geometry.
Current mathematics standards documents describe a learning environment where
teachers engage students in practices of sense-making, constructing and sharing
arguments, and making use of regularity and structure (National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, 2000; National Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council
of Chief State School Officers, 2010). These standards place teachers in the position of
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supporting meaningful student inquiry which includes supporting students as they engage
with rich mathematical tasks. Teacher educators are privileged with the difficult task of
preparing prospective and in-service teachers to support this type of rich learning
environment. This can be particularly challenging when working with content that is
already familiar to preservice teachers (PSTs).
One major challenge that teacher educators face is that PSTs think they already
know enough mathematics to teach elementary school (Philipp et al., 2007; Thanheiser et
al., 2013). However, research indicates they lack the mathematical knowledge for
teaching they will need to support children‘s learning (Ball et al., 2005; Ma, 1999;
Thanheiser, 2009a). In order to support PSTs in developing deeper understanding of
familiar content, teacher educators need tools to design learning opportunities which are
(a) genuine problems17 for PSTs, (b) relate to the mathematical content that PSTs will
teach, and (c) engage PSTs in the types of mathematical activity (investigation/ inquiry/
reinvention) advocated by current educational policy for mathematics.
In this brief report I establish a design heuristic which I call problematizing the
mathematical context18, in which a familiar mathematical context is modified to provide a
novel context for investigation and comparison to the original mathematical context
(Figure 6-2).

17

By genuine problems, I mean problems for which PSTs do have an accessible entry point but do not have
predetermined solution strategies (Kolovou et al., 2009).
18
Hiebert et al. (1996, 1997) use the term problematizing within problem solving literature to describe the
student activity of creating solution strategies rather than practicing procedures. My use of the phrase
problematizing the mathematical context focuses on task design and is not intended to serve the same
purpose as Hiebert et al.‘s use of the term problematizing.
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Problematizing the mathematical context:
a task design heuristic for shifting a familiar or
routine mathematical context to a novel context in
order to provide an opportunity for authentic
mathematical investigation and comparison to the
original mathematical context.
Figure 6-2. Definition of the design heuristic problematizing a mathematical context.
In this report I situate the design heuristic of problematizing within the wider
design theory of Realistic Mathematics Education. I focus on one primary example
(alternate bases) and offer additional examples from non-Euclidean geometry, and group
theory. Alternate base number systems are examples of problematized mathematical
context because the context is mathematically similar in structure to the routine context
(base ten), but the shift to a non-routine context places PSTs in a position to engage in
authentic mathematical investigation of the new context and comparison to the old
context. Within the examples, I highlight (a) the mathematical advantages of having a
system to compare against to better understand the structure of a commonly used system
and (b) the pedagogical advantages of having a novel context to explore. By pedagogical
advantages, I mean opportunities for PSTs to experience the type of authentic
mathematical investigation advocated by current policy standards and reflect on the
learning processes that their own students may experience.
Realistic Mathematics Education
Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) is an instructional design theory which
originated in the Netherlands out of a need to reform mathematics education and provide
opportunities for students to engage in genuine problem solving (Gravemeijer, 1998;
Kolovou, Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, & Bakker, 2009). Central to RME is the idea that
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students should be provided opportunities to reinvent important mathematical ideas by
leveraging their informal knowledge in contexts which are experientially real for
students. RME research focuses on both curriculum development and contributions to
educational theory, serving as a resource for both practitioners and researchers in the field
of mathematics education.
In RME, the term experientially real refers to contexts which are familiar and
make sense to students on an intuitive level (Gravemeijer, 1998), contexts in which
students can engage in using common sense (Freudenthal, 1991). In order for a context
to be experientially real, it does not have to be concrete or exist in daily living. The
context of a made-up game or fantasy story can become experientially real to children if
children can interact with the context in a commonsensical way. Also, what counts as
experientially real depends on the background of the students (both mathematical
background, and lived experiences). In calculus, functions can be considered
experientially real because students have developed intuition about how to work with
functions, including how to represent and combine functions.
Gravemeijer notes that ―The RME theory is not a fixed a priori theory but is a
theory that is always ‗under construction.‘ RME is being developed in an ongoing
process of designing, experimenting, analyzing, and reflecting‖ (Gravemeijer, 1999, pp.
157–158). Next I describe the three major RME design heuristics, guided reinvention,
emergent models, and didactic phenomenology, and I describe how my proposed design
heuristic extends RME theory by addressing how to work with preservice teachers in
overly-familiar contexts.
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RME design heuristics
Guided reinvention is the first design heuristic of RME. Guided reinvention
refers to the idea that teachers and curriculum designers should create opportunities for
students to leverage their informal knowledge to construct important ideas in
mathematics. Tasks should be designed to support students in making use of their
intuitive knowledge in situated contexts, encouraging students to build up to more
general and formal mathematics. ―The idea was to allow learners to come to regard the
knowledge they acquire as their own, personal knowledge, knowledge for which they
themselves are responsible‖ (Gravemeijer & Terwel, 2000, p. 786).
Gravemeijer describes how a task designer begins by engaging in a ―thought
experiment by imagining a route the students could have invented themselves‖
(Gravemeijer, 1999, p158). When engaged with this thought experiment it is vital for the
task designer to consider the prior experience of the intended students. The reinvention
routes one might create for children may not be appropriate for PSTs. PSTs have preestablished ideas, procedures, and rules within familiar domains (such as base ten and
planar geometry) and so it becomes challenging to create a route for reinvention in these
familiar contexts where the objective of the reinvention is an idea that already exists as a
formal rule or procedure.) In these familiar contexts, prior formal mathematics can serve
as a barrier to reinvention of conceptual understanding.
The emergent models design heuristic provides insight into why it is difficult to
repair underlying gaps or weaknesses in PSTs‘ knowledge in routine contexts. The
emergent models design heuristic captures how students‘ engage in mathematizing,
beginning with work in a local or situated context where students mathematize the
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context by creating a model-of the context. The model-of a context shifts into a modelfor more formal or more general reasoning (Gravemeijer, 1999). Because PSTs have
formal mathematical rules for familiar contexts they would not experience a need to
mathematize those familiar situations. Vinner uses the term pseudo-problem-solving
situations to capture when tasks are intended to promote conceptual behavior, i.e.
behavior that is ―based on meaningful learning and conceptual understanding‖ (1997,
p.100), but which students solve by less ideal methods, such as recalling procedures.
Because of their prior knowledge of rules and procedures in familiar mathematical
contexts, PSTs are particularly vulnerable to leveraging their procedural knowledge
without engaging in conceptual behavior. For example, if a teacher educator‘s goal is to
support PSTs in reinventing a conceptual understanding of a multidigit multiplication
strategy, then prior procedural knowledge of a standard algorithm for multiplication
prevents PSTs from engaging in the desired activity of reinvention.
If PSTs already have formal mathematical rules, why is that not sufficient?
Researchers have shown that PSTs have procedural knowledge that is not backed with
the conceptual knowledge they will need to support children‘s learning (i.e. Ball, 1990b;
Ball, Hill, & Bass, 2005; Ma, 1999; Thanheiser, 2009). Moreover, this procedural
knowledge acts as a barrier to developing conceptual knowledge. When advocating for
guided reinvention, Freudenthal (1991) notes that
―First knowledge and ability, when acquired by one‘s own activity, stick
better and are more readily available than when imposed by others.
Second discovery can be enjoyable and so learning by reinvention may be
motivating. Third it fosters the attitude of experiencing mathematics as a
human activity.‖ (p.47)
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Reinvention is an established technique for supporting students in developing knowledge
that is connected to meanings (Freudenthal, 1991; Gravemeijer, 2004). However,
reinvention is problematic in familiar contexts where the objective of the reinvention
activity already exists in the form of known rules or procedures. In particular, PSTs have
no need to mathematize a context for which they already have formal techniques.
In order to address the particular needs of PSTs, who already have access to
formal mathematical rules in familiar contexts, one strategy is to shift the familiar context
to a novel one. The novel context then serves as an open space for constructing or
reinventing ideas, allowing PSTs to step away from their familiar (and cluttered)
landscape of known procedures and rules. This purposeful shifting from familiar to nonroutine context is at the core of the problematizing design heuristic.
The design heuristic of didactic phenomenology works in conjunction with the
design heuristics of guided reinvention and emergent models to inform the choice of
mathematical context for investigation (Gravemeijer & Terwel, 2000). Didactic
phenomenology is the study (by the instructional designer) of how a particular context or
phenomenon can be tapped for sense making and generalizing by students. The context
chosen should be one that begs for organizing from a mathematical perspective (i.e.
mathematizing) (Gravemeijer & Cobb, 2006; Treffers, 1987b). Moreover, the type of
mathematizing that students naturally engage in should be the type of mathematizing
intended by the instructional designer (Gravemeijer, 1998). The contexts chosen by the
instructional designer may be historic in nature, such as contexts that led to key
developments in mathematics, or they may be common place contexts that embody a
mathematical phenomenon. The context must be experientially real to students so that
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they can leverage their own intuition as a starting point for informal strategies. Nonroutine contexts may initially appear to be in contradiction to the notion of experientially
real, as the non-routine contexts are often unfamiliar to the PSTs. However, the concept
of experientially real captures the idea that mathematics should begin with common sense
and continue with common sense (Freudenthal, 1991; Gravemeijer, 1998). For example,
calculating in base ten does not tap into common sense because PSTs rely on their
(potentially) superficial knowledge of memorized procedures rather than reasoning about
the context. Therefore, shifting to an alternate base context is actually more experientially
real for PSTs because it prompts reasoning with common sense rather than memorized
rules.
The claim that non-routine contexts can be more experientially real than familiar
contexts does require some additional comment. In order to use common sense thinking
in an unfamiliar context, PSTs should be provided with opportunities to explore the novel
context. Visual models or manipulatives often serve as an entry point for the non-routine
contexts. Examples include place value manipulatives to prompt engagement with
alternate bases and transparent spheres to provide an access point to spherical geometry.
Initial tasks within these novel contexts should focus on drawing out PSTs‘ intuition for
the contexts and providing situated problems for PSTs to begin to mathematize. Consider
the example of multiplication in base five. Providing PSTs with base five manipulatives
allows them leverage their intuition about repeated addition to reason about
multiplication and to connect repeated addition and area representations. The intention of
the manipulatives is to support commonsensical reasoning.
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I consider the design heuristic of problematizing the mathematical context to be a
special case of didactic phenomenology that can be used in task design situations where
students have prior procedural knowledge standing in place for conceptual understanding.
In the next section, I discuss alternate bases as an example of a problematized
mathematical context. After this in-depth example, I also provide examples of
problematizing from non-Euclidean geometry and group theory.

Then I summarize and

conclude by highlighting directions for future research on the role of problematizing in
PST education.
Examples
Primary Example: Alternate bases
Alternate bases are a commonly used tool in PST content courses. Both historic
and modern alternate bases systems appear in PST textbooks (e.g., Bassarear, 2012;
Bennett, Burton, & Nelson, 2012). Alternate bases have been used in a variety of ways
to research PSTs‘ understanding of whole number and operation. For example,
researchers have used alternate bases to explore place value understanding, addition, and
subtraction (McClain, 2003; Thanheiser, 2015a; Yackel et al., 2007); multidigit
multiplication (Fasteen et al., 2015); and decimal fraction understanding (Zazkis &
Khoury, 1993). In this section I present an example of a task in the problematized
context of base five after providing a brief introduction to base five.
The base five number system is a place value number system where each place
corresponds to a power of five. There is a ones place, a fives place, and twenty-fives
place, and so on. Consider the example 432five. The 4 refers to 4 groups of twenty-five,
the 3 refers to 3 groups of five, and the 2 signifies 2 ones. The base five number system
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is similar to base ten in that it takes ―base‖ copies of a unit to regroup to create one of the
next larger unit. Because the quantity at which students regroup is different from the
routine base ten system, students must pay particular attention to when and how to
regroup and how that affects the overall structure of the number system.
Times Base Task
 Specific example: Find the product 10five x 23five and explain your reasoning.
 Generalizing in base five: Make a conjecture about multiplying by 10five.
Justify your conjecture.
 Generalizing across systems:
Compare across bases: 10 x 23 = 230 and 10five x 23five = 230five.
Is this a coincidence or something more?
Figure 6-3. The Times Base Task provides an opportunity to consider the multiplicative
structure of place value systems.
Figure 6-3 contains an example of an alternate base task which focuses PSTs‘
attention on making sense of the structure of a place value number system. In this task,
PSTs are asked to examine multiplication by 10five in base five. That is, they are asked to
examine multiplication by the quantity that looks like ten and to explore how and why the
quantity 10five behaves like ten when multiplying. Details about PSTs‘ mathematical
activity with this task can be found in Fasteen et al. (2015). The problematized context of
base five provides both mathematical and pedagogical advantages.
1) Mathematical advantages: Because of the common structure of base five and
base ten, PSTs may be able to make generalizations beyond specific bases,
generalizing across number systems. For example, PSTs may be able to
recognize and justify why multiplication by 10base causes a zero to be
appended to a number regardless of the base. Making sense of what causes
digits to shift to the left in base five may help PSTs to make sense of this same
phenomenon in base ten.
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2) Pedagogical advantages: PSTs do not have prior memorized rules for
working with base five, as they do for base ten. For example, in base ten,
PSTs likely know that multiplying by 10 causes a zero to be appended to a
number, but they do not have a similar pre-established rule in base five.
Therefore, PSTs have opportunities to engage in the types of inquiry and
reinvention advocated by reform, including discovering patterns and creating
general algorithms for multidigit operations (Fasteen et al., 2015; McClain,
2003; Yackel et al., 2007).
It is important to recognize that the goal of investigating an alternate numeration
system is rarely to better understand that specific number system or to become skilled at
quickly solving problems in that system. Rather, the goal of investigating alternate
numeration systems is to better understand the structure of place value systems (including
the routine base ten (Chapter 4)) and to experience the process of creating sense-making
strategies based upon that structure.
From the task designer‘s perspective, alternate bases like base five provide an
opportunity to vary a key aspect of our routine base ten number system, namely the value
at which regrouping occurs in the number system. According to variation theory, it is by
varying aspects that we draw attention to them (M. L. Lo, 2012), so the use of an
alternate base draws attention to the underlying structure of place value systems.
Likewise, historic number systems, such as Ancient Egyptian numerals, provide a context
for altering the structure from a place value system (where the location of a digit
indicates its value) to an additive system (where a value is determined by summing the
value of each symbol) (Thanheiser, 2015b). Alternate numeration systems, both historic
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and modern, can serve as problematized mathematical contexts for base ten because they
serve the dual role of providing a context which supports authentic mathematical
investigation and a novel context to compare against a routine context.
Additional Examples
Base ten is not the only routine context that PSTs and teacher educators‘
encounter. Geometry and properties of operations are also topics which PSTs have seen
across their K-12 experiences. Next I provide examples related to the routine contexts of
(1) Euclidean geometry and (2) the associative and commutative properties.
Geometry. The problematized context of non-Euclidean geometry is common to
secondary PST content courses in geometry (Grover & Connor, 2000). Non-Euclidean
geometry includes spherical geometry, which provides a contrast to planar geometry and
can serve as a non-routine context to explore defining, conjecturing, and justifying
(Zandieh & Rasmussen, 2010), as well as taxicab geometry, which can be used to focus
attention on measuring distance by altering the way in which distance is calculated
(Siegel, Borasi, & Fonzi, 1998). The design heuristic of problematizing the mathematical
contexts focuses on leveraging these non-routine geometries for both mathematical and
pedagogical purposes. Consider the introductory example about triangles on a sphere.
PSTs have known what a triangle was since they were young children. The spherical
context places them in a position where understanding a triangle becomes a genuine
problem, a problem which requires mathematizing the spherical context. In addition to
this pedagogical benefit of having a context to explore and mathematize, non-Euclidean
geometries provide a context to compare against Euclidean geometry. This can help
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PSTs to step back from the familiar planar geometry of their prior experience and
consider this as an example of a wider phenomenon.
Associative and Commutative Properties. Larsen (2010) provides insight into a
problematized mathematical context for revisiting the ideas of associativity and
commutativity. The associative and commutative properties capture two different ways
in which the ―order‖ of numbers can be altered without changing the total value. The
associative property (of addition) states that the order in which numbers are grouped does
not affect their sum (so a+(b+c) = (a+b)+c), while the commutative property (of addition)
states that the order in which numbers are placed in an addition problem does not affect
their sum (so a+b=b+a). PSTs often confound these two properties (Ding, Li, & Capraro,
2013; Zaslavsky & Peled, 1996). Larsen investigated student mathematical activity with
these properties in the non-routine context of symmetries of an equilateral triangle.
Because symmetries of an equilateral triangle form a non-commutative group, the
students were able to examine a context where only one of the two properties held. This
enabled them to tease apart the difference in the conceptual meanings of these properties.
As with alternate bases and non-Euclidean geometries, by varying some aspect of the
routine context, PSTs can be placed in a problematized mathematical context where they
can engage in authentic mathematical investigation.
Summary & Conclusions
Problematizing a mathematical context is a design heuristic that is intended to
support teacher educators in creating tasks which serve as genuine problems for PSTs.
Shifting to problematized contexts creates an opportunity for PSTs to experience routine
content, such as whole number operations, in a new way. PSTs can engage in inquiry
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tasks because the novel context allows them to set aside their prior rules and procedures
and focus on sense making in the novel context. The problematized contexts also provide
opportunities for comparison of mathematical structures because they leverage variations
in the structure of the routine contexts. The use of variation draws attention to attributes
of the routine context that might otherwise go unnoticed, such as the meaning of a line in
geometry or the role of zero in place value systems.
Directions for future research
Problematizing mathematical contexts is something that is already done in teacher
education and it provides multiple advantages for teacher educators as they work with
PSTs. In naming this design heuristic, I am drawing attention to it both as a tool for
curriculum design and as a theoretical contribution which would benefit from further
research. I conclude with a call for future research, highlighting additional questions
about problematizing which bear further investigation.
While I have provided examples from whole number and operation, properties of
operation, and geometry, I anticipate that there are additional mathematical contexts
which might benefit from problematizing. Future research on problematizing
mathematical contexts should consider what mathematical contexts might benefit from
problematizing (beyond whole numbers and geometry).
Within this report I have focused on the benefits of problematizing mathematical
contexts for work with PSTs. Additional research should address both the affordances
and constraints of this approach to advancing PSTs mathematical knowledge. While I
have focused this report on work with PSTs, there may be related reasons to leverage
problematizing for students who are not PSTs. This begs the questions: When is it most
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appropriate and impactful to problematize contexts? How/why do mathematicians
leverage problematized mathematical contexts? And how is that different from how/why
teacher educators leverage problematizing?
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Chapter 7 : Conclusions
Alternate numeration systems are a common context leveraged in curriculum (e.g.
Bassarear, 2012c; Bennett, Burton, & Nelson, 2012a) and research (e.g. Fasteen,
Melhuish, & Thanheiser, 2015; McClain, 2003; Yackel et al., 2007; Zazkis & Khoury,
1994) related to PSTs‘ understanding of whole number and operation. The intention of
my dissertation was to investigate the role of alternate numeration systems in supporting
preservice teachers‘ (PSTs) development of mathematical knowledge, particularly
mathematical knowledge for teaching (Ball et al., 2005). I approached this investigation
in three distinct ways. First, I investigated alternate numeration systems in existing
curricula, finding both mathematical and pedagogical affordances of alternate numeration
systems. Second, I approached alternate bases by conducting a teaching experiment
leveraging base five and using the design principles of RME. In this teaching
experiment, I demonstrated that PSTs were able to reinvent a general strategy for
multidigit multiplication in base five. This provided a context for the PSTs to develop a
deeper understanding of multidigit multiplication, as well as an opportunity for them to
experience the reinvention process. My third approach to the context of alternate
numeration systems was to consider it as an example of a wider phenomenon of
problematizing routine mathematical contexts. I argued for problematizing mathematical
contexts as a design heuristic, situating this within the design theory of Realistic
Mathematics Education (RME) (Freudenthal, 1991; Gravemeijer, 1998), particularly
within the design heuristic of didactic phenomenology.
These three approaches to investigating the role of alternate numeration systems
allowed me to examine alternate numeration systems at three distinct levels. I was able
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to analyze the current state of alternate numeration systems (as they appear in textbooks)
as a tool to support PSTs‘ in developing a stronger understanding of whole number and
operation. I was then able to narrow in on a particular subtopic within whole number and
operation (multiplication) and examine PSTs‘ mathematical activity as they made sense
of multidigit multiplication in base five. I was also able to expand out from the topic of
whole number and operation to consider leveraging alternate bases as an example of a
wider design heuristic of shifting from routine to non-routine mathematical contexts.
Reflecting back across the three studies, key contributions to research and teacher
education focus on three major ideas; mathematical structure, opportunities for guided
reinvention, and opportunities for PST reflection. I discuss each of these contributions
below.
Mathematical Structure
Alternate numeration systems can be leveraged to focus PSTs‘ attention on
mathematical structure, seeing base ten as an example of a wider phenomenon. Just as a
native English speaker can learn more about English by studying another language, an
adult who is familiar with base ten can learn more about its structure by comparing it to
another number system. Lo (2012) captures this idea in her discussion of variation
theory, stating that ―to discern previously taken for granted features of familiar situations,
learners must experience for themselves certain patterns of variation and invariance of
these features‖ (p. 83). In the textbook analysis (Chapter 4), this focus on comparing to
better understand structure was one of the dominant themes for alternate numeration
systems across the curricula. Both historic numeration systems and modern alternate
base systems were utilized for this purpose.
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An exampling of focusing on mathematical structure can be seen in the teaching
experiment for multidigit multiplication (Chapter 5). PSTs were able to step back from
the tasks of multiplying by ten or 10five and recognize that multiplying by 10base in any
base would have the same effect of shifting digits to the left. They were able to make
sense of and leverage the multiplicative structure which is common to the base ten and
base five number systems.
In the brief report on problematizing mathematical contexts (Chapter 6), I
discussed leveraging alternate bases as an example of a wider phenomenon of leveraging
problematized mathematical contexts. One of the primary affordances of problematizing
mathematical contexts is to allow for comparison to the structure of the routine
mathematical context. Task designers can focus on key structural properties that are
similar or different between the routine context and the problematized context. For
example, base ten uses a place value structure, while the Egyptian numeration system
does not. This focus on varying key attributes of a mathematical idea can be seen in Lo‘s
(2012) work on variation theory and Thanheiser‘s (2015b) use of variation theory in task
design with historic numeration systems.
Opportunities for Guided Reinvention
Guided reinvention is a design heuristic for supporting students as they recreate
important ideas in mathematics (Freudenthal, 1991; Gravemeijer, 1998). Alternate bases
can provide an opportunity for guided reinvention of algorithms as seen in the teaching
experiment in Chapter 4 and in prior research (Fasteen et al., 2015; McClain, 2003;
Yackel et al., 2007). These reinvention opportunities can promote a shift in PSTs‘ view
of elementary mathematics, helping them to see mathematics as a sense-making endeavor
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rather than a series of rules to practice (McClain, 2003). However, my analysis of PST
textbooks indicates that opportunities for guided reinvention are limited. Other than the
Bassarear (2012a) curriculum, which provides an activity for PSTs to reinvent a base five
number system, the curricula generally focused on providing solution strategies rather
than posing tasks which would press the PSTs to invent strategies.
Teacher educators may want to consider creating opportunities for PSTs to
engage in guided reinvention. Researchers have found that children are capable inventors
of multidigit strategies (Ambrose et al., 2003; Fuson et al., 1997; van Putten et al., 2005),
provided they have the support of capable teachers. PSTs may not have had an
opportunity to engage in reinvention of algorithms in their own elementary math
experiences, but teacher educators may be able to provide those learning opportunities by
leveraging alternate bases. My instructional sequence provides an example of how to
support guided reinvention of an algorithm for multiplication in base five. One key
finding of this study was that PSTs‘ reinvention of strategies for multiplication coemerged alongside their developing models for the meaning of multiplication. McClain
(2003) and Yackel et al. (2007) offer examples of task sequences to support guided
reinvention of addition and subtraction in base eight. Together, these studies provide a
collection of resources for supporting PSTs in engaging in meaningful reinvention of core
ideas related to whole number and operation. The design heuristic of problematizing
mathematical contexts provides insight into creating additional contexts which support
guided reinvention, both in and beyond the content area of whole number and operation.
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Opportunities for Reflection
The reform movement asks teachers to teach in ways they may not have
experienced as children. As adult learners, alternate bases provide an opportunity for
PSTs to experience the types of inquiry based instruction that reform advocates. In order
for these experiences to have the greatest impact, PSTs should have opportunities to
reflect on their learning experiences, both in the moment and retrospectively.
Adults may not recall how difficult it was to learn how to count in kindergarten or
first grade. They may not recall a time when they didn‘t know that the number after 99 is
100. While learning a new number system, such as base five, PSTs can engage with
discoveries that mirror the discoveries their future students will experience. For example,
when multiplying in base five, PSTs can make the discovery that multiplying a number
by 10five causes all of the digits in that number to shift to the left. This mirrors the
discovery children make about multiplying by ten. Exploration of multiplication by 10five
can provide an opportunity for PSTs to make sense of the multiplicative structure of place
value systems. Reflection on this learning process can help PSTs to see elementary
mathematics as a sense-making endeavor, rather than a set of predetermined rules.
Likewise, the process of inventing a strategy for an operation can help PSTs to
understand the process of creating a general algorithm. Reflecting on reinvention can
focus attention on the process of building up from less efficient to more efficient invented
strategies. It can also help PSTs to value the use of visual models and manipulatives to
support emergent strategies, rather than relying entirely on symbolic representations.
McClain (2003) found that PSTs struggled to engage in making sense of the
mathematics while simultaneously reflecting on the learning process of children. She
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found it helpful to create opportunities for reflection after PSTs had engaged in the
learning process. In my own teaching, including the teaching experiment for
multiplication, I have found that PSTs may engage in spontaneous reflection as they
encounter struggles and triumphs and make comments on their own learning process. As
captured by the Bassarear (2012c) curriculum ―I wish I had a dollar for every student
who has said something like ‗Wow, no wonder it‘s hard for little kids to learn how to
count; I never thought of it [our system] that way before‖ (p. 102). Opportunities for
both spontaneous and retrospective reflection may support PSTs in making the most of
non-routine learning opportunities.
My study adds to the existing body of research on alternate numeration systems,
focusing on how this non-routine context can be leveraged to support PSTs. While this
study answered some research questions, it also raised several more. In the final section,
I discuss future directions for research.
Future Research
The research project represented in this dissertation could be seen as three
separate studies investigating three separate aspects of alternate numeration systems in
PST content courses. This dissertation can also be seen as part of a larger conversation
about the current role of problematized mathematical contexts in supporting PST
education. I conclude my study by considering further directions for research related to
the problematized context of alternate numeration systems and their role is PST
mathematics courses.
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The investigation of rationales for leveraging alternate systems could be expanded
beyond the written curricula to include a large scale look at why teacher educators
choose to include (or exclude) alternate systems in their classrooms.



In addition to considering why alternate systems might be included, research
could expand on additional ways in which alternate systems are leveraged in the
classrooms, beyond the tasks that appear in written curricula. The curriculum that
occurs in live classrooms is often different than the curriculum that appears on the
written page (Stein et al., 2007).



Additional teaching experiments are needed to better understand how different
alternate numeration system activities promote different types of student
mathematical activity. This could include a larger scale implementation of the
multiplication task sequence, as well as investigations of other potential task
sequences.



The role of problematizing of mathematical contexts could be investigated in
contexts other than alternate numeration systems. Non-Euclidean geometry
serves as another example of a problematized mathematical context. Research in
the problematized context of alternate bases could benefit research in the
problematized context of non-Euclidean geometry, and vice versa.



While my study has highlighted benefits of leveraging problematized
mathematical contexts, an additional avenue for research may focus on hindrances
of problematizing. Challenges of alternate bases may focus around the additional
specialized knowledge need by teacher educators, the classroom time
commitment, and the potential that PSTs view the non-routine context as artificial
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or extraneous. An investigation of why teacher educators chose to include or
exclude alternate systems may be a valuable starting point to consider potential
hindrances.


Additional research may examine what supports teacher educators need in order
to successfully implement innovative curricula, particularly curricula that they
themselves have not previously experienced. Is the availability of a written
curriculum (and maybe a teacher‘s manual) sufficient support for a teacher
educator? Masingila, Olanoff, and Kwaka (2012) report that most institutions
lack opportunities for professional development for the instructors of PST
mathematics courses. Research could examine what types of support or
professional development opportunities would offer the greatest benefit for
teacher educators.
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Appendix A: Codes for Textbook Analysis
Table 1. Final codes used in the textbook coding process.
Types of investigations and exercises
Comparing between systems:
Immersion within a system:
Translate OUT OF base ten,
Within base operations,
Translate TO base ten,
Within base up or down by one,
Comparing number systems,
Looking for patterns within a system,
Connecting to a standard algorithm
PST investigates an unexplained system,
Looking for patterns between systems,
PSTs invent a system,
Describing advantages or disadvantages, PSTs invent an algorithm / procedure,
General statements about types of number Reflecting on learning a number system
systems
Operation Table
Other:
Decimals or fractions, Non-routine / other
Rationales for studying other number systems
Mathematical structure
Children’s thinking:
Appreciate difficulty or power of base ten, Experience what children experience
To make sense of mathematical structure, Focus on specific challenges for children
Deepen understanding of base ten,
Understand children will struggle
Insight into algorithms
(general)
Other: You may want/have to teach
alternate bases, Other bases are used in
the world
Which alternate systems
Historic Systems Codes:
Modern Number Systems
Other related codes:
Egyptian,
Cultural Facts,
Codes:
Roman,
Base five,
Grouping context
Babylonian,
Binary,
problem,
Mayan,
Time base 60,
Language conventions for
Hindu-Arabic,
Modern alternate system.
alternate bases
Historic – other.
Prompts within the narrative Visual Models
Other Codes
For inquiry – PST does work
Abacus - alternate
Humans invent math,
For inquiry – solution provided base,
Properties of operations,
For practice – PST does work
Base pieces (Dienes), Zero as a focus,
For practice – solution
Bundles of sticks
How children learn about
provided
number
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Appendix B: Multiplication Task Sequence
For each of the four primary tasks in the task sequence, I discuss the task in three
distinct parts. The first part outlines the goals of the task, the second part includes the
actual task and the rationale for the task design using RME design heuristics, and the
third part outlines the student mathematical activity anticipated from engagement with
the task.
The sequence of tasks was intended to promote student mathematical activity
around two key ideas of multiplication, with the first key idea answering the question
―what is multiplication‖ and the second key idea answering the question ―what are
efficient strategies to perform multiplication.‖ I anticipated that repeated addition and
area would emerge as models of what multiplication means and as useful models for
developing sophisticated strategies for multidigit multiplication. Efficient and
sophisticated strategies for multidigit multiplication involve splitting numbers apart using
the distributive property, creating a partial products model for performing multiplication.
The emergence of this partial products model was the primary focus of the fourth task in
the sequence, which involved the creation and justification of a general strategy for
multidigit multiplication in base five.
Task 1: Focus on Repeated Addition
Mathematical Goals of Task 1. The mathematical goals of Task 1 focused on
bringing forth an initial model of multiplication as repeated addition. The three primary
(and somewhat overlapping) mathematical goals were for PSTs to:
1. Develop a repeated addition model of multiplication and name this model.
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2. Give meaning to the multiplier and multiplicand in a multiplication problem.
In the problem a x b, the first number (a) refers to the number of groups and is
called the multiplier. The second number (b) refers to the size of each group
and is called the multiplicand.
3. Generate an initial definition of multiplication.
Task 1:
Find the product 3five x 23five and explain your solution strategy.
Follow-up: Create a definition of multiplication that would be
appropriate to use with a second grader.
Figure 1: Task 1 is intended to bring forth the repeated addition model for multiplication
Rationale for the Design of Task 1. The introductory task was designed using
the guided reinvention heuristic from RME (Gravemeijer, 1998). Repeated addition is a
primitive model for multiplication (Fischbein et al., 1985) and it is the model that PSTs
tend to rely on (Graeber, 1999; Tirosh & Graeber, 1989). Beginning with repeated
addition allows PSTs to engage with the task using their own informal strategies. The
more sophisticated area/array model can be built upon repeated addition, or, if built
separately, can be connected to the repeated addition model. This connection was
examined in the section after Task 2 (see Figure 9). With this trajectory in mind, the
series of tasks shifted from ones that can be easily represented with a repeated addition
model to ones that beg for a more sophisticated solution strategy.
The introductory task of 3five x 23five used a small, single digit multiplier of 3 and
a two digit multiplier of 23five. While elementary school curricula may start with single
digit by single digit problems, I anticipated that a two digit multiplicand would not be
problematic to the PSTs, who have had prior experience building multidigit numbers in
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base five. The small, single digit multiplier of three was selected to make the repeated
addition strategy a feasible and natural option for PSTs. Having previously engaged in
addition in base five, the task of tripling a base five number could be built upon
previously established work with addition. A previous pilot of the tasks revealed a
struggle with multidigit multipliers, as PSTs focused on the separate digits of the
multiplier, rather than the quantity represented by the multiplier (Fasteen et al., 2015).
The task sequence did not attempt to avoid this struggle, but to postpone it until Task 2,
after students had the opportunity to begin to establish the repeated addition model in
Task 1. This struggle is discussed further in the rationale for Task 2.
In addition to the mathematical goals of Task 1, the task also served as an
opportunity to gather evidence of PSTs regrouping skills and initial strategies for
multiplication. As the students had already engaged with base five addition and
subtraction, I anticipated that regrouping in base five would not be problematic. Further
discussion of anticipated student strategies takes place in the following section.
Anticipated Student Mathematical Activity for Task 1. Based on my past
experience using this task with preservice teachers, I anticipated two primary tactics for
solving the task 3five x 23five. The first strategy relies upon repeated addition and the
second strategy relies on modifying the standard U.S. algorithm for multidigit
multiplication.
The repeated addition strategy tends to take two formats. The first involves
creating 3 sets of the manipulatives corresponding to 23five. An image of this is provided
in Figure 2a. The manipulatives are then rearranged to group like objects together
(Figure 2b). If there are 5 or more of one manipulative, they are regrouped to the next
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larger manipulative, i.e. 5 longs are regrouped into a flat (Figure 2 2c). The final solution
is represented as 1 flat, 2 longs, and 4 ones (Figure 2d).

Figure 2: A solution to 3five x 23five, modeled with manipulatives
Alternately, the repeated addition strategy can be executed symbolically by
representing 3five x 23five as 23five + 23five + 23five and relying on prior knowledge about
addition strategies. In the case of doing symbolic repeated addition, students tend to
stack the three addends vertically, as in Figure 3. Then the three copies of 3 are summed
to arrive at 9, which is regrouped as 1 long and 4 units. Then the 3 copies of 2 longs are
summed to arrive at 6 longs, plus one more long from the prior step. These 7 longs are
regrouped as 1 flat 2 longs. It is possible for PSTs to execute this strategy without
recognizing that the three 2s refer to longs and that the regrouped 7 longs become 1 flat
and 2 longs. Prior research indicates that PSTs may not explicitly focus on the type of
unit being summed and regrouped (Thanheiser, 2009a).
1

23
23
+23
9
Step 1: Three 3s
are summed to 9.

1

23
23
23
23
+23
+23
4
74
Step 2: Nine ones Step 3: Three 2s
are regrouped to 1 plus 1 extra are
long 4 ones
summed to 7.
Figure 3: Steps for adding 3 copies of 23five using symbols.

1

23
23
+23
124five
Step 4: The 7 is
regrouped as 1 flat
2 longs.
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The repeated addition strategy, either symbolically or physically represented,
indicates an appropriate mental model of multiplication. The other anticipated student
strategy is to modify the standard U.S. algorithm for multidigit multiplication. This
strategy does not clearly indicate what type of mental model, if any, the PST holds for
multiplication. In order to modify the standard algorithm for multiplication to the base
five context, the students begin by writing the problem vertically, with 23five on the top
and 3five on the bottom (Figure 4a). Then 3 is multiplied by 3 and the result of 9 is split
into 1 long and 4 ones, with the 4 recorded below the 3 and the 1 recorded above the 2
(Figure 4b). In the next step, 3 is multiplied by the 2 in 23five to reach 6. The one from
the prior step is added to the 6 to arrive at 7, which is regrouped as 1 flat and 2 longs
(Figure 4c). The digits ―12‖ are recorded below the prior value of 4, but shifted to the
left one spot. Some PSTs place a 0 after the ―12‖ to indicate the place value, while others
leave the spot blank or place some other symbol in this location. Then the partial
products of 4 and 120 are summed to arrive at 124five.

a) The 23 is written
above the 3, with the
number aligned by place
value (ones above ones)

b) 3 is multiplied by 3
and the product of 9 is
regroup to 1 long 4 units

c) 3 is multiplied by 2 to
get 6, plus the extra 1
from the prior step. This
7 is regrouped as 12 in
base five.
Figure 4: The standard U.S. algorithm for multiplication, modified for the base five
context.
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The use of the standard algorithm for multiplication creates a dilemma for me as
the instructional designer. I have two sometimes conflicting goals: building on PSTs‘
prior knowledge and helping PSTs to build conceptually based understanding of whole
number concepts. These goals conflict when PSTs prior knowledge is procedurally
based. To mediate these conflicting goals, I can encourage students who choose to use
the algorithm to create a visual model to unpack the algorithm. The algorithm can be
viewed as a shorthand version of a sense-making process, but only if the students first
make sense of how to model multidigit multiplication. Within the teaching experiments I
was able to build a small-group culture which focused on sense making and explanations,
which helped to direct students‘ attention to valuing the ―why‖ behind procedures.
Task 2: Multiplication by the Base (10five)
Mathematical Goals of Task 2. While the first task in the sequence was
intended to promote the repeated addition model of multiplication, the second task was
intended to (1) expand the use of the repeated addition model to multidigit multipliers
and to (2) bring a focus to a structurally important question: ―What happens when you
multiply by 10five?‖ These two primary goals are expanded upon below.
1. Make sense of a two digit multiplier in base five.
a) Make sense of the multiplier as a quantity rather than concatenated
single digits that are dealt with separately.
b) Use the multiplier to determine ―how many copies‖ are needed of the
multiplicand.
2. Discover and make sense of the Times Base Rule
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a) Recognize that multiplying a specific number by 10five means creating
5 copies of that number.
b) Recognize that 5 copies of a unit type can be regrouped to one copy of
the next larger unit type.
c) Articulate and justify a general statement about multiplication by 10five
which highlights the idea of shifting all digits to the left one slot.
Rationale for the Design of Task 2. The guided reinvention design heuristic
suggests that the instructional designer should be aware of and incorporate key landmarks
in the path of reinventing (Gravemeijer, 1998). Based on student generated strategies
(Ambrose et al., 2003) and as well as an analysis of the standard U.S. algorithm for
multiplication (see Figure 2-7). One key landmark in creating efficient multiplication
algorithms involves determining efficient ways to split up numbers. Multiplication by
10five is particularly efficient and I hypothesized that it would play a central role in PST
generated strategies in base five. Therefore, Task 2 focused explicitly on making sense of
multiplication by 10five.
Task 2:
Find the product 10five x 23five and explain your reasoning. Connect your
explanation to a visual model.
Follow-ups:
 Make a conjecture about multiplying by 10five. Justify your conjecture.
 Comparison across bases: 10 x 23 = 230 and 10five x 23five = 230five. Is
this a coincidence or something more?
Figure 5: Task 2 focused on making sense of multiplication by the base (10five)
In a pilot of the instructional sequence, students struggled to make sense of a
multidigit base five multiplier in a two digit by two digit problem. When the multiplier
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was a single digit base five number, the students were able to act as if it were a base ten
multiplier. That is, 2five = 2ten, 3five = 3ten, and 4five = 4ten. Because the multiplier was
small and familiar, the repeated addition model appeared naturally. When attempting a
two digit multiplier, such as 12five, students tended to either (a) muddle base five with
base ten and treat 12five as twelve (in base ten) rather than as 1 five and 2 units
(equivalent to 7 in base ten), or (b) use a modified version of the standard U.S. algorithm
for multiplication which they struggled to justify. In order to make sense of the two digit
multiplier, the PSTs must develop a strategy to coordinate the two digits in base five.
Task 2 provided an opportunity to investigate a foundational example, when the
multiplier is 10five.
The selection of the numbers for Task 2 was done with the purposeful intention of
guiding student mathematical activity along a path that is grounded in prior experiences
and lays a foundation for more sophisticated strategies in later tasks. I chose to continue
to use the multiplicand of 23five so that this problem could be seen by PSTs as building up
from the prior problem of 3 x 23five. I selected the multiplier of 10five for a number of
reasons. First, I was aware of students‘ tendency to confound 10five (worth five) with the
base ten number 10 (ten), referring to both 10five and 10 as ―ten‖ and modeling 10five
inconsistently as five or ten groups. I wanted students to confront this confusion directly.
Second, because 10five is a relatively small number, the repeated addition model continues
to be an efficient solution strategy. My third reason for selecting 10five as the multiplier is
that in base five, multiplying by the value of the base (10 five) has the effect of shifting all
of the digits in a number to the left one slot. This feature (a) focuses attention of the
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multiplicative structure of base five and (b) becomes a building block for later
multiplication strategies.
Prior research has shown that PSTs may struggle to make sense of what happens
when a zero is appended to a number in an alternate base (Thanheiser, 2014a; Thanheiser
& Rhoads, 2009). Task 2 involves an exploration of a phenomenon that causes a zero to
be appended, namely, multiplying by 10five. The first follow-up question is intended to
invite PSTs to make the conjecture that 10five of one base five unit (such as a one, long, or
flat) can be regrouped to create one of the next larger item. For example, 10five ones can
be regrouped to a long and 10five longs can be regrouped to a flat, and so on. An image of
this regrouping can be found in Figure 6.
a) 10five ones can be
regrouped to a long
b) 10five longs can
be regrouped to a
flat

Figure 6: 10five copies of one unit can be regrouped into the next larger unit.
The second follow-up question was intended to leverage PST curiosity about why
the problems 10 x 23 = 230 and 10five x 23five = 230five look similar, despite the
differences in bases (See Figure 7). The prompt was intended to encourage PSTs to step
back from base five and make a conjecture across bases. By examining the role of
multiplying by the number that looks like 10 in each base (notated as 10 in base ten, 10five
in base five, or 10base in a generic base), PSTs would focus on the multiplicative structure
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of place value systems. That is, PSTs would focus on how each column is worth ―base‖
times more than the column to its right, where the ―base‖ depends on the number system.

Figure 7: The similarities between 10 x 23 = 230 in base ten and 10five x 23five = 230five
focus attention on structure of place value systems.
Multiplication by 10five as a Stepping Block. The multiplication by 10five task
was designed to serve two critical purposes. The first purpose was to provide a context
that encouraged making sense of the multiplicative structure of base five. This purpose is
captured in the explicit goals listed above. The second purpose19 of Task 2 was to
develop a building block for more advanced strategies for multidigit multiplication.
These strategies rely upon breaking numbers along place value and the use of the
distributive property to build a partial products model of multiplication.
To get a flavor for these strategies, consider the example of 43 x 24 in base ten.
The 43 can be split into 40 and 3. In order to multiply 40 by 24, you can first multiply 4
by 24 (96) and then note that 40 is ten times more than 4, so 40 x 24 should be ten times
more than 4 x 24, resulting in a partial product of 960. Then add 3 more copies of 24
(72) to arrive at the final solution of 1032. This strategy is efficient because making
19

This second purpose is not listed as one of the mathematical goals for Task 2 because it will not surface
for PSTs until Tasks 3 and 4.
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something ten times larger is an efficient task in base ten. It is this efficiency that
underlies the standard U.S. algorithm for multiplication as well as student generated
solution strategies.
Anticipated Student Mathematical Activity for Task 2. I expected that PSTs‘
initial strategies for Task 2 would be similar to their strategies for Task 1. PSTs could
rely on repeated addition, either with symbols or images/manipulatives, or PSTs could
use a modified standard algorithm with an explicit goal of connecting the algorithm to a
visual model. I anticipated that by focusing the conversation on linking the visual models
to the multiplication concept, the pursuit of a sense making solution could begin to
remove the standard algorithm from its mathematical pedestal as the unquestioned best
strategy.
As indicated in the rationale, Task 2 is more difficult than Task 1 because of the
two digit multiplier. PSTs must unpack the meaning of 10five groups of 23five by first
determining how much 10five is. In a pilot of the study, the PSTs struggled with the value
of 10five and confused the base ten number 10 (ten) with the base five number 10five
(worth five). I anticipated that the PSTs would draw on the base five manipulatives to
help them to find meaning for 10five. In my pilot study, one group of PSTs used the
manipulative corresponding to 10five (a long) and for each unit within the long, the PSTs
gathered one copy of the group of manipulatives representing 23five (Fasteen et al., 2015).
The PSTs, who had previously struggled with the value of 10five, stressed the usefulness
of touching each unit in the long while explicitly linking each unit to a group of size 23five
(Figure 8). This allowed the PSTs to find an explicit role for each of the numbers in the
problem 10five x 23five.
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Figure 8: Student strategy for 10five x 23five involves creating a collection of 23five for each
unit in the long (10five).
After determining how to solve the specific problem 10five x 23five, there is a shift
to focusing on a general statement about multiplying by the base (10five). This shift could
be the result of their own curiosity or teacher press about the idea I refer to as the Times
Base Rule. The Times Base Rule answers the question ―Does multiplying a number by
10five always result in appending a zero to the number being multiplied?‖ This question
could be asked in any base, with the value ―10five‖ replaced by the value of the base
(10base) for that number system. In base ten, students may refer to this idea as the ―Times
Ten Rule.‖
I anticipated that students would form a conjecture that when multiplying a
number by 10five a zero is appended to the number. This conjecture could come from
trying one or several examples, from making an analogy with the Times Ten Rule in base
ten, or from making an argument about the modified standard algorithm. This hypothesis
comes from a pilot of the task (Fasteen et al., 2015). To move from conjecture to
justification, PSTs need to address the question of ―why‖ a zero is appended. To make
sense of this, PSTs would combine two key facts: multiplying a number by 10five results
in 5 copies of that number and five copies of one object in base five results in one object
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of the next larger type. An example of this sense-making approach can be found in
Fasteen, et al. (2015).
Linking the Repeated Addition Model to Area. Tasks 1 and 2 relied upon the
repeated addition model of multiplication. The next two tasks shift focus to the
area/array model of multiplication. The repeated addition model can be linked to the
area/array model by rearranging the imagery of a repeated addition problem. Consider
the example of 10five x 23five, which can be illustrated as 5 piles of size 23five. By shifting
the 5 piles of size 23five (Figure 9a) to 5 rows of size 23five, the repeated addition model
begins to take the shape of a rectangle or an array (Figure 9b). Slide the 5 rows together,
and a rectangle with dimensions 10five (or 5) by 23five is created (Figure 9c). It is possible
that PSTs would reinvent this transition to area within the 10five x 23five task, but pilot
data indicates that this is unlikely to happen spontaneously. PSTs tend to rely on the
primitive model of repeated addition (Graeber et al., 1989; Tirosh & Graeber, 1989).

a)
b)
c)
d)
The 5 piles of 23five in (a) are shifted to 5 rows of 23five in (b). These 5 rows are slid
together to create a rectangle with dimensions 10five (or 5) by 23five in (c). In (d) the
base five units are highlighted.
Figure 9: The link between the repeated addition model and area model is demonstrated
visually.
After the emergence of the repeated addition model of multiplication with the first
two tasks, the following tasks were intended to shift the focus from repeated addition to
the area model. In a pilot of the instructional sequence, students were given a two digit
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by two digit numeric problem (42five x 31five). The area model did not emerge naturally
for many of the groups. Some groups continued to rely on the repeated addition model
while others used a modified version of the standard algorithm from base ten. To
encourage the emergence of the area model as a model of multiplication, Task 3 was
altered to provide an area context rather than a symbolic problem. The search for and
study of a particular phenomenon to promote the emergence of a key model is referred to
as didactical phenomenology (Gravemeijer, 1998). I discuss the phenomenological
analysis of the area context further in the context of Tasks 3 and 4, along with a
discussion of the partial products strategy for multiplication.
Task 3: Introducing Area
Mathematical Goals of Task 3. The primary goal of Task 3 was to promote the
emergence of an area model for multiplication, which would play a central role in the
development of a general multiplication strategy in Task 4. Specific sub-goals are listed
below.


Develop the area model of multiplication and link this model with the prior
repeated addition model of multiplication.



Build a situated solution strategy for a specific multidigit multiplication problem
(this becomes an example of a type of problem in Task 4: The Box of Rectangles)



Draw explicit attention to PSTs‘ implicit use of the distributive property and
begin to unpack the role of the distributive property in PST generated solution
strategies. Note: I intended to help them to identify and apply a name to a
property they are using, rather than introduce a property that is seen as external
and teacher provided.
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Task 3:
Measuring a rectangle in base five
Each table will receive one rectangle. Your goal is to examine the size of the
rectangle in base five. Determine the length, width, and area of the rectangle and
discuss how the three quantities (length, width, and area) are related. Record two
or more strategies for calculating the area and explain why those strategies make
sense. Be sure to connect your visual models with written solutions.

Follow-up questions:
 In the first two base five problems, we used the repeated addition model for
multiplication. How is your approach for Task 3 similar to the repeated
addition model and how is it different than the repeated addition model?
 [Discuss the distributive property, using one of the student generated
strategies to discuss how the area was split apart.]
I noticed that in the strategy used by group ___________, the rectangle was
split up into smaller pieces and the area of each piece was found separately
(i.e. it was multiplied separately).
o Why is that allowed?
o Why is that useful?
o Is that always an option?
o What is it called?
Figure 10: Task 3 provides a rectangle context, intended to lead to the emergence of an
area model of multiplication.
Rationale for the design of Task 3. In a prior pilot of the study, the task
following 10five x 23five was 42five x 31five. One mathematical goal of this task was for
some small group to discover the area model as a useful tool to both solve the problem
and justify the solution strategy. If some small group within the whole class discovered
this area strategy, then the strategy could be shared with the whole class. As fragile as
this approach is within a full class teaching experiment, is becomes unreasonable within a
smaller scale teaching experiment with a limited number of students. Returning to the
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design heuristics of RME, particularly didactic phenomenology, it became clear that
providing the realistic context of a rectangular area task has the potential to introduce a
phenomenon (rectangular area) which begs for mathematizing (Gravemeijer, 1998). The
guided reinvention heuristic does not require that the students must discover or invent the
rectangular area context on their own. The instructional designer should select
appropriate contexts to encourage investigation of worthwhile phenomena.
Didactic phenomenology for rectangular area context. The design heuristic of
didactic phenomenology invites task designers to analyze potential contexts and tasks in
light of how those tasks will encourage mathematical activity that leads to the
development of key mathematical models. An analysis of the rectangle context for
multiplication reveals several useful features of this context. First, the rectangle model
provides a visual model for multidigit multiplication that expands in an efficient manner
to larger numbers. For example, it is possible to sketch a rectangle with dimensions 31 x
42 much more quickly than sketching 31 collections of size 42. The rectangle image can
be partitioned into (useful) sub-rectangles so that one can find the area of each subrectangle and sum these sub-areas to find the area of the full rectangle. The strategic
subdividing of the rectangle becomes the basis for a partial products model for
multiplication. Initially the partial products model can be seen as a model of PSTs
strategies, which the PSTs may not be explicitly aware of. This partial products model is
based on the distributive property of multiplication over addition, which indicates that if
one or both factors in a multiplication problem are split into an addition problem, then
each addend can be multiplied by the other factor and summed without altering the total.
A base ten example is provided in Figure 11.
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(12 is split into the addition problem 10 + 2)
(Using the distributive property, 10 and 2
are each multiplied by 23)
(two partial products can be summed)

= 230 +46
= 276.
Figure 11: An example of the role of the distributive property in multiplying 12 x 23 in
base ten.

Further analysis of the rectangular area context for multiplication reveals its
utility beyond whole number multiplication tasks. The visual model of area is
appropriate for multiplication of fractions, decimals, polynomials, and functions (see
Figure 2-13). The strategy of subdividing areas and working with simpler subareas
continues to be an efficient and conceptually sound tool for these more advanced number
domains.
Rationale for Task 3 Follow-up Questions. A primary goal of Task 3 was for
PSTs to develop a situated model or strategy for s specific multiplication problem so that
Task 3 could be referred to as an example of the type of problems explored in Task 4.
Additional goals about connecting models for multiplication and making sense of the
distributive property were a focus of the follow-up questions for Task 3.
The first follow-up question to Task 3 was intended to make explicit a connection
between the two mathematical models of multiplication: area and repeated addition. It is
not enough to build two models for multiplication. Prospective teachers must be aware
of how those two models are linked and PSTs should be able to describe advantages of
each model. For example, the repeated addition model builds on children‘s prior work
with addition, making multiplication a natural extension of addition. On the other hand,
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the area model embodies an efficiency that is lacking in the repeated addition model. The
area model expands to the number domains of fractions, decimals, and algebraic
expressions, while the repeated addition model becomes problematic outside of whole
numbers. Imagine, for example, finding ¾ groups of size 1 ½ or (x+2) groups of size
(-3y).
The second follow-up question focused on the role of the distributive property in
student strategies. The distributive property is embedded in most student invented
strategies (at least those that move past direct modeling or simple repeated addition). By
calling attention to the distributive property as it is already being used in practice, the
ownership of the property goes to the students rather than an external source such as a
teacher or textbook.
Anticipated Mathematical Activity for Task 3. For the first part of the area
task, students would engage in the act of measuring the rectangle provided. I anticipated
that students would place longs and units along each dimension to determine the value, in
base five, of the side lengths. Other options include measuring entirely in units (rather
than longs and units) or measuring the rectangle in inches or centimeters, determining the
length of a unit square, and dividing to find the number of units. The latter options could
involve having a temporary answer in base ten before shifting to base five.
Once the students have found the linear dimensions of the rectangle, I anticipated
that they would fill the rectangle with base five manipulatives in order to find the area.
While it is possible that PSTs would fill the rectangle with ones or fill it haphazardly with
a variety of base five pieces, prior experience led me to believe they would fill the
rectangle systematically, with larger pieces placed first and small pieces filling the extra
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space. After filling the shape, PSTs would then regroup the manipulatives to create a
minimal collection to represent the quantity associated with the area. At this point the
PSTs could be tempted to declare that the problem has been solved and move to the next
task. At this point, however, they would have only a procedural solution strategy based
on concrete manipulations and this strategy would not link the linear dimensions to the
area, beyond the perfunctory statements that length times width equals area.
The prompt for this task asks for two or more strategies and an explanation of
why those strategies make sense. To encourage multiple strategies I could provide
recording papers labeled ―strategy 1‖ and ―strategy 2.‖ Possible secondary strategies
include:


Repeated addition. The inefficiency of this strategy/model for multiplication
of larger numbers may serve to highlight the benefits of strategic use of the
area model. PSTs may increase the efficiency of the repeated addition model
by grouping quantities together, such as 10five copies of a number.



Standard algorithm, modified to base five. PSTs who use the standard
algorithm may struggle to justify which place value location to record single
digit calculations in. For example, when multiplying 3 longs by 4 longs, PSTs
may be unaware that the result, prior to regrouping, will be a quantity of flats.
Connecting the standard algorithm to the area image may help PSTs to
generate a reasonable justification for this issue. Because the standard
algorithm focuses on single digit by single digit multiplication, this strategy is
sometimes accompanied by a multiplication chart for base five which contains
the 1 digit by 1 digit multiplication facts and/or a chart which indicates what
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types of units are produced (see Figure 12). This second chart may leverage
student generated generalizations from Task 2 about multiplication by the
base.

b) This chart indicates which type of unit is produced
a) Multiplication facts for
when two units are multiplied. For example, when a
base five are listed in a chart
long is multiplied by a flat, a long flat is produced
Figure 12: The standard algorithm for multiplication is sometimes accompanied by one or
both of these student generated charts.


Partial Products strategy. PSTs may make use of the distributive property
explicitly to create a partial products strategy. For example, a PST may
choose to split apart the problem 42five x 31five to find 10five copies of 31five,
(which is 310five), repeat this 4 times (i.e. 4 x (10five x 31five)), and then to add
on 2 more copies of 31five. (i.e. 4 x (10five x 31five) + (2 x 31five). Likewise,
PSTs may discuss splitting up the rectangle into helpful sub-rectangles, rather
than using repeated addition language. The choice to split up the problem
may be made with explicit awareness of the underlying distributive property,
or PSTs‘ use of the distributive property may be more implicit. For example,
PSTs may make implicit use of the distributive property in the standard
algorithm or in subgrouping within the repeated addition model.

First follow-up question. Tasks 1 and 2 relied on the repeated addition model.
The first follow-up question encouraged PSTs to link their prior work with the repeated
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addition model to the idea of area as an emerging model of multiplication. I anticipated
that PSTs would be able to make a connection between the two models by imagining the
area split into rows of size one. The multiplier (which indicates the number of groups) is
represented as the number or rows while the multiplicand (which represents the size of
the groups) is represented by the width of the rows (see similar imagery in Figure 9).
The first follow-up question also provided an opportunity to discuss the
differences between the two models for multiplication. In particular, the repeated
addition model serves as a gateway from addition to multiplication, while the area model
lends itself to a wider array of multiplication problems, including larger whole numbers,
fractions, and algebraic expressions.
Second follow-up question. The second follow-up question focused on unpacking
the distributive property within PST generated solutions, emphasizing that this property is
already in play in the students‘ own work. The distributive property is not a teacher
generated concept, but rather a student generated concept that the teacher helps to name
using appropriate mathematical language. The prompt for the follow-up question leaves
a blank for the teacher/researcher to select a PST generated solution strategy to leverage
to highlight the distributive property. One potential strategy that would serve the
intended purpose of focusing on the distributive property is the strategy of filling the
rectangle with base five manipulatives (Figure 13a).
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a)
b)
Figure 13: The rectangular image is filled with base five manipulatives, which can be
partitioned into sub-rectangles.
By focusing on how the image is split into different quadrants based on the types
of manipulatives used (see Figure 13b), the subsections of the rectangle could be linked
with the dimensions along the sides of the rectangle. The subdividing of the rectangle
corresponds to subdividing the linear dimensions along place value lines. For example,
the top of the red rectangle corresponds to the 30five in 31five, while the top of the orange
rectangle corresponds to the 1five in 31five. The left side of the red rectangle corresponds
to the 40five in 42five, while the left side of the yellow rectangle corresponds to the 2five in
42five.
After noting that the rectangle has been split up, the follow-up question asked:
Why is that allowed?, Why is that useful?, Is that always an option?, and What is it
called? I anticipated that this series of questions would help the PSTs to bring the idea of
the distributive property from the background to the foreground of their thinking. By
focusing on the utility of the idea of splitting up a multiplication problem into sub-
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problems (partial products strategy), the PSTs are primed to be more aware of the
distributive property in their generalized strategies, which are the focus of task 4.
Task 4: Building a General Multiplication Strategy
Mathematical Goals of Task 4. The sequence of tasks culminated with the
development of a general solution strategy in Task 4 (Figure 14). In addition to the
explicit mathematical goals of building a general solution strategy and linking that
strategy to visual models for multiplication, I also wanted PSTs to reflect on the process
they have undertaken. I wanted PSTs to consider the reinvention of algorithms to be
feasible for themselves and for elementary school students (in terms of both class time
and mathematical ability). I wanted PSTs to reflect that when students develop their
own strategies for multidigit operations they find more than the answer to a specific
problem. They also build understanding of mathematical structures, ownership of
knowledge, and understanding of number properties (e.g. distributive property). The
specific goals for Task 4 are listed below.


Create a general strategy for base five multidigit multiplication problems.



Focus explicit attention on the role of the distributive property and the role of
place value in the development of efficient strategies.



Reflect on the process of creating general strategies, both for themselves as
students and for their own future elementary school students.
Rationale for the Design of Task 4. The box of rectangles task was intended to

move the PSTs from needing a solution to a single problem to needing a solution for a
type of problem. This task serves as the prompt for reinventing a general solution
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strategy for multidigit multiplication. The rationale for the context of area was described
in the earlier section on didactic phenomenology within Task 3 (see Figure 2-13).
Task 4: Part 1
Alice and Bob, who live in the land of Base Five, have a
large box of rectangles. They need a strategy to find the
area of any rectangle in base five. Your task is to create
and explain an efficient strategy that will work to multiply
any two base five numbers. Record your strategy on the
provided paper. [Students will be asked to record in pen
and will be given new colored papers for various drafts]
[As part of this task, I have a box of rectangles (cut out of cardstock) with various
dimensions that correspond to whole numbers, if the rectangles are measured using
base five manipulatives (1 unit = 1 cm). I may include some index cards that list the
dimensions of rectangles that I have not built, to ensure that strategies do not rely only
on physically filling the rectangle]
List of rectangles in the box (in base five):
(42 x 31 was task 3)
12 x 23
22 x 23
11 x 11
21 x 34
24 x 24
30 x 14
100 x 12
103 x 23
120 x 34
20 x 30
Index cards: 44 x 23, 102 x 24, 234 x 20, 234 x 21
Reflection:
 Describe the process you and your group went through to create a general
multiplication strategy. Note: I‘m not asking for your final general strategy, I
want you to reflect about the creation process and how you moved from solving
the specific problem 3 x 23 to then inventing a strategy for any base five
multiplication problem, in just a few days.
 Reflecting as a teacher, do you think it would be possible for 4th graders to
invent a strategy for multiplication in base ten (if they had never seen the U.S.
standard algorithm)?
Figure 14. Task 4 focuses on a general strategy for multiplication in base five.
The primary mathematical goal of the task was for students to create a general
strategy for multidigit multiplication, based on the emerging model of partial products.
The area context of rectangles provided a physical context for situated strategies
involving splitting the rectangle into sections that can be filled with different base five
unit types. A mathematical observer may recognize that the way students may organize
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(or mathematize) the area context corresponds to a partial products strategy (model of
partial products). However, it is possible that students may not articulate the intention
behind splitting up numbers along place value until they shift from describing particular
solutions to specific numeric problems and shift toward explaining a more general
strategy (model for partial products).
As the students shifted from describing particular rectangle solutions to more
general strategies based on place value, they would make a vertical shift in their
mathematizing, leveraging the partial products strategy as a model for creating an
efficient algorithm for multiplication.
Anticipated Student Mathematical Activity for Task 4. The first 3 tasks had
been piloted previously, providing me with a good deal of insight into potential student
mathematical activity as students engage with the tasks. Task 4, on the other hand, had
not yet been piloted; therefore the following anticipated student mathematical activity
was more hypothetical in nature. Previously, after attempting a two digit by two digit
multiplication problem, students were given a 2 digit by 3 digit problem, which was
followed by a class discussion of strategies for the particular numeric problems given.
The new Task 4 invited PSTs to create and explain a general strategy for multidigit
multiplication.
I anticipated that PSTs would create a series of strategies for multidigit
multiplication, beginning with specific strategies for a particular problem or type of
problem and moving toward broader classes of problems. For example, initial strategies
might be appropriate only for two digit by two digit problems in which there are no zero
digits. Later strategies might be applicable to larger numbers or numbers which contain
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zeros as digits. I anticipated that strategies would increase in efficiency and generality
and that students would begin to justify why their strategies are appropriate, efficient, and
general. One goal of the study of this task was to determine how the distributive property
could appear in student strategies and how to leverage this modifications of the
instructional sequence.
The design heuristic of emergent models provides language to discuss shifts in
students‘ mathematical activity as they move from situated strategies to more general
strategies. This task was designed so that student mathematical activity would result in
the emergence of the model of the partial products strategy for multiplication. The
partial products strategy for multiplication refers to the idea of splitting a multiplication
problem into sub-problems, computing the products for the sub-problems, and summing
them to reach the total. Figure 15 provides visual and symbolic examples of this strategy.

Figure 15: The multiplication problem 12five x 23five is split along place value lines to
create 4 sub-problems. Each problem is solved separately and the partial products are
then summed.
PSTs were asked to apply their general strategy descriptions to other rectangles in
the box of rectangles. Particular rectangles could be selected from the box to push on
strategies which are only appropriate to a subset of possible multiplication problems. As
the teacher, I could encourage an explicit focus on connecting the lengths of the sides of
the rectangles with the area, particularly as the area is subdivided and the lengths of the
sides are correspondingly subdivided. I anticipated that one strategy that would emerge
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would be to split the rectangle into four pieces, with the quantity four being a focus,
rather than the convenience or efficiency of the pieces being a focus. For example, in 30
x 23, splitting the problem into 2 pieces, 30 x 20 and 30 x 3, may make more sense than 4
pieces. Meanwhile, in 123 x 23, 6 pieces might be more advantageous.
Pre / Post Survey Questions
In addition to the four tasks described for the teaching experiment, I also included
several pre/post questions, using a combination of written surveys and interviews.
Pre-questions about Algorithms


Show me how you would solve 345 – 186, 48 x 34, and 752 ÷ 4.



The step-by-step strategies you used to solve the two problems are called
algorithms. Where do algorithms like this come from?



Do you remember how you learned about algorithms like these?



Do you know a different way to solve 345 – 186, 48 x 34, or 752 ÷ 4?



Would it be reasonable to have 4th graders invent their own algorithms for
problems like 345 – 186, 48 x 34 and 752 ÷ 4? Why or why not?
o (If yes, what would those algorithms look like?)
Post-questions about Algorithms



Where do algorithms for operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division) come from?



How have your ideas about algorithms changed since the start of this course?



Would it be reasonable to have 4th graders invent their own algorithms for
problems like 48 x 35 and 542 ÷ 6? Why or why not?
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I anticipated that the pre / post questions about algorithms would show some
shifts in PSTs views about the role algorithms. Initially PSTs might have a static view of
algorithms as something fixed and created by others, prebuilt and unquestioned. After
the teaching experiment, I anticipated that PSTs would begin to show a shift toward a
view of algorithms as sense-making processes which are created by people such as
themselves and their students.
Questions about Properties:


What do you think of the distributive, associative, and commutative properties?
o Record what you can remember about these 3 properties, as well as what
you think of them.



Should these properties be taught in elementary school?
o What are possible reasons these properties should be a part of the
elementary school curriculum?
o What are possible reasons these properties should not be taught until later?



(Possible follow-up) As an example, let‘s focus on the distributive property. It is
sometimes written as:
a ∙ (b+c) = a ∙ b + a ∙ c.
o Do you remember learning about this property? What sort of math was it
used for? Can you think of some examples of how you might use this
property in elementary school?
I anticipated that these interview questions would reveal that prior to the teaching

experiment, the PSTs were not comfortable with the properties and would not be able to
correctly identify them or see their utility in elementary mathematics. I anticipated that at
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the end of the teaching experiment, the PSTs would have a different view about the
distributive property, seeing that it is at the heart of efficient algorithms for
multiplication.

